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Council approves
land annexation
on first reading
First reading of an ordinance to
annex a MASI acre tract of land as
Canterbury Estates met with
11111111i010{11 approval train the
Murray City Council Friday afternoon.
Meeting in special session, present members Howard Koenen,
Tommy Sanders, Ruby Hale, Dr
C.C. Lowry, W.R. Furches, J.H
Nix, Mac Fitts and Keith Hays
voted to accept the motion, which
does not become effective until it
Is approved on a second reading
The land is located on the south city limit.
Prior to the vote. Canterbury
resident and landowner Charles
Kupchella expressed concerns
about adverse development on

Theatre plans
Halloween show
As its latest annual tribute to the
season of "ghosties and ghoulies,'
the Murray Calloway County
Community Theatre next week
opens its production of the "Haunting of Hill Howe" at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park.
The play is scheduled for 8 p.m
performances Oct. 21-30 and Nov
4-4 as well a a midnight performance on Halloween
Based on the novel by Shirley
Jackson, the three act play is a
classic example of the
psychological thriller. It takes
place in a dank and creaky oid Victorian house with a sinister
hory of tragedies and unexplained events. A group of people
gather at the house for the purpose of investigating the strange
happenings that take place there.
The group is led by parapsychologist Dr. Jon Montague,
played by Bob Valentine. Montague brings with him Eleanor
Vance, played by Ren Leys, a
young lady who somehow provokes to action the spirits that
haunt Hill House. Also summoned
to participate in Montague's experiment are Theodora, a young
woman with telepathic powers.
played by Kathryn Lea Ballard
and Luke Sanderson, heir to Hill
(Continued On Page 2)

FOOTBALL HOMECOMING QUEEN — Jill Morris
(at right and above center), daughter of Mrs. Wanda
Miles, was crowned Murray High School Football
Homecoming Queen Friday night by last year's queen
Suzanne Pitman. Members of the court include
(above) Rebbie Houston (left), daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Hal E. Houston, and Joy Irina (right), daughter
ofMr. and Mrs. John Hina.
Staffphotos by Jennie Gordon

tracts of adjacent undredeped
property which could have a "tar
greater affect on real 1114.11P than
the tax benefits"
If annexed into Ow city, the land
would be 'beige for street pewmg. street limits. poke and fire
protection. sanitation service. and
water and sewer connections
It was our judgment there
would be no adverse development
In this area." Mayor Holmes Ellie
explained.
Steve Zee, city planner. was advised of the planned annexation
He had advised the Murray Planning Commiasion at the proposal
However, Ellis added the CalITIMIO•
:ion, which is to recommend to the
council zoning of the land after annexation, will review future annexing proposals
The council's next meeting will
be at 7 30 p.m. Monday

sunny IL cool
Today, sunny and cool. High
In the upper 30a to low Ns with
Light northeast winds. Tonight.
clear and not quite so cold. Low
in the mid to upper 30s with
calm winds. Sunday, mostly
sunny and warmer. High in the
low to mid 106 with light east
winds.
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home delivered
copy of The limey Wiper & Thaes
by 530 p m Moricioy Fricioy or
by 330pm Soturdoys ore urged
to coil .713-1916 between 135
and 6 p.m., Ma* tires. H.
des, et 3:31 p.m. wd 4 p.m. lane
days.

Comedian featured attraction for MSU Parents Weekend

Performance tonight to conclude Red Skelton's stay in Murray
By MATT SANDERS
Managing Editor
His comical repertoire constantly was present as was that
familiar friendly grin and lighthearted chuckle while he talked.
Walking up to a nine-year-old,
he asked -Hi killer. How much
you getting for hubcaps these
days?" Staring with wide-open
eyes at the microphones by his
seat, he added, "Gee, looks like
they're going to have a meeting
here."
Red Skelton — "America's
Clown," comedian, writer,
painter, composer and mirnist extraordinaire — met with media
representatives Friday morning
at Murray State's University
Center as part of his two-day yentee around the community which
will conclude with his performance tonight in Racer Arena
as the featured attraction for the
university's Parents Weekend.
"Usually the first two or three
minutes (of a press conference) is
a staring contest. Then they ask
'what happen to all that red
hair?" said the tall, husky
Skelton, sharply attired in a grey
tweed sport coat and slacks and a
crisp white shirt.
A youthful 69 years of age,
Skelton leads a fast-paced life
despite being idle from his television series for the last 12 years.
His latest work was taping his
third special for Home Box Office
- "Funny Faces III" -- where he
wrote the script and performed a
one-man show.
A master of his craft, Skelton
said for performances he writes
his script, then reviews it with
writers. While active with his

1
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'Each day Ilearn five new things and write them time, you just need to apply it. Use time, don't let
down and;1-write five jokes. There's plenty of it use you.'
Tuesday night series, he said he
would go back over tapes of the
shows and cut out jokes which
brought unusually long laughter.
"I'd take out the funniest jokes
because people will call everyone
else and say 'Hey, you ought to
hear this' and miss the next three
jokes. The whole show stunk but
nobody ever noticed.
"That's why when I walk out on
st ;e for the first two things I'll
say almost anything then go into
my routine. They give you a standing ovation then sit and stare at
you waiting for you to do
something."
Even though he is in the final

act of a long and distinguished
career which includes circus,
tents shows, burlesque.
Vaudeville, radio, movies and
television, Red's 'something"
still thrills sunvds of young and
old alike. His recent performance
at the Knoxville World's Fair set
an all-time World's Fair show attendance record of 51,000. While at
the Ohio State Fair, his matinee
drew 39,000 while attendance at
main attraction totalled over
41.000.
He also is one of few entertainers alive today who has been
the guest of honor for six U.S.
presidents — Roosevelt, Truman,

Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson
and Nixon. He also has had
private audiences with three
Popes — Pius XII, John and John
Paul.
Through all that. the Vincennes,
Ind., native uses laughter and
warmth from his followers to keep
himself fresh. "I laugh at my
jokes. There are some that I add a
little more to each time I tell
them.
"You're my family You've invited me into your homes one
night a week for 40 years. That's
more than some relatives. And
when you're in the theatre, you're
in my home and I try to be a good
1

host."
Red's real "family" usually
does not accompany him on tour.
The comedian said he feels all the
attention directed to him takes
away from his family, especially
his wife. "She's more important
than I am. She puts up with all
this. She doesn't have to but she
does"
With a tinkle in his eye, he also
discusses his family in the comical fashion that made him a star.
-My wife and I have only had
one agrument I took one swing at
her and didn't see her for three
weeks. That's when my eyes finally opened up

"My daughter has had an unfortunate life. Thirty-five years of
sitting in her bedroom and no one
has offered her a job. She did
move once. There was an earthquake and it rolled her from one
side of the bed to the other. It took
her six months to tell about the
trip. She just had surgery
Operated to remove 14 inches of
mattress from her back."
Performing was inherited from
his father who died two months
before Red's birth. "I guess he
knew he couldn't take it," Red
remarked. His father had been a
circus clown and Red's career
began at age 10 when he joined a
medicine show
Since that time, much success
has been enjoyed by the personable comedian for one reason
he is funny And he has never
compromised humor for anything
"Young comedians make two
mistakes - you never cut short
thinking and they become victims
of writers. If something is funny,
they (the audience) will laugh. If
it's dirty or vulgar, they laugh out
of emberrassment"
After each performance,
Skelton makes himself available
for autographs and takes a long
look at the empty theatre before
leaving -When I walk out on
stage for a performance), I'm in
control Performers always
remember the last thing they hear
- the applause Some live with
the applause from the night
before Then they add an off-coior
joke to their routine, then
another Afterwards i from a performance I walk out on stage.
There's no echo of applause and
(Centisined On Page 2)
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Murray couple concludes articles on recent trip to China
THE END OF
A CHINA TRIP
This article concludes our articles on our visit to China. A
description of China does not fall
into neat little patterns as do visits
to most other countries. It is difficult to be definitive about China
because statistics vary from one
publication to another. It is such a
vast country that even places
within China are strange to each
other. Names of cities are spelled
two ways.
Some things are certain. One is
that China seeks tourist dollars
and another is that it wants to do
business with other countries —
but within their regulations. China
has always been a conservative
country and it is reluctant to
change. Presently, there is little
opportunity for individual initiative as jobs are tightly controlled and people are not free to
move from one area to another
within China. However, the barnboo screen is gradually opening to
permit economic development but
It is a generation behind the world
leaders and it will take years to
catchup.
Dorothy Rowlett " recently
toured China with a group sponsored by the Museum of Jacksonville, Fla. Our itineraries were so
different, we sometimes
wondered whether we had gone to
the same country — but, of course,
we had only been seeing different
sights in this large country.
In comparing notes with her,
she said, "Well, by not going to
Xian, you missed seeing the excavations of the 8,000 clay warriors which were buried to guard
the site of Emperor Qing's tomb."
Admitting we did not see them, we
replied by saying, "But since you
did not get to Nanking, you missed
seeing the Nanking Bridge over
the Yangtze River for trains and
vehicular traffic which is an
engineering marvel."
Then we had to admit that we
had not gone far enough up the
Yangtze River to see The Gorges
as she did which is one of China's

mar scenic areas. On the other
hand, her itinerary in. Shanghai
did not include a visit to the
Children's Palace which we considered a highlight. These comparisons of sights point up the
futility of trying to sample "the
best of China" in two weeks but it
seems that everyone who visits
China come home with a respect
for the friendly, intelligent, hardworking Chinese people.
PEKING
(Beijing)
Arriving in the modern Peking
airport was an eerie experience as
passengers from our plane were
the ONLY people in this big airport at 7 p.m. We used the moving
walkway, identified our luggage
and were eventually directed to
our bus but still there was a delay
in clearance. Since this airport
has little or no runway lighting,
planes are only scheduled to arrive during daylight hours and apparently our was the last plane expected that day.
The road into the city was exceptionally well-lighted. Along the
highway, there were occasional
groups of men playing cards or
other games, sitting on the
highway under the bright lights,
probably because their homes had
limited lighting facilities.
The hotel we had been assigned
was the Chien Mien, an old hotel
now catering solely to tour groups
and there remains little evidence
of its former elegance. Our twin
beds had beautiful green satin
spreads which had Chinese scenes
painted on them. The first night I
carefully folded them and put
them on the back of a chair and
there they remained for the three
days we were there as the beds
were never made.
No doubt about it — Peking is
the heart of Chin. - the cultural,
political and emotional core. One
can almost feel the authority of
the land flowing from the Great
Hall of the People where the National People's Congress convened. When the Ming Dynasty in the
15th century moved the capital

little girl with soochow

from Naking to Peking, the layout
at the city was redesigned and its
bask form remains. Peking is unique.
IMPERIAL PALACE
Formerly called "The Forbidden City" because royalty who lived here behind the walls seldom
emerged and only the "important" people were invited inside.
It is now known as the Palace
Museum and has the largest group
of Chinese architecture in existence as there are many
pavilions, gates and hundreds of
rooms surrounded by a wall and a
moat. Built between 1406 and 1420
A.D., it required 100,000 artisans
and a million workmen working
on buildings spread our over 250
acres.
THE SUMMER PALACE
When we reached the Summer
Palace for lunch,the sun was shining brightly and Elie scene was impressive. Built around Kunming
Lake on which is the famous Marble Boat, the lake is popular for
boating in summer and in winter it
is a haven for skaters. This resort
was used by the Emperor during
the Ching Dynasty. The "Long
Corridor" is a covered, highly
decorated wooden walkway more
than 2,000 feet long. It is practically an art gallery with lacquered
pillars and cross-beams featuring
printed scenes as the corridor
meanders along the lake shore.
TIEN AN MEN
"The Gate of Heavenly Peace"
on Tien An Men Square is the symbol of China where the first flag of
the People's Republic of China
was raised by Chairman Mao 'Ise
Tung on Oct. 1, 1949. This Square
covers 98 acres and has been used
for massive parades and rallies
involving up to a million people.
"The Gate of Heavenly Peace"
is on the Square's northern side
while other sides have the Great
Hall of the People, the home of
People's Congress and the two
museums of Chinese History and
Revolution.
After an early dinner, we attended a ballet performance given
by well-trained artists. It was a
full day of enlightening experiences and the impressions of
Chinese architecture will long remain with us.
„TILE pREAT WALL
As‘th -letrim
, railroad station
titia..msmingdor our.. trip to the
Great Wall, we saw people doing
their exercses as advocated by the
Chinese Government. These exercises or slow-motion calisthenics
are called "tai chi chuan" and are
indulged only from 5 to 7 a.m. but
people stir early and we saw many
exercising — even one man on
crutches.
Our train, powered by diesel
engines which were built in
Romania, carried four first class,
air-conditioned cars for foreign
travelers. In addition, there were
eight non-air-conditioned cars
with open windows and filled with
local Chinese. On the return trip,
vendors piled the aisles with items
to sell and we bought silk ties.
As we rode along toward Badaling, the terrain became very
mountainous and soon we began to
see parts of the Great Wall. It was

PA
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the great wall
a thrilling moment to remember
that this wall, running for over
2,000 miles, was the only manmade object identified by the
astronauts.
From as early as the fifth centuty B.C., rival states in China built
walls around themselves to ward
off invasions. The wall at Badaling dates from the Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644). The original crude
earthworks were replaced in the
14th century with a stone wall
structure 2 feet high and 20 feet
across with towers at intervals of
every few hundred yards. The immensity of this feat is impressive
when one realizes that the wall
would cover the distance between
New York City and Omaha or
from Quebec to Winnipeg. The

wall follows a winding course over road to Peking passes through
mountains and through valleys some of the most productive
and it is still in a fair state of wheat-growing areas. As it was
preservation for many miles. This riarvest time, bundles of grain
was an experience we shall long were opened and spread out on
remember as there in only ONE hard surface roads and raked to a
two to three inch depth so that
Great Wall in all the world.
horse drawn carts could crush it.
MING TOMBS
On our return from the Great Later on, we saw down the road
Wall, we left the train at a subur- other farm hands raking and conban station of Peking and were ducting a sieving operation before
driven by bus to the Ming Tombs the grain was raked into piles.'
of the 13 emperors of the Ming Finally the. grain was loaded into
Dynasty which are 30 miles from bags with transfer to motor
Peking. The majestic tombs are vehicles or carts. At intervals
approached by a long road with along the road, there were crude,
fine carved figures and animals. homemade tents where the
Exhibits include altars, ritual workers ate and slept and provessels and possessions of the gressed with the moving
harvesting site.
emperor.
Leaving the Ming Tombs, the

RECEIVES PRINT — Preston "Ty" Holland,former football coach at Murray High School, purchased two
Murray High Tiger prints — one for his home and one to be placed in the school's trophy :Am. Jerry key,
president of the athletic boosters, presented Holland the prints during Friday night's game.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

BEEN TO THE NEW NATURAL FOODS STORE IN TOWN?
NO?itell here's some of what you're missing...
QUALITY NATURAL FOODS
Coantry Fresh Eggs
Mogen-Dan Ise Cream
Fresh affaffe Sprouts
Pita Bread
Bogies

Dried Frvft(Minn good!)
Granolas
Nits
Balk Beans and Groins
Yoghert

Delicious Fruit & Net Mixes
Organic Hears
Chilled hikes
Chips
And mach more

CHEESES
We're proed of our (reality cheese and era offering them at good prices-check against the other
deli's in town.
Mild CherIcier
Baby Swiss
Mozzarella
Sharp Choeder
French lay Swiss
Provolone
Goat's milk Cheeder
Monterrey Jock
Norma (grated)
American (sliced)
Monterrey Jock-Mot Popper
Carroway
Cream Cheese
Jarlsberg Swiss -try it!
Fete Cheese

HAIR & SKIN CARE PRODUCTS
Shampoos
Soaps
FEW Scrubs
Clays
Toothpastes
Conditioners
Toothbrushes
Oils
Noiriorashes
"Of coarse we carry. complete selection of vitamins end other food sopplentents"
Be sure to ask about Anna's delicious hot soups, omelettes, sandwiches, salads and other carryout dishes!
Stop in sad so* psi

Red Oak Natural Foods
813 Coldwater Rd.
(One block toward Mayfield from Five-Points)
753-2144
Mon. -Sat. 9:30a.m. -5:30 p.m.
Friday 9:30 a.m. -6:00 p.m.

I'm back to being Red Skelton. I
don't care how new you are, it
takes about five to 10 years of being new before you're old."
The comedian added that a
variety of material helps lead to a
successful career. He stressed his
characters, which all "are
basically me" — including Clem

Theatre...
(Continued From Page 1)
House, played by Tim Lyons.
Montague's wife, who takes a
somewhat less than scientific
view of the happenings at Hill
House, is portrayed by Louise
Weatherly. Her accomplice in the
paranormal is a dubious
character named Arthur Parker,
played by Dave Fisher. In the role
of the sullen and somehow
threatening housekeeper, Mrs.
Dudley, is Murray newcomer Pat
Clement.
Reservations are now being
taken for all performances of the
Haunting of Hill House.
For information, call (502) 7591752.

Clarification
Because of incomplete information supplied to the Murray
Ledger & Times, the name of
Joycelin Hardin was omitted from
the eighth grade honor roll list of
Calloway County Middle School.

Kadiddlehopper, Freddie the
Freeloader, San Femado Red,
Sheriff Deadeye and Junior "the
mean widdle kid" — were used
three times each year on his show.
Red said he was going through his
childhood portraying Junior since
"destiny caught up with me at an
early age."
He even admitted he left television 12 years ago when officials
urged him sacrifice his style of
humor to "spice up" his act in
order to attract younger audiences.
When asked what he thinks of
present day television programming,"I don't" he remarked almost
immediately. "Twenty-five years
ago, TV could have been the
hearth of the home. Kids would
use the show to stay up but the
family was together."
Advances in television, including laugh tracks, have taken
away from the true humor of
television. "People have forgotten
where to laugh. Comedians now
are getting laughter from people
who have been dead for 30 years."
Despite his busy schedule, he
only sleeps 3',2 hours a night. He
arises at 5:30 and each day he
writes. "a Jove letter to Mrs.
Skelton whether I'm at home or
not," does some pencil sketches,
writes music, develops an outline
for a short story and paints from
II p.m. to 2 a.m. in addition to his
bookings. At the end of each week,

the comedian selects his best
short story outline and completes
the story.
"Each day I learn five new
things and write them down and I.
write five jokes. There's plenty o(,
time, you just need to apply it. Use: .
time, don't let it use you."
. .
Arriving in Murray late Thursday also is a trademark of thecomedian. He spent much of Friday shopping in town and was
scheduled to attend Murray
State's football game this afternoon. "I like to observe people. I
love people."
He admits being driven by "a
great unseen power. I was told to
be nice to everyone. I was taught
man was created in God's image.
Maybe the next person I meet will
be him."

State believes
in female leaders
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky is a state that believes in the
leadership abilities of women,
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. told an
elite group of female en-,
trepreneurs meeting here this.
weekend.
The governor spoke Friday to.
the Committee of 200, an associa-.
tion whose national membership'
roster includes Christie Hefner,:
the president of Playboy Enter-;
prises, Inc., and Jane Evans, vice'
president of General Mills.
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'Staying the course'
President Reagan is right to prescribe "staying
the course" on his economic policies — right
because of solid evidence that things are turning
around in ways that promise a reinvigorated
American economy and jobs for today's
unemployed.
. . In a televised speech, the presi
dent asked
Americans to slick with the steady progress
the
country has made in knocking dowietts econo
mic
bogeymen, and avoid the temptation to quick
fix
solutions to the problems that remain.
In spite of a "pounding economic hangover"
that
has left 11 million Americans unemployed, he
said,
the nation is "recovery bound and the world
knows
it." Mr. Reagan said the recovery resulting
from
his economic programs will be "built to last."
The closely-watched Dow Jones dindustrial
average soared through the 1,000 level recent
ly to
the highest mark in nearly 18 months in
a Wall
Street buying frenzy that is showing more
power
than almost any rally in the stoat market's 190-ye
ar
history.
Major banks have lowered their prime lendi
ng
rates to 12 percent, the lowest level in more
than
two years and 9.5 points lower than their
historic
1980 peak during Carter's presidency. Other
key
rates, such as those for mortgaged loans, are
headed down, with other consumer lending rates sure
to
follow.
The inflation rate has been sliced in half from
its
1980 levels of 12.4 percent. It's a dramatic restor
ation of the value of the dollar, reflected in mone
y exhanges around the world and eased Feder
al
Reserve Board policies, that should inprire
renewed confidence in the U.S. economy.
Lowered inflation and the president's cut
in
federal income tax rates have begun to give peopl
e
more disposable income, setting the stage for
the
revival in consumer spending that will be essent
ial
to economic recovery.
Such things as lowered interest rates,
Wall
Street's comeback, low inflation, lowered
federal
taxes, lightening of the regulatory burde
n on
business, and looser Fed monetary policies can't
help but foster job-producing economic activi
ty.
Waiting for the results is hard, especially
for
Americans who are out of work. But when it
is based on solid economic achievement and when
the
alterernative is the empty, inflamed, electi
onmined rhetoric of Democrats, the patie
nce is
justified.
When all is said and done, the Democrats'
only
...tbe "pounding ecidt 4latigogrer
America is sufferinCis to drink fecenAteseeetst
sk,1
tib'Of tleVairderpend poison that got us into this
mess
in the first place.
That isn't to leave dthe president completey
off
the hook. Along with unemployment, a major
remaining problem is the $100 billion-plus
federal
budget deficits projected the next few years
that
could sap the vitality of recovery. Mr.
Reagan
should couple his support for a balanced
budget
constitutional amendment with steps to bring
those
defocits down,and workd with Congress to that
end.

The peace prize
The Norwegian Nobel committee left no question
that it hopes its award of the 1982 Peace Prize of two
leaders of the international drive for disarmamen
t
will be "a stimulus to the climate of peace" — read
nuclear disarmament — that has emerged
in
Europe and, more recently, in America.
That intention, however, should in no way cloud
the fact that the two winners, Alva Myrdal of Swedend and Alfonso Garcia Robles of Mexico, richly
deserve their awards. Both have been active for
more than two decades in international disarmament affairs, and both have had major roles at different times in various U.N. disarmament conferences in Geneva. In addition, each has been a
leader in other matters bearing on world peace;
Myrdal as a campaigner for population control,
women's rights and child care; Garcia Robles in a
longer series of international activites,among them
the 1945 San Francisco conference drafting the U.N.
Charter,spanning more than four decades.
There is no doubt that it was the cause of nuclear
disarmament that the Nobel Committee was most
concerned about when it made the awardsd, an
ulterior motive — even a political move — that can
only be applauded. At the same time, the awards to
Myrdal and Garcia Robles will be two peace prizes
that no one will ever regret and that no one will ever
suggest should be returned.
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Charleston is a remarkable city
Two days In Charleston, &C., don't
qualify a visiler la pose as an expert
on that trusty reinsirkable city. But it
Is enough of a taste to make you
want
to spend a lot of time there and to
return often — as one feels about
New Orleans, Mobile,or Savannah.
What little I knew Charleston was a
bodge-podge garnered from secondhand references. I knew that Catfish
Row in "Porgy and Bees" was there.
I knew that Ft. Sumter was a postal
stamp island out in the harbor. Pat
Conroy's controversial novel about a
southern military institute is really
about Charleston and the Citadel.
Mary Boykin Chestnut's famous Civil
War Diary mentions Charleston
homes and families frequently. And I
assumed that John C. Calhoun must
have lived there or practiced law and
politics thereabouts sometime in his
half century career.
Where I wound up spending my
time is not in Charleston. Charleston
is really rather sprawling, and large
,
semi-circled by an arc of industrial
plants and suburbs, and then trisected into three living areas — Mt.
Pleasant (east of Cooper River
),
West-of-Ashley (the Ashley River,
that is), and — in the triangle between — Charleston Proper, or Old
Charleston.
However, it soon appeared that
Charleston Proper is itself divided,
and that there is a Proper Chalreston
within Charleston Proper. This is Old
Old Charleston, within Old
Charleston,and it consists of the area
between the Charleston Harbor and
Broad Street. Property values and
tourist visitation mount sharply in
the territory "south of Broad".
Please don't use my description as
a roadmap to get there. Just get off
Interstate 26 where it ends, and
follow exit 17 to Broad Street and
turn left until you reach the old section.
On the first day there, the sun
shone brightly, and the row houses
and shops on Rainbow Row and Catfish Row, the hawking merchants in
tbe. old kos*r. the
sightseeing carriages, the cobblestone side-streets, the swooping
seagulls, the sailboats and tour
boats, the costumed flower and
basket ladies — all looked like
postcard pictures taken straight
from the pages of "Southern Living"

today in history
Today is Saturday, Oct. 23, the
296th day of 1982. There are 69 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 23, 1917, U.S. troops saw
their first action in World War I near
Luneville, France.
On this date:
In 1942, the British 8th army attacked Axis forces to begin the Battle
of El Alamein in Egypt during World
War II.
In 1954, Britain, France,the United
States and the Soviet Union agreed to
end their occupation of Germany.
In 1966, President Lyndon Johnson
and the heads of six Pacific nations
began a conference in the Philippines
on the Vietnam War.
In 1979, the deposed Shah of Iran
entered a New York hospital for
cancer tests.
Ten years ago: Communist troops
captured a village 12 miles from the
South Vietnamese capital of Saigon.
Five years ago: Panamanians
voted in favor of the Panama Canal
treaties with the United States.
One year ago: The Polish government announced it was sending
troops throughout the country in an
effort to quell labor unrest.
Today's birthdays: Comedian
Johnny Carson is 57.
Thought for today:"Fortune favors
the audacious- -- Erasmus, Dutch
scholar(about 1466-1536)

Magazine. The old World War H carrier, Yorktown, is moored in sight of
the area and attracts large crowds,
and pilgrimages out to Ft. Sumter
(some places spell it Ft. Sumpter »
leave twice a day.
The second visit, however, was different It was an early Sunday morning, and the old section was practically deserted. A light gray roan
was falling, enough to mist the herbor. We had the area to ourselves,
before the cathedrals and magnificiant old churches drew their morning congregrations, and while the
toursit-shy residents of the thousand
grand homes sipped coffee behind
locked doors.
This was the mystical moment
when Charleston as I had pictured it
merged with the Chalreaton that is.
In the mist, one could imagine Rhett
Butlers stroming out of the columned
or gingerbread homes and leaving
Scarletts to think about them tomorrow. General P.G T Bea uregard,

gosteod and his hair in ringlets soder
a plumed hat, could be imagined
stalking among the waterfront cannon, cape-a-nap, ordering volleys at
the invisible harbor fort. Mouraftl
hymns of hope could almost be heard
from Catfish Row
In the mast, the masts of anchoted
&loops could have been those of furtive blockade-runners of another century. I wondered which of the brickwalled or iron-fenced gardens Edmund Ruffin died in - that strange
shadow-figure who pulled the first
lanyard for the first shot in 1111 and
then, in IMS, after surrender, wrapped himself in a Condfederate flag
and walked into the garden and shot
himself.
Without the cars, the people, the
passers-through, Charleston is the
same place it was decades ago. Only
when it comes alive, on weekdays
and Saturdays, teeming with cars
and guides and gawkers, does it
become something else. And there

are thine who bye there. I'm toad,
who like it best on Its quiet sad gray
Sunday mornings, whoa they lapel for
a few momenta they are *chiral
residents at home. rather thew objects on view
And yet, the attractiveness of
Charleston - evea *1st la sentething
of a museum is thet a is MU lived
In Families. holding on to little elm-.
have held on to their heara.
and
restoration and preservation abound
It is still a distanct community of
close-knit kin and friends who
tolerate the weekends and the
wanderers in order to retain their
own society behind the walls and
heavy doors and beyond the touch of
the outside world There is is a
catacomb owlet) in Charleston. invisible but enduring. that mingles
easily with Barnwetts. Pelham',
Calhouns. and Chestnuts, and other
ghosts
That Charleston is one to be felt,
and unlikely to be seen

1111111qpniabildblino4
stags
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"You know aN this stuff about Tylenol and cortamin
ated Maine? Wei, I
just got a /wort that some lunatic is putting acid in the
rain.'

looking back into murroy's past

Teo years ago
Dedication ceremonies were Oct.
22 for the new Murray High School
and Murray Vocational School. Dr.
Lyman Ginger, state superintendent
of public instruction, was featured
speaker.
Deaths reported include W.C.
(Chess) Wilkins, 79, and Mrs. Eunice
Grubbs,83.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Crawford, Oct. 15,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Ftoss,
Oct. 18, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Young, Oct. 17, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Ray Perry, Oct.
1.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine of
Kirksey will observe their 58th wedding anniversary on Oct. 25.
Mrs. Effie Kingins will celebrate
her 96th birthday on Oct. 28.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Genealogical
Society was organized Oct. 17 at the
home of Mrs. Price Doyle. Officers
include Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, Mrs.
E.D. Johnston, Mrs. C.W. Waldrop,
Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. 011ie Brown,
Mrs. Doyle, Mrs. Foreman Graham
and Mrs. P.A. Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Myers of Rt. 4
will celebrate their 50th anniversary
with a reception at Murray Woman's
Club House on Oct. 72.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Buxton, Oct.
20.
Elected as president of senior class
at Murray State College was Joe
Rexroat.
Joe Oakley, Bob Wade and Bob
Wright had high individual game
scores in Murray Merchants Bowling
League at Corvette Lanes last week.
Thirty years ago
The tobacco barn fWed with tobacco on the farm of Cleo Grogan, Rt. 5,
was destroyed by fire.
Pfc. Joe H. Overcast, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Overcast, and Pfc.
Clifford Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence C. Barnett,are serving with
Fist Marine Aircraft Wing in Korea.
Darryl Lockhart, Geraldine
Wilson, Daphene Herndon,
Bobby
Clark, Jean Futrelle, Dwain McClard
and Ronald Pace are members of the
cast of the play, "Aaron Slick From
Punkin Crick" to be presented by
sophomores of Almo High School on
Oct. 24.
Carmon Parks presented a program at meeting of Hazel High
School PTA

Troy Glidewell read "'the Story of
the Praying Hands" at the meeting of
CWF of First Christian Church.
Forty years ago
The Peoples Savings Bank
Building at Fifth and Main Streets
was damaged extensively by fire on
the night of Oct. 20. Damages are
estimated at $85,000.
Deaths reported include Fred
Eugene Atkins, 19, killed in a traffic
accident, Mrs. Rhoda Caroline Brandon, 94, W.M. Tonune, 79, Mary Lou
Hutchens, 9, and Mrs. Callie
Shoemaker,76.
Orville Joseph Kuhn, Find Class
Seaman, U.S. Navy, is reported mission in action, according to a
telegram from Navy Department to
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Kuhn.
Births reported include a boy to
-Me:-and Mrs Cifus Tucker,-(31M.-7,
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCutcheon, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. H.R.
Bailey, Jr., Oct. 19, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. W.T. Workman, Oct. 17,a girl to
Pvt. and Mrs Joe Jarvis, Oct. 18, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins,
Oct. 20, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Wallace, Oct. 20, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Young, Oct. 21, arid a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Rogers,
Oct. 19.
Georgia Johnson and Harry
Douglas were married Oct 15
W.Z. Carter was elected Grand
Master of Masons of Kentucky at
meeting at Louisville. The Rev. C.C.
Thompson of Murray was elected as
chaplain.
Fifty years ago
The Calloway County Fair, the first
in several years, was Oct. 21 and 22 at
Tobacco Board of Trade Barn, east of
railroad track. Premiums were
awarded for over POO, according
to
the committee composed of M.O.
Wrather, Carl Kingins, T.0 Arnett,
Sadie Wilgus and Rudy Hendon.
Deaths reported include Lelvia
Cunningham, 9, Edward Sledd, 23,
Joe W. Wilson and Miss Nina Burradell,57.
Sen. Alben Barkley will speak here
fourth Monday, Oct. 24, in support of
the Democratic party prior to the
November general election.
Homecoming activities were conducted yesterday at Murray State
College with a football game with
Western Kentucky College, Bowling
Green,as featured event.
Births reported include a boy to

Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Billington.
Oct. 11, and a boy to Mr and Mrs.
Wallace Bausum,Oct. 18
Marriages announced this week include Elsie Pearl Wallis to Thomas
Parker on Sept. 12, and Haughtie
Chester to Holton Byars,Oct. 22.
High school coaches of Calloway
County Schools include Houston Dinning, New Conord, Huron Jeffrey,
Lynn Grove, James I Baby,
Deweese, A Imo, Frank Melton,
Hazel, T.R. Graham, Faxon, Preston
Ty Holland. Murray, and Venable.
Kirksey.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Mayfield 8 to O. J. Diuguid went over
the line for the Murray score.
Haircuts are listed at 73 cents each
at W.G. Wilkinson's Barber Shop.

thoughts in season
Ken Wolf
Trying to find the correct blend of
faith and reason in human life has
long been a concern of those who find
themselves dissatisfied with either
"pure" reason or "blind" faith.
Blaise Pascal 1623-1662 was both
a scientist-mathematician and a
defender of Cluistianity, In his diary,
he tried to reconcile faith and reason
in these words;
If we submit everything to
reason, our religion will have
no mysterious and supernatural element. If we offend
the principles of reason, our
religion will be absurd and
riduculoua.
To order a coPy a all Tbeights in
Season published over the past three
years -- in paperback - call Ahda
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
733-3474.
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray -Calloway County
Needline Association.
Write a Letter
Letters to the
editor are welcomed and encouraged All letters must be Egre
ed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times. Box 1040. Murray, Ky.
42e71
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North Calloway Elementary School ParentTeacher Association will meet Monday,Oct. 25, at 7
p.m. at the school gym. Candidates for Calloway
School Board from the area will be present to talk to
the group and answer questions. They are Jerry
(Red) Overby, incumbent, Bob Nanney and Floyd
Dawson.
Members of the Fifth Grade will give a program
on "Nutrition," according to a school spokesman
who urges all interested parents, teachers, and
patrons to attend.

Ladies events planned
Ladies day events will be Wednesday, Oct. 27, at
Murray Country Club. Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Alice Purdom as hostess.
A ladies day luncheon will be served at noon and
reservations should be made by Monday by calling
Sue Costello or Charlotte Parker, co-chairmen.
Other hostesses will be Jerlene Sullivan, Geneva
McCage, Joni Billington, Billie Carroll, Eleanor
Diuguid, Earleen Doran, Margarita Marsden,
Alexa Starks, Nancy Fandrich, Jo Benson, Virginia
Blackburn, Martha Crawford, Wanda Dick, Ann
Donelson,Susan Sammons and Jane Baker.

Gospel singing Sunday
Five area singing groups will donate their time
and talents for the benefit gospel singing for
Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and
Community Cooperative Ministry on Sunday, Oct.
24, at 1:30 p.m. at the Murray Middle School
auditorium, Eighth and Main Streets.
Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies for the
singing with no admission charge but a free will offering will be taken for the ministry to serve the
needs of needy people in Murray and Calloway
County. Groups will include The Neighbors, The
Wanderers, The Golden Aires, The Kinsmen and
The Prophets.
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UNITED
METHODIST
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No. Si. so 121 Miry.
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5.5.115.1.
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TOM SMALL

Fred Sixtunen, a professional ceramics engineer
and a native of New York, will speak at meeting of
Marshall County Ladies Full Gospel Fellowship on
Tuesday, Oct. X, at 10:30 a.m. at Gateway
Steakhouse, Draff4mville. He and his wife, Shirley,
have just returned from eight months in New
Guinea, where he acted as an advisor for the United
Nations in helping to establish a ceramics industry
for that country.
Mr. Sinunen will discuss many of the things that
happened while he and his wife were in New
Guinea. The family has resided in Marshall County
for several years. For more information for the
meeting open to all interested persons, call Mrs.
Rudy Holland at 1-527-8343.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play, weather permitting, on Tuesday, Oct. 26,
at 9 a.m. at the club. If unable to play a meeting will
be in the Green Room. Substitutes will be Becky
Wilson, Pat Greer and Jerlene Sullivan.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Marilyn
Adkins, Janie Ryan, Vicki MWer and Ann Uddberg;
Court Two — Norma Frank, Vicki Baker, Gayle
Foster and Mug Rigsby; Court Three — Annie
Knight, Cathy Young, Judy Latimer and Janice
Howe.

Skating party Tuesday
A Halloween Church-Wide Skating Party of
Memorial Baptist Church will be Tuesday, Oct. 26,
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller Skating of Murray. Prizes
will be awarded for best costumes and admission is
free, according to Milton Gresham, minister of
music and youth.

Southwest plans meeting
Southwest Calloway Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will host an open forum for District I
candidates for Calloway County School Board in
cafeteria of school on Monday, Oct.25, at 7 p.m.
Candidates are Walter Byars (incumbent), Lou
Huie and Hal Winchester. The public is urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Cobbler recipe listed
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
FAMILY DINNER
Fried Chicken & Grits
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community events listed

Fellowship group to meet

North plans meeting

Allirffield, Ky.

chestnut M.753-3314

Skillet Vegetables
Fruit Cobbler
The fruit sinks to the
bottom and the batter
forms a cakelike top.
16 -ounce can
unsweetened mixed fruit
packed in fruit juice
matinee efur ulipeeled
NENZIONJWilves.packed in
fruit juice
/
1
4-pound stick (/
1
2 cup)
butter
34 cup all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons baking
powder
1 cup sugar
34 cup milk
Turn mixed fruit and
apricots into a strainer to
drain — there should be a
generous 11
/
2 cups juice.
(Use juice in some other
dish or in a drink.)
Quarter each apricot
half.
In a 2-quart round
casserole (8 by 2 inches)
melt butter in a 350degree oven. Remove
from oven leaving
temperature control set.
In a small bowl stir
together well the flour,
baking powder and
sugar; gradually stir in
milk until smooth.
Without stirring, pour
batter over melted butter
in baking dish. ...Spoon
fruits over top.
Bake in the preheated
350-degree oven until top
is golden brown — 50
minutes. Serve warm
with unsweetened whipped cream. Makes 6 servings.

Ron L
Joyce's

Saturday,Oct.23
Purchase Area Singles
Society (PASS) will host
a Halloween party for
singles, 21 and over, at 8
p.m. at Reidland Community Center.

=LOIN STOCICADE

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
9 oz. Choice Ribeye Steak $599
OR

Chicken Fried Steak $299
Both include: Choice of Potato & hot roll
and AB you can eat

SALAD BAR

Saturday,Oct.23
Charter Member Dinner of Murray Moose
Lodge is scheduled at 5
p.m. with Dance featuring Lisa Allen and Band
from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Monday,Oct.25
German film, "Kasper
Hauser or Every Man for
Himself,and God Against
All," will be shown free at
2:30 and 7 p.m. in theatre
on third floor, University
Center, Murray State, as
Murray-Calloway
Sunday,Oct.24
part of International
Fnuices Drake
County Community
Benefit gospel singing Film Festival.
FOR SUNDAY,
Theatre will have its se- featuring five area
OCrOBER 2A. 1982
cond fund-raising yard groups with Dwane Jones
What kind of day will tomorsale on deck of Playhouse as master of ceremonies
Octs
"Y
1
in Murray-Calloway will be at Murray Middle Murray Lions Club will row be? To find out what the
County Park. For in- School auditorium at 1:30 meet at 6:30 p.m. at the stars Say, read the forecast
to Murray Woman's Clu even for your birth sf511
p.m. Proceeds will
formation call 759-1752.
ARIES
Murray-Calloway Need House.
Alpha Department of Line Church and Corn(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er•r4
Murray Woman's Club munity Cooperative Returning Students Some business progress
United will meet from comes, but partnerships
will meet at noon at the Ministry.
club house.
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in aren't especially favored.
Tea shower for Mr. and Ram 1013, Ordway Hall, Friends inspire you this evenDexter Senior Citizens Mrs. Larry Tidwell who Murray.
State University. ing to self-improvement.
TAURUS
will have a bazaar from 9 lost home and contents by
orto
k
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Dexter fire will be from 2 to 5 oTraour tPyh nLiat m8b2d7a,(AApr.w20
Ma
or Yh2
:a)lth concern
Center.
p.m. at home of Mr. and Woodmen of the World, could get you down, but your
Mrs. Tim Tidwell,
Alcoholics Anonymous Highway 94 West one-half will mee at 7 p.m. at spirits are revitalized with
and Alanon will meet at 8 mile past Howard's Woodmen Hall with promising developments after
p.m. in western portion of Store-Protemus Road.
Loretta Jobs and Judy dark'
GEMINI
Livestock and Exposition
McCarty as hostesses.
(May
21 to June 20)
Center.
Gospel singing will be
Romance is on your agenda,
at 1:30 p.m. at Chestnut Murray TOPS (take off but sex may be a touchy issue.
Murray Squar-A- Street General
Baptist pounds sensibly) Club A close tie gives you an offbeat
Naders will dance from 8 Church.
will meet at 7 p.m at solution for an ethical questo 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen
Health Center, North hon.
of World Hall.
Events in Land Bet- Seventh and Olive crci
(June,21 to July 22)
Oaks Country Club will ween the Lakes will in- Streets.
Family problems may inhave four-man team golf clude Waterfowl Idenscramble at 12:30 p.m. tification and Decoy Singles Class will meet terfere with time you had
with chili supper to be Preparation at 2 p.m. at at 7 p.m. at Seventh and planned to spend with a
served by Calloway Woodlands Nature Center Poplar Church of Christ romantic interest. New career
ideas are promising.
Chamber Boosters. For and Quilting Bee at 1 p.m. building,
LEO
reservations call 753-8766 at The Homeplace-1850.
Eva
Wall
Mission
(JalY
23 t°Aug: 22) 424
;
or 753-6454 by Friday.
Gremlin Car Club will Group of Memorial Bap- Watch your diet, especially
if dining in a unfamiliar place..
Baptist Young Women meet at 3 p.m. at Murray- list Church Women will
infatuation is likely,
Romantic
Calloway
County
Park.
meet at 2 p.m. at church.
of Sinking Spring Church
but watch obsessive behavior.
This
is
open
to
any
inwill meet at 2 p.m. at
terested persons.
Memorial Baptist VIRGO
church.
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
Church will have a Hallo- Home entertainments are
Monday,
Oct.
25
Chili Supper by
ween skating party from favored over outside acSouthwest Calloway
Fellowship Class of First
6 to 8 p.m. at Roller tivities, as you'll tend to
United Methodist Church Elementary School PTC Skating of Murray.
overspend. You may rewill be at 6:30 p.m. at the will host an open forum
arrange work space at home.
for
District
I
County
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Haunted Forest and LIBRA
School Board Candidates
Keeslar.
Carnival, sponsored by (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -n-n
at 7 p.m. in cafeteria of
Jaycees and Calloway Keep the doors of comschool.
Calloway
Southwest
Athletic Boosters, will be munication open with a family
Elementary School for
from 6 to 10 p.m. at member. Don't stifle-nthetIV,,,
beginners will be front 2 , Creative Arta Depart- Murray-Calloway Jaycee independence. Cupitakto, eri,/
te 4 p.m.,,st Roller ', th)int of M urraY WOman's Fairgrounds, Highway your owocteativity.,
Skating of— Murray. • Cialt*111%-theitt at 9:30 121 North, Coldwater SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Me*
PArents and grand- a.m. at club house.
Road.
Don't let another's hang-ups
parents may skate for 25
Community Chorus is
get
you down. It's hard to
cents each.
Alcoholics Anonymous
scheduled to rehearse in
will meet at 8 p.m. in reason with someone who
Giant Gospel Singing Choir Room of First western portion of likes to play games. Shopping,
by Western Kentucky United Methodist Church Livestock and Exposition though,leads to good buys.
SAGITTARIUS
Gospel Music Association at 7:30 p.m.
Center.
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
will be from 7 to 10 p.m.
The CC6t, of socializing with
Recovery, Inc., will
at Baptist Student Union
Mothers Morning Out some friends may be a bit
meet
at
7:30
p.m.
at
Building.
will be at 9 a.m. at First steep. You're charismatic and
Health Center, North
United Methodist Church. impress others with your
Performance by Red Seventh and Olive
thinking.
Skelton will be at 8 p.m. Streets.
Workshop for bazaar on CAPRICORN
Racer
Arena,
Murray
in
Betty Sledd Group of Thursday will be at 9:30(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
State University.
First Baptist Church a.m. at First United You'll get little feedback for
your ego, but don't feel sorry
Events in Land Bet- Women will meet at 7 Methodist Chuch.
for yourself. Time alone proween the Lakes will in- p.m. with Mrs. Richard
Bethel Baptist Bible ves rewarding.
clude Road Races at 8 Crouch.
Study
will be at 6 p.m. at AQUARIUS
a.m. near Center Furhome
of David Cunn- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
nace; Flying Time at 9:30
Blood River AssociaTravelers may meet with
a.m., Unendangered tional WMU will have a ingham.
some delays. Doublecheck
Spcis at 2 p.m. and Deer dinner at 6 p.m. and
time schedules. An imprompPopulation '82 at meeting at 7 p.m. at Activities for Senior tu meeting after dark is
Citizens
will
be
at
9:30
Woodlands Nature Jonathan Creek Baptist
a.m. at Dexter Center; stimulating.
Center; Tanning at 1 p.m. Assembly.
inscn
from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
at The Homeplace-1850.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Friendship Sunday Hazel and Douglas You may -be reluctant to
School Class of Westside Centers; and from 10 loan money, but try not to hurt
Baptist Church will meet a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis a friend's feelings. Keep
career goals reasonable.
at 7 p.m. in home of Carol Center.
Turner.
Reservations for ladies YOU BORN TODAY are
The red corpuscles in the
Hazel and Douglas luncheon on Wednesday practical and imaginative.
blood get their color from
iron.
Centers will be open from at Murray Country Club You're most at home in
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- should be made by today creative fields and will have
tivities by Senior with Sue Costello or success in acting, journalism,
EARTHQUAKE
Charlotte Parker.
writing, music, sculpture and
An earthquake killed Citizens.
film. You like to be involved in
1,000 persons and virtualHawaii was admitted to David Littrell, cello, community affairs and would
ly destroyed the town of the United States in 1958 guest artist, will perform make a good critic of society
Bingol, Turkey,in 1971.
as the 50th state.
at 8 p.m. in Farrell and its values. Banking, real
Recital Hall, Fine Arts estate and publishing are
Center, Murray State some of the other fields in
Thur-Thre-Son
which you'll find fulfillment.
University.
OPEN 6:45
go

np
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with country gravy
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She does
for politics
what she did
for sex.

What's New At
Mr. Penguin?
1. Tuxedo Clearance from $30.00 to
$112.00
2. "New" Ladies Tuxedos For Holiday
Time
3. New Blazer Program For Your
Special Group

ENMACE
FOR
PRESIDENT
Starring:
Linda Lovelace
and a cast
of thousands.

Mister Penguin

A PRO- RELEASE

Tuxedo Rental and Sales
Port Time Wife(R)
First Feature
Repeated Fri Sat

Thur is 5 •
A Carload

Jerry Hathcock-Mgr.
612 Broodway,Paducah, Ky
444-6520
AL_

•
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Special Halloween costume party scheduled
sum F (API

drinking. indult and gritalia," minors will be ware show up en the Dumb Warfaaw. Aid
costeneed ihodeeles-- barred from eirrtala streets wrapped hi OW wee
earetered
the par and Moyne costumed 0•411161.
cellophane Purist het be some I weal hi
tress
"Last yew, we bed • cellophane,- aid Mayer abseil"
The festival peeks ea
Oct. a with a mew
quern& toll sod •ortarsal reateme wrack
past the Victorian homes
Mews for the Markin fee er tea
Thursday - Mhos
and giegorbroad bo
program for the E3derty
Tesuley - tried cad inset led. imbed perm
ques at Duval Street.
and Meals en Wheels for
baked team. cote heshbrelons. hit rell.
"People have been wor- the week el Oct. 116 to le slaw, condoned, beer ler. pear helvea. milk.
rying all year about whet have been rebored by peach pie. peaches, milk. coffee or tea.
they are going to wear," Tripp Therrea. director coffee or tea
said Key West of Marray-Calloway
Miley Wednesday
nest
dressmaker William Coady Swaim Citisens.
beef, scalloped potasesa, chime with heembergisr,
Sours, stitching costumes
Moab are served lion- grew Owns with cram tersolores. three hem
for 44 partygoers. -One of day thresigh Friday at at mestrosen soup, hot vela -_:d @Met censmy customers is coming Hazel and Douglas roll, butter, chocolate bread. hotter, cheese
as Oscar, you know, the Centers and each Thee- chip rookie, banana. cabs, wee, milk, cease
movie statuette. He'll be day anti Thuraday at Ellis
r lea.
tea
completely covered in Center. Meals also are
gold glitter, holding a sent out each day.
sword and immobile on a
Menus are as follows
black pedestal being pullMonday - beef potties
ed by a friend."
In tomato sauce, slice
Some of the disguises Mosserella cheese.
E nvyafor **ow. of India. *rho died in 1627. vas same
WASHINGTON(AP)- are frankly risque blackeyed peas, broccoli of the %Tractors isesset-stotiad spvissol oollactom P sseselmil.
Although
police
rules
exveers, hot roll. butter,ly owned 2,235,100 swats of piens, 631,600 wets
The Consumer Product
no fruit cocktail, milk, col- of enteraists, 376.600 carats of Mom 2711,460 an
Safety Commission says plicity say
of diamonds and 116.300 carats •f jade.
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. that Grace Metal Products has agreed to a
DEAR DR. LAMB - You can minimize the
repair program for 67,000
heart
to
it
beat
cause
too
my
Many months ago my doctor adverse effects of aspirin on
cradles
that could fail
Nov 1-6 2
•Bulbs lAll Varietiesi
told me to take four aspirin the stomach by grinding up fast?
and
allow
infants
to
fall
a day. He said they have a the aspirin into a powder
•Cushion Mums
DEAR READER tendency to prevent blood and taking it with food or ownadin prevents the for- out.
•Lawn
Seeding
clotting. I'm an 84-year-old with a half cup of milk. Or mation of blood clots Your The cradles were sold
•Landseape
male. The aspirin caused me you can obtain a preparation doctors evidently think your nationwide as SwynPlanning al Planting
to get pains in my stomach that is already a powder and heart valve damage led to a somatic models 5900, 5905
moo.*
so he advised me to take mix it in milk.
clot being formed in the and 5970; under the same
tor
Tylenol instead.
•
There are many common heart and released into the name by Sears, Roebuck
Does Tylenol have the preparations for pain and arteries causing the stroke and Co. as catolog Nos.
same effect as aspirin? I'm colds that people buy withCoumadin will not affect 36261 and 36273; by J.C.
in fairly good health except out a prescription that con417
for arthritic pains now and tain aspirin. It is important arthritis. But heparin (anoth- Penney Co. as "Toddlerer anticlotting medicine) time," catalog No. 5161;
then.
that children not use these.
MY
-ilsoldsals MI this coral
Wood, etten bothered by
laritrkestss, we Imacies
ler • Mena at rowdy
vinare. some is X-rated
costumes.
"When we get drie
with this party, the entire
iidasid will be burnt sulk"
said Towneend
director of the Faidney
Feet Carnival 11. The ISday extravaganza. which
started Friday, promises
• :4 I TRIENDIBELP CLUB
planned to have a World Frisedidp Lep*at to be one of America's
Calloway Adak Library der* the Christmas seers at meeting on 8110. 111 at biggest Halloween
Jets Iteeteiswed. Debbie Shapia, pniddent, said a Halloween costume party bashes.
and pods& sipper will be Oct. a at 1:311 pm. at the horns at Maim Wallace.
Residents who revel is
Pictured(bun left) are, standing. Helen Karvounia, Greece,idea Gross,GrKey West's reputation for
ammy, Geneva Brownfield and Debbie Shspla, Murray, Monica Walston, Ger- eccentricity
any they exmany, Gracie Erwin, Klrksey, seated, Neelhem Tendon. India, Catherine pect 25,000 visitors to join
Etuokwu and little daughter, Gana, Nigeria, and Meow Ginfterl, Iran. Nat the 24,000 natives in
pictured are &pie Von Amadei"Philippines,and Mb Neffethger, Murray.

Nutrition Program menus listed

Repair listed
for cradles
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Useful pain relievers

Coupon
SALE

Fall
is orb
for
planting
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DEAR READER - Both
aspirin and Tylenol are useful pain relievers. That is
why Tylenol may be substituted for aspirin for the cohtrol of mild arthritic pain, as
occurs from osteoarthritis.
But Tylenol does not have
the same effect in preventing clumping of platelets or
on the blood clotting mechanism that aspirin has. It will
increase the action of anticlotting medicines if a person is taking those. It follows
that Tylenol is not recommended for whatever benefits one might expect from
aspirin in the prevention of
recurrence of strokes or
heart attacks.
I suspect your doctor
wants you tothave medicine
to control- the arthritie 'pain
you have "now and then."
Aspirin and many other
pain-relieving medications
do affect prostaglandin
formation. Prostaglandin
helps protect the lining of
the stomach. That is why
aspirin and such medicines
may induce stomach irritation or even erosion and
bleeding.

will cause loss of calcium
Evidence suggests the aspi- and increase osteoporosis
rin may cause Reye's dis- (bone dissolving), which is
ease in some.
not the same as degeneraI'm sending you The tive arthritis.
Health Letter 8-8, Aspirin
and Related Medicines, Yes, too much Coumadin
which includes a list of com- can cause bleeding, includmonly available medicines ing blood in the stools. It is
that contain acetylsalicylic not addictive or a drug that
acid (aspirin). Others can affects mental functions and
send 75 cents with a long, should not affect your heart
stamped, self-addressed rate.
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box •
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
to '
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
had a stroke five years ago.
The doctors believe it may
be related to damage of my
heart valves from rheumatic
fever as a child. I was 52 at
the time of the stroke. For
five. years •I•itirre been bit
Coumadin and the doetors
's
say I must stay on it the rest
of my life.
What are the side effects
of Coumadin? Will it affect
arthritis of the spine? At the
time of my stroke I was also
diagnosed as having degenerative arthritis of the spine.
Will it cause blood in my
stool? Is it addictive? Would

Artichoke Dip
recipe listed

Matic," catalog No.5339.
Purchasers can obtain
a repair kit and instructions by calling Greco
toll-free at 100-345-4109 in Pennsylvania, 215-2065951 - or writing the
company at P.O. Box 200,
Elverson, Pa., 19520.

Shirley Florist
and Garden Center

Plant Sale
,‘,,\

Injuries leading cause
for childhood deaths
BOSTON (AP) — Injuries are the leading
cause of childhood
deaths, and traffic accidents claim more lives
than all other mishaps
combined, according to a
new study.
Other major killers of
young people are drowning, fire, suffocation and
poisoning.
The findings result
from a 10-year review of
injury-related - deaths in
Massachusetts. They
were compiled by researchers from the state
Department of Public
Health, the
Massachusetts Poison
Control System and
Framingham Union
Hospital, and were
published in the New
England Journal of
Medicine.
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We are pleased to announce that Leigh Ann
armon, bride-elect of Bill McC.oart. has
ected her pottery, flatware and crystal from
ur complete bridal registry. Leigh Ann and
ill will be married Oct. M.
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Thru End of October

500 N. 4th Mon. -Sat. $-S 753-3251
The review covered the
deaths of 4,852 youngsters
from infancy up to age 19
between 1969 and 1978.
Among the findings:
—Motor vehicle accidents accounted for 58
percent of the injuryrelated deaths.
—Teen-agers were
most likely to die from
poisoning, drowning and
pedestrian accidents,
while children under age
six had most of the deaths
from suffocation_, falls
Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
and fires.
do. Or whom to ask.
—Injuries accounted
As WELCOME WAGON Representative
for 15 percent of all
I'll simplify the business of getting settled
hospitalizations, and of
Help you begin to envoy your new town
these, more than half
. good shopping, local attractions
were fractures or head incommunity opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family
juries.
Take a break from unpacking and call
—Each year, one of
me.
every five children has an
injury severe enough to
require treatment in an
emergency room but not
Mary
Ingeborg King
Hamilton
hospitalization. Falls and
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst
Asst.
sports injuries account
Hostess
492-8348
753-5570
for nearly half of these. •
•

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

OFF CUSTOM FRAMING

likanel*

ENTIRE MONTH OF OCTOBER

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
Artichoke Dip With Chips
Assorted Beverages
Artichoke Dip
A new blend of ingredients provides subtle
flavor.
6-ounce jar marinated
artichoke hearts, unciraingd
va cup mayonnaise
1 large egg, hardcooked and quartered
1 tablespoon Parmesan
cheese
Corn chips
In a food processor with
the metal blade, process
the artichokes, mayonnaise, egg and Parmesan
until pureed but not
smooth — a matter of
seconds. Cover and chill.
Serve as a dip with corn
chips. Makes 1 cup
(generous).
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
OFFER FOR THOSE EXTRA
SPECIAL PEOPLE ON YOUR
CHRISTMAS LIST

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

WELLS STUDIO
For The Porticulor Mon
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-)851 MAYFIELD, KY.
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
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Wal-Mart Stores
recognizing
Fisher Price Toys
As part of its "20th Anniversary" Celebration,
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., is
recognizing Fisher Price
Toys for its outstanding

Craig McCrystal
elected officer
of association
A DISTINGUISHED AWARD — David Parker (center) receives the 1981
Distinguished Achievement Award on behalf of Parker Ford, Murray, in
recognition of progressive management, sound merchandising practices and
high quality standards of service. Making the presentation is Leo Cumbellch,
Louisville Ford Division District Sales Manager. Looking on is Jim Wickemeyer,
Ford Division Zone Field Manager. Parker Ford has been in the automobile
business since 1938 and a Ford dealer since 1956.

Puttertown winner advances
Puttertown Miniature
Golf Course of Murray
was opened up in May of
this year. The owners
held a local tournament
in Murray with the winner getting an all expense
paid trip to Disneyworld
to play in the National
Championship.
Dennis Lawrence from

Paducah won the local playoffs (34). He won 1st
tournament and so place in the Lonuna Naplayed in the National tional Miniature Gott
Tournament. To get to Tournament in Orlando,
Orlando and the two-man Florida and received 6750
final, Lawrence had to cash prize.
win two out of three 18Murray's Miniature
hole rounds at Murray Golf Course (Puttertown)
and record one of the located on 641 North is
lowest scores among the owned and operated by
United States' and Darrell & Patti Ramsey
Canad3's 50 regional and Mark Randall.

Craig McCrystal of
American Television &
Communications Corp. in
Murray was elected first
vice president of the Kentucky Cable Television
Association.
The membership of the
Kentucky CATV Association, a trade association
for cable television
system owners and
operators, includes
representatives of 116
member cable television
systems that serve more
than 350,000 homes
throughout Kentucky.
The members of the
association meet every
spring and fall to exchange ideas and to explore new Ways of improving service to
customers.

REAL ESTATE AND YOU
For &I your Travel Reservations Calf

by Loretta Jobs
PAM, Regulation Z, VRM, ARM — Would
you believe all these initials are only a few of
real estate financing terms used in today's
real estate market — most of which have appeared on the scene in the last two years.
• Your realtor can -help you through the initials of a real estate transaction. PAM
stands for Pledged Account Mortgage that
calls for all or portion of a buyer's Own oayment to be placed in an interett-Ofillnp951
)
count. Your account is pledged as aci3Oitionsit.,
security for the loan and can be used to supplement the loan's payments during the early
years of the loan.
Regulation Z is one of these federal
regulations that discloses to you the type and
amount of finance charges associated with
your loan. Perhaps you have heard of Truth in
Lending Law — this is Regulation Z.
Variable Rate Mortgage interest rate is
adjusted to reflect changes in the lenders
cost of loanable funds. Adjustment can be in
the form of a change in your payment or by.
extending your loan term.
ARM — Adjustable Rate Mortgage is one
which the interest rate may be adjusted up or
down based upon a change in a verifiable index.
, Your realtor works very closely with our
local lending institutions. Your banker or savings and loan officer and your realtor are
here to help you have the American dream —
a home for you. Call your realtor. Let him or
her know your needs. Whether you are buying your first home or preparing to purchase
a second home; your realtor can help you
familiarize yourself with terms used in the
real estate market of today.
This is the first in a series of articles with
the idea of answering some of the questions
most often asked about the real estate profession. If you have a question or if there is a
particular area you would like to see covered
in this column, call me at my office at 7531 492 or write me at 1200 Sycamore.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing
American and International Traveitime
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contribution to the company's success.
In making the announcement, Gary
Stewart, manager of the
local Wal-Mart store,
stated -We have always
taken great pride in the
mutually rewarding relationship our company has
with our vendors, based
upon the highest professional and ethical standards."
Fisher Price, located
on U.S. 641 North of Murray, is managed by Paul
Kiesow and employs 734
people. This year, WalMart Stores, Inc., headquartered in Bentonville,
Ark., will purchase their
merchandise and
distribute it over 500 WalMart Stores in 14 states.
"The growth of our
community is dependent
upon the continued operation and expansion of
companies like Fisher
Price. Without their productivity and high degree
of quality products, WalMart could not maintain
its service, low prices and
name-brand merchandise," Stewart said.
"This is Wal-Mart's way
of saying 'thank you' to
Fisher Price Toys for
their achievements, professionalism ana continued support for our
company."

Retailing firm
announces
promotions
'
/141i15151 Su,fttt

-Wealitchee.

"T4regit'"DiuMNiti$ hitve
been promoted to
associate buyers at
Snyder's, a Louisvillebased retailing firm.
Ms. Williams and Ms.
Durham transferred to
Snyder's corporate office
in January 1982 from the
company's Evansville
location. BOth are
graduates of Western
Kentucky University in
retailing. Ms. Williams
currently buys in the intimate apparel area; Ms.
Durham is in the
children's area.

OVER $3 MILLION SALES VOLUME — Mr. and Mrs. Clifford England
received the key to their newly purchased home at 1530 Oxford Dr.,Canterbury
Estates, formerly the home of Mn.Delema Everett. The England's are retirMg
to Murray from Jasper, Ind. Their daughter and son-in law are Larry and
Meredith Zehr of 1513 Kirkwood Dr. Kopperud Realty, 711 Main, represented
both the buyer and seller in this transaction. At the transaction were Man
left,
seated) Mrs. Everett and Mrs. England,(standing) Andra Moody,
listing agent:
Glenda Smith, selling agent, Mr. England and Bill Kopperud, Broker. The
transaction marked the $3 million dollar sale for Kopperud Realty in 1962.

David Travis attends seminar
MILWAUKEE, Wis. a regional seminar of recent tax law changes and
their far reaching effects
on estate and business
planning was held Oct. 1819 for Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance
Co. agents and their
guests at the Executive
West Motor Hotel,
Louisville.
Topics discussed included the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981,
unification of estate and
gift taxes, changes in
joint ownership rules,
and tax rate reductions.

ti-iithAVitar
attendit
Boston school
Lindy Suiter of KingLandolt Insurance Agency recently attended the
Personal Line Agents
Development Program
School in Boston.
During the three weeks
of class, sponsored by the
Commercial Union Insurance Co., subjects
covered included risk
management, liability,
auto, homeowners, life
and underwriting.

The seminar was conducted by officials of the
company's hothe office in
Milwaukee.
Northwestern Mutual
Life is the nation's
largest firm specializing
in life and disability income insurance for the
individual. It has assets
of more than $12 billion
and general agencies
located in major cities
nationwide.
Special Agent H. David

Grogan
opening
mall practice
9111

ISCI

„ 4gpapth Bean

Travis, CLU, who maintains an office at 206
Maple Street, ai.t.nded.
He is associated with
Marvin L. Smith, CLU
General Agency',
Evansville,Ind.

Harrison
promoted
LOUISVILLE —
Synder's, Kentucky's
largest family-owned
retailing firm, announces
the promotion of Peggy
Harrison as housewares
buyer.
Harrison is a graduate
of Western Kentucky
University told begtarher
uakoeei
Sfffikodse
.bnyeilrahiee,fir
1981 and has worked in
several areas of home
furnishings.

announces the opening of
his new optometric practice in the Paducah Mall.
Complete eye examinations and contact lens fitWith rising medical costs,
tings are available.
Americans are diecovering
"I offer the people of that a positive home health
Paducah and the surroun- care program for a chronding area professional vi- ically ill family member can
sion care at a convenient be preferable to a lengthy
hospital or
home relocation," the op- cuperation. rest
What's more,
tometrist explains.
home care is economical.
Dr. Grogan, a native of
The key to a successful
Murray, attended Mur- adjustment period is a posiray State University and tive family attitude and
is a graduate of Southern programmed activities that
each family memCollege of Optometry in involve
ber, including your sick
Memphis,Tennessee. " loved one.
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Who Do Members Call in Murray?
For 24 Hour
AAA Emergency Road Service & Towing.
—641 Super Shell Service-753-9131 —

9tee Vleur4 geftititoo Pegoe0164 E44410 7eaeof

THAT'S WHO!

Are you covered by a group health insurance plan or are you
only partially covered? Check with your employer - then see
us to find out if you and your family have dangerous gaps in
your health insurance coverages. Chances are we can
supplement', ar group plan with important coverages at a
minimal cost.

Bob Nan*

Insurance Agency
107 N. 4th
Another reason to
ordure with
753-4937
Federal Kemper
Federal Kemper
Insurance Company ZIE

Why Not Call 436-2723 For
Information about Road Service & All
The Other Benefits That AAA Members
Receive Ngtionwide.

--.41411441
.
11111Ellft
r1."- ILDITICSV

Protect yourself
from winter's cold

*'41*-4WW-AV

We at the

The best way to protect yourself from winter's cold is to weatherize
your home. A fully weatherized home will help you keep warmer and
save money on your heating bills.
By properly installing insulation
in your attic and under your
.floors, you can keep the heat
inside your house. In addition,
you can keep cold drafts out
by caulking and weatherstripping around doors and
windows.

have

a group
plan...

Who Do You Call If You Don't Belong To
???

„,Z2 1713

you

* Bank of Murray
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Parker Ford
David Travis
Wal-Mart
Lindy Suiter
Fisher Price Toys Kopperud Realty
7,Puttertown
Dr. Kenneth Grogan'
Craig McCrystal Snyders
W
• ,e.

Remember, weatherize now to
protect yourself from cold
weather and high heating bills.

Murray Electric Co

401 Olive St
753-5312
•
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Tigers lose Homecoming 21-10 butlinemandream comes true
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
While many Murray
High enthusiasts will be
trying to forget the 21-10
Homecoming loss to
Caldwell County (2-7
Friday, at least one —
Trevor Mathis — will
always retain a fond
memory of October 22.
For Mathis, a 6-4, 200pound defensive tackle,
Friday's game made his
lineman's dream come
true.
With the first half
drawing to a close and
Caldwell protecting a 7-3
lead, the visitors decided
to try for one more pass
from their own 40.
Grant Beckner took the
snap, faded back and
under heavy pressure
drew back to unleash a
desperation pass.
Murray High defensive
end Jeff "Cat" Downey
buried his shoulder in

Beckner's midsection
and the ball squirted up
and into Mathis' waiting
arms. The lumbering
junior galloped unopposed 28 yards to the
Caldwell end zone and the
fans went berzerk.
The 10-7 halftime lead
was the only scoring advantage Murray held all
night. From there the
game went dovnthill for
the host Tigers, but
Mathis will always have
his Homecoming moment
to treasure.
Some moments other
Murray Tigers would like
to forget included the five
interceptions thrown by
junior quarterback Mark
Boggess. Four of the
pick-offs were by defensive back Dimitri
McGowan, who also
shared a major portion of
the Caldwell rushing
duties.
Murray head coach

Tim English denied that
the interceptions were
the cause of the Tigers'
fourth loss in nine games.
''When you're behind
you've got to put it up.
They (Caldwell) knew we
had to and were waiting
for it.
English instead pointed
to Caldwell's good fortune in the third period
that led to the Murray
demise. The officials failed to call a roughing-thepunter penalty when
MHS was punting from
the Caldwell 39.
The ensuing argument
by Murray assistant
coach David Gallagher
triggered two unsportsmanlike conduct calls
and eventually 50 penalty
yards were marked
against Murray in one
Caldwell drive.
The visitors took advantage of the flags and
also recovered a fumble

moments later to Initiate
the go-ahead tosjchdown
drive.
Runs by McGowan and
fullback Joe Phelps set
up Beckner's second TD
of the night — a 2-yard
dive — with 2:09 left in
the third period.
"After those penalties,
poor ones by the official*,
our team showed a lack of
composure," English explained. "After that we
gave the game away."
English pointed to "key
injuries and other problems" that have plagued
the Tigers recently as
factors in Murray's
"deteriorating play."
Murray was playing
without the services of
senior tailback David McCuiston, who has suffered
from recurring ankle injuries throughout the
LINEMAN'S DREAM — Trevor Mathis stood a cut above his Murray High teammates'Friday when he
season. Friday he played caught a fumble in mid-air and rambled 28 yards for his team's only touchdown against Cedwell Coudy.Tbe
junior defensive tackle scored with no time remaining on the clock to give Murray a 10-7 halftime lead at Ty
Continued to page 9
Holland Stadium. CCHS eventually won,21-10.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Calloway WKC champs again, survive 29-26
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
A balanced attack Friday led the Calloway
County Lakers to their second Western Kentucky
Conference Championship in as many years,
but not before Crittenden
County gave their home
fans something to cheer
about.
At the end of a quarter
it appeared to be a
cakewalk, with the
Lakers on top 21-0. But
the inspired Rockets
launched a comeback off
a first half goal line stand
and Calloway had to
score in the fourth
quarter to survive with a

ALL REVVED UP.. .Crittenden County's Kevin Brewer has no place to go as Roger Gallimore (59), Robert
Duncan (66) and Mark Duncan (83) are about to put the hammer down.
Staff photo by John Salerno
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39 and 3 yards by fullback ded that if they were stop- field on the ground on
Todd Contri.
ped, he figured Crit- first downs by Brown and
Contri led the rushing tenden would have little Contri. Then Garrison,
totals with 18 carries for time to work out of its whose leg cramp kept
121 yards, while Garrison own territory. The him out of the third
— sidelined during some Lakers were stopped with quarter, sprinted 31
of the second half — ran :41 in the half.
yards around right end on
115 yards on 17 tries. In
The second half, the a taped-up leg for the winthe air, QB Tim Brown Rockets took immediate ning score.
connected on 10 of 14 for control, marching 53
Crittenden, which has
133 yards and two in- yards in 11 plays in a lost a number of close
terceptions.
drive culminated by a TD games this season, fell to
A second quarter turn- from Q11 Al Simmons. 2-8, while the Lakers upble, a goal line stand, and Crittenden then cut short ped their record to 6-3, 3-1
later the interceptions, Calloway's approach to in the district.
all figured into the Rocket territory when
at Crittenden
21 00 00 (X 29
momentum swing toward Curtis Franklin picked CALLOWAY
00 06 14 06 26
the Rockets, who were one off and returned it to CRITTENDEN
Scoring Plays
let — 1:491 Jeff Garrison 2-yd run.
aided in their efforts by a the Calloway 38. Simfailed. 6-0.
Homecoming crowd.
mons mixed up the pass Kick
1st — (3231 Todd Contri 39-yd run.
At 10:01 in the half, and run and ran it in from Tim Brown pass to Jeff Butterworth for
conversion. 14-0.
Crittenden jumped on a 3 at 2:51 in the third 2-pt.
1st — (0:47)Contri 3-yd run. Greg
gallasey
Ratergiicit+0.4.44uaiiteralui4payatican-4
the
100,s4)191Lat
,
hid-S1 cdtrtsni Aber
'I have to give them 25. They scored on a short- version made it 21-20.
Conyersioatifiled. 214. .
3rd — (6:56) Al Sinunons 1-yd run.
(Crittenden) a lot of run three first downs
The second theft, this
failed 21-12.
credit," Laker coach later and the conversion one by Crittenden's Bud- Conversion
3rd— (2:51)Simmons 3-yd run. Kevin
Sam Harp said later. failed. The Lakers took dy Napp set up an in- Brewer run for conversion. 21-20.
4th — 110:23 Steve Tinsley 33-yd run.
"They never said quit."
the kickoff and marched spired 33-yard TD scram- Conversion failed. 2921.
4th — 742) Garrison 31-yd run. ConIt's true. Another team downfield first-quarter ble by halfback Steve
might have gone belly-up style but this time the Tinsley, who took a pitch tri conversion. 29-20
after taking the pounding Rockets four times from right and cut back to
the Lakers were dishing within the 5-yard line.
outrun the pursuit.
The conversion having
out early. They scored
Harp said he opted for
three out of the four times the TD rather than a field failed, the Lakers were
they had the ball in the goal because kicker Greg down 26-21 with about 10
By BRUCE LOWITT
opening quarter, a short Baker was temporarily minutes left. After a
AP Sports Writer
TD by halfback Jeff Gar- sidelined after being return to almost midfield,
COCKEYSVILLE, Md.
rison, then touchdowns of shaken up. The coach ad- Calloway crossed mid(AP) — Sam Kagel, the marathon man, may
have run his last yard in
pro football.
The San Francisco
CLEVELAND (API — managed, was let go by Plain Dealer. "We want lawyer brought in last
Just two days after the the A's on Wednesday, to get this thing settled Oct. 12 to help resolve a
Oakland A's said goodbye just one season after and I believe Billy does, National Football League
to "Bitty Ball," the leading Oakland to the too. I'd say we will know players' strike — now in
Cleveland Indians have American League West something about Billy its 33rd day — wa3 quoted
as saying the talks are goreportedly extended Billy title.
within a week."
Martin a $1 million
Paul said he is hoping
The Plain Dealer ing nowhere and he wants
welcome mat.
to hire a manager soon to reported in its Saturday to go home.
"We are spinning our
While declining to con- replace Dave Garcia, editions that the Indians
firm a published report who was released at the have offered Martin a wheels," Kagel told
that Martin has beert•of- end of last season after three-year contract sources involved in the
fered a $1 million, three- the Indians finished in a worth at least $1 million. talks late Friday night. "I
year contract to manage last-place tie in the That would allow Martin plan to get on a plane
the Indians, club Presi- American League East to his status as baseball's tomorrow. I'm tired. I
want to go home. I gave it
dent Gabe Paul said "we with Toronto with a 78-84 highest-paid manager.
have made Billy one hell mark.
Martin's contract with my best shot."
Kagel also said he had
"I believe the Billy Oakland will pay him
of an offer."
Martin, who has been matter will come to a $250,000 a year through business interests in San
Francisco which needed
fired by every major head very soon," Paul 1985.
his attention. But he also
league team he has told The (Cleveland)
said
he planned to give it
"We will have to pay
one
more
shot today in
Billy the face value of our
••
••• • • • • • • • •
contract," Paul said. this Baltimore suburb,
"Whatever Billy's deal- one more bargaining sesings are with Oakland are sion between the union
and the owners' Manageanother matter."
ment Council.

Kagel tired
of NFL strike

Billy Ball in Cleveland?

•

•

The old Spaghetti Factory announces its•
Gyros Dinners & Sandwiches. Its marinated
Beef, skewed, sliced off & served with a
speciel white sauce.
We are also serving Cheese & Spinach Pie
Dinners.
"When you get tired of hamburgers, try
gyros

Buy Now & Fly
Or Give
This Round Trip
For Two On
Eastern Airlines
To A Friend
BUY NOW AND FLY- —

The Old Spaghetti Factory
Olympic Plaza Mariay
153-0003
•••••••••••••1•••••••••••••••••••

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
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Experience, maturity lead Racers into'82 basketball season
For Ron Greene and his RUCK baidoetball squad
1M12-63 passe a ammo of high expectations. Miamity and experience ab000ds in the Murray Stale
lineup and after one week of practice, optimism is
the overriding team attitude.
"There's 110 substitute for nututity g WAN
properly," Greene contends whoa discaming his
squad. "Obviously, by virtue of pest perengesoces,
we're expected to be better this year bat we've got
to guard against complacency."
Last year's Ohio Valley Conference co-champions
put two players on the All-OVC teem and both
return, plus, two-time All-OVC guard Lamont
Sleets also graces the Racer lineup after mng
last season with a foot injury.
"There's every indication we'll be a better team
this year," Greene points out. But be quickly
tempers his outlook saying, "On paper it looks like
we'd be the obvious choice to win the conference,
but I've never seen a paper war won on the courts."
One modesty instiller in Greene is the presence of
Morehead State as a title contender. "Morehead's
going to be awfully tough this year," Greene says
and be adds Eastern Kentucky, returning all five
starters, as another possible troublemaker.
But for the most part, Greene and the Racers are
concentrating on the here and now instead of looking down the road.

7 0111111W Ricky Brie& echoed Caress's resseehn
"I've got more osedlisese
igenit aid it the

guys around Ubll tbis poor. Were gig to be a r
aig team. That's tor enre. Conch (Greene) may net
want us to run all the thus, bet he abet ipig Is stop
an:

covering
all fields
By JIM LICTOR
Spoils Editor

"With Brian (Striven) and (Lemon) Sleets out
front how can anyone grip us!" Mood asked.
The self- and team centidesice is butectases amens
the Racers right now, although they Mewl played
yet and won't until the seams opener. Nov. II,
against Marathon Oil.
But as Curran soya in Kunkel= bravado. "You
can't heat the MAIM here."
One Kuno boosting teem morale Is the player
quality competing at each position
Another
motivator is -the ben schedule in this school's
history," according to Greene.
With the likes of Bradhty,•trip to the AlabamaBirmingham Omsk. Lisobville sod the regular
slate of OVC games.the limn expect a busy Clubs
this year.
But playing geed pipes sheidd nibs the Racers
better, Greens limes. The awe applies to the

•

The here and now includes the pleasant teak of
watching a veteran balklub glide through routines
that were foreign to most of the team only a year
age.
Senior transfer Sammy Curran, a steady performer at forward last year, said the workouts this
fall are twice as good u those the same time last
year."rm a lot stronger this year after working out
with weights all summer and my confidence has improved a let too.'
'The program here is more familiar to me now.It
feels llke I've been a part of it four years lashed
of
two. I'd say we're five or six weeks ahead of where
we were this time last year."
Another transfer who Joined the team last year,11-

players the Racer regulars sell be practicing

against every cloy.
Ftedshirt transfer Mike Lehin "a legitimate 6-10"
player will be going head-on with Hood giving the
Racer center experience against a big man each

Dooley's Dogs meet Kentucky tonight
that
never changes about Kentucky football teams they are hard-hitting and
they play defense the
same way," says Dooley.
"They always play solid
defense and they play it
well."
But, Vince, what about
their record? You're 6-0.
What are they?
"They are always a
tough game for us,
especially playing in Lexington and at night."
Ah, c'mon Vince. You
haven't lost in Lexington
since 1965.
"They did not allow a
touchdown to Auburn two
weeks ago and gave LSU
fits for awhile last Saturday. LSU only broke the
game open when they
started hitting some
passes And as suspect as
we are on the passing at"There's one thing

By HERSCHEL
NISSE.NSON
AP Sports Writer
Quick Quiz: What is the
University of Kentucky's
football record this year?
How about it, Vince
Dooley? Your thirdranked Georgia Bullodgs

visit Lexington tonight
for a Southeastern Conference game, so you
should be up on the
Wildcats.

Tigers.
Continued from page 8
a single down, gained
three yards and limped to
the sidelines.
The loss was Murray's
third in the team's last
four games after the
Tigers had previously
won four straight.
"Right now we need to
get people healthy for
Russellville," English
said. "We're hurting
without h1cCuiston. He's
the secret to our offense."
Tom Schwettman filled
in for the absent senior
runner and tallied 21

yards on nine carries.
Senior fullback Steve
McDougal accepted
much of the running load
again this week and led
all MHS rushers with 36
yards on nine carries.
Next week Murray
again plays host when
district leader
Russellville comes to
town (7:30 p.m. Friday).
A Tiger win could produce a three-way tie for
the league championship
among Murray,
Russellville and Ballard
Memorial.
at Iderray
MURRAY
1 7 0 0 --10
CALDWELL
7 0 7 7 -21
Scoriae Playa
tat - (047) Grant Eteckner 7-run.
Todd Beck kick. 7.0
- (:11) David Denham Uyard
field goal.74.
- :Oh Trevor Mathis 111-yard
fumble retain Denham luck. 7-10
3rd - (1:111) Beckner 2-run. Beek
1410.
40 -(5:10) Joe Photos 3-run. Beck
kick. 21411.

tack, that probably will
make it even more diffiuct on us."
This great team that
has Dooley scared stiff is
all of 0-5-1.
In the only other night
game involving a Top
Twenty team, No. 14 LSU
hosts South Carolina. The

fourth-ranked Southern LSU's Jerry Stovall, takMethodist visits No.19 ing a que from Dooley,
Texas and No.9 Penn says the Gamecocks are
State plays at No.13 West "a far better team than
Virginia.
their 3-3 record would inElsewhere, the dicate. I'm sure they are
schedule finds Missouri looking at the MU game
at No.5 Nebraska, No.6 as a pivotal game in their
Arkansas at Houston, season.
Cincinnati at No.7
"We're looking at
Alabama, No.11 UCLA at Spouth Carolina as a conCalifornia, Oregon State ference team. They have
at No.12 Southern Califor- talent of that caliber. So
nia, No.15 Notre Dame at with that in mind, it
Oregon, No.18 Clemson at doesn't matter that this
North Carolina State and isn't a conference game."
Oklahoma State at No.20
Oklahoma.
LSU and South
Eighth-ranked Arizona Carolina have met 10
State, No.10 North times, with LSU winning
Carolina, No.16 Miami nine in a row since droppand No.17 Florida State ing the opener back in
are not scheduled.
1930. Tiger quarterback
Alan Risher needs only 44
Although South yards to pass Charles
Carolina is coming off an Alexander's school totalembarrassing 28-23 loss offense mark of 4,052
to Division I-AA Furman, career yards.

Bayou Bengals are 4-0-1,
the first time since 1973
they have gone unbeaten
through their first five

games.
Meanwhile, top-rated
Washington takes a break
from the PAC-10 race by
entertaining Texas Tech
while runner-up Pitt
visits Syracuse, where
Dan Marino can tie a
major-college record by
throwing a touchdown
pass for the 18th game in
a row.
.
In the only

rnatchups of
Top Twenty teams,

Mauch quits near-champ Angels
ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)

- Two weeks ago, Gene
Mauch had the California
Angels just a victory
away from winning the
American League pennant and earning a spot in
baseball's 79th World
Series.
It would have beeen the
crowning point of
Mauch's 23-year
managerial career that
has been plagued more
by failure and near
misses than success.
However, the coronation never took place. The
Milwaukee Brewers
became the first team to
rebound from a 0-2 deficit
and win the league title
since the league championship series were
established in 1969.
And today, the 56-yearold Mauch is no longer
the manager of the
Angels, after deciding
Friday to resign rather
than return for the 1963
season.

games remaining.
The media, players and
management criticized
the way Mauch handled
the final three playoff
games against the
Brewers.
Club owner Gene
Autry, who had spent
millions of dollars to acquire players such as
Reggie Jackson, Rod
Carew, Doug DeCinces
and Bobby Grich, was
said to number himself
among those disappointed with Mauch.
A secretary at the Gene
Autry Hotel in Palm Springs, Calif., said the
Angels' owner was not
available for comment.
Calls to Angels Vice
President Buzzie

Concrete, Pee Gravel,

Bavasi's office were not
returned.
Mauch had taken the
unorthodox strategy of
using starting pitchers
Tommy John and Bruce
Kison in the final two
games, on three days'
rest.
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maturity plus top
potential
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Burns wood or
coal efficienfty

OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KY. LAIN

;

Friday-Saturday-Sunday
October 22,23,24

Chicken Filet Dinner
Buy One At Regular Price
$4.95
Get The Second At 1 /2 Price
Includes: boneless breast filets, french fries,
slow, onion rings, slaw, rolls and honey.
Off Hwy. 121 S.
436-5416
AppareNdasertely S arias loot% of Now Cosscoml

Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.
to.hetriP1 Asa -

• High efficiency - zero heat loss
with fibergikus Insuicrtion and
galvanboa painted weather
cover

OZARK LOG HOMES STOVE SHOPPE
Nem.
121 Ily-Pees Emmy,Ky. 753-6774

•1001.ty I •

efillarlf U'

Wie IMICTOr

NOW
AVAILASU

• Wait thermostat controls draft
and biower -for more even
heal distribution and cOrnfort
control

• EMT()caPacity 700 to I 100 CFPA • Compact yet works Ike o
biower with unicsue bailie
giant EMC1011 101 ON types of
sysiern for 100.000-150.000
homes mObill homes shops
BTU output.
and hog & cal barns

A

High School Football Scores

for double-crop
Extreme early

SHOEMAKER SEED CO.
4th end Chestrart

•

SCOREBOARD

South 120, Street

_SURE-FLAME

753-0277

not saying I'm married to anybody at any punks
right now "

Perfect choice

KEEP All DIRT
ASHES AND SMOKE
41%.. OUTSIDE!

'Pea gravel
'Concrete gravel
'Septic tank rock

/2 PRICE SPECIAL

"The managerial position was offered to Mauch
on Wednesday. After 48
hours of deliberation,
Mauch notified the club
this morning (Friday) of
his preference not to
return and the, Angels
have reluctantly accepted," the Angels said
in a prepared statement.
Calls to Mauch's Rancho Mirage, Calif., home
were not returned.
Mauch coached the
Angels to only their second AL West Championship since the team was
established in 1961. But
he also saw them become
the first American
League team to lose a
best-of-five series with a
two-game lead and three
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Ins right along. or Rob Sandmen They're sometime
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and phoned him constantly. If he ditilMrn her calls or
didn't want to go on a date, she complained. Pretty soon

By Abigail Van Buren

Neighbors Meet Only
For Auld Lang Syne
DEAR ABBY: Poor "Agnes in Culver City"! She
lived in
the same house for 25 years and complained because
her
neighbors never said hello to her.
Your suggestion that she could have broken the
ice and
said hello to them might have worked anywher
e else in
the world except in Southern California.
We lived in Northridge in the San Fernando
Valley for
5/
1
2 years. One New Year's Eve a couple invited the
entire
block to their home for a party. At 3 a.m. as the
guests
were leaving, we overheard one guest say, "This
has been
so much fun, let's plan to get together again
next New
Year's Eve!"
DON IN FONTANA, WIS.

DEAR DON: You were topped by a lady in
Fullerton. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was born and raised in Salem,
Ore.,
where neighbors always welcomed newcomers
with some
kind of food and an offer to help them get
settled and
make friends.
A new family moved in next door, so I baked a
lovely
chocolate cake and took it over to welcome them. The
Mrs.
handed it back to me and said, "Sorry, I'm
allergic to
chocolate."
*

••

DEAR ABBY: In answer to the 11-year-old
girl who
complained because her boyfriend, age 12, dumped
her for
an "uglier" girl:
Last year our 12-year-old son had his first
"girlfriend"
- another seventh-grader. She invited him to school
socials and other "dates," followed him to football
oractire

he became uncomfortable and began avoiding her. She
pursued him. They had a fight, which ended in some
name-calling. Then he refused to talk to her.
We discussed the situation with him, trying to help him
understand that it wasn't his fault - that reacting with
anger to the pressure she had put on him was only natural. We encouraged him to talk to her and explain that
he didn't "hate" her, he was just not ready for the kind of
relationstiip she wanted. They are now on speaking terms,
but the friendship was wrecked.
I wish that girl's mother had had a talk with her about
the constant phone calls and the rest of the chasing. Even
if they'd both been older, that kind of behavior would
have been inappropriate. At 11 and 12, it was ridiculous!
Two nice children went through a lot of misery.

2. Notice

vim

141, LINUS.1 HOW COME
YOU DIDN'T ENTER THE
BOWLING TOURNAMENT?

$269.00 a*cx
11111111'S
WESTERN
STORE

DEAR VOICE: You have voiced an important
message for which I thank you. But a still louder
voice is being heard throughout the land. Peer
pressure!
During any given week, no less than 300 letters
from "desperate" girls between 10 and 13 cross my
desk with this sad refrain: "Other girls my age have
boyfriends, why can't I get one? There must be

3. Cards/ Thanks
CA',.'
TIUNIES

[NOTI

Bon Fire, WeeMe

something wrong with me."

Roast. Group
Reservations 7594588, or 7537637.

•••

DEAR ABBY: We are perplexed by a wedding invitation
we just received. The ceremony is scheduled for 10:30 a.m.
The "reception" is to follow, and get this, the bride-to-be
wrote, "The reception will be a covered dish affair. Each
guest is expected to bring an item of food. RSVP."
Is this a new trend, or are these people just plain tacky?
When the guests provide the food, does this mean they are
still expected to bring a wedding gift?
HEARD EVERYTHING IN PA.

DEAR HEARD: Tacky? Not for very dear and
close friends who understand that this is an informal, low-budget affair. A new trend? Yea.
Also, a gift is voluntary. It is never obligatory.

chairman of the Department of Nursing at Murray State, said the May
graduates are the first to
complete four years in
the nursing program
since a major curriculum
revision in 1978.
"Obviously we are extremely pleased at the
success rate of our latest
spring class," she added.
"It would seem to indicate that our new curriculum provides an excellent background for
beginning nursing practice."
Licensure examina-

BOWL'N6 DOESN'T
INTEREST ME

Ms 'NM Ike $e *ask
Mash, osielefec
reisstm As. fb5 grased11
t• is airing do Is el our
irmd one, Myrlie A. Grew.
Thanks to yea AM fres bet
Imbued, Mese, gm/4
denim, sad great FARA'Adieus.

CE
1
HAYRIDES

5. Lost and Found

Found German
Shepherd in front of
White Hall on campus.
Injured but taken to
HAIRCUT SPECIAL Animal Shelter.
Budget cut for children
762-6605.
$3.50. No children under
5 years please. Adult
Lost Black Hills Gold
budget cut $4.50. Call
Cross. Southside Shop753-2266. By appointping area. Sentimental
ment only. Headquarvalue. Reward. Call
ters Family Hair Care
753-8051 days or 753-0224
Center.
evenings
Lost big male black cat,
in South 12th St. area.
45 Nigh Cluality-Best$10 reward for return.
ga Prices -Personal
409 S. 12th. Phone
• Service
Open
. 753-8413.
• 9. fl 0
5
0 Om
Silver and gray kitten
from area of South
weekdays
9:00- el
ID Noon Saturdays.
Main, name Adam,
753-3)92.
• CARTER STUDIO
•AO Moon
6. Help Wanted
753 8748

tions protect the public by
assuring that a registered
nurse has the minimum
knowledge and skills for
practice, while the level
of education is an actual
indicator of potential
practice abilities.
Some 800 students have
graduated from the nursing program since 1968.
A new master's degree
program for rural nurse
clinicians was begun at
Murray State this fall.
Nurses who complete the
program will be able to
function in primary care,
family care and preventive care in rural areas.

Artist Models Department of Art
needs part-time model.
Experience and artistic
sensitivity preferred.
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models, for fall semester. 64.50 per hour.
Contact: Dale Leys
Dept. of Art MSU.
Phone 762-3784 or 7623787. E.O.E.-M-F.
Daytime counter position available at
Druthers Restaurant.
Inquire in person.
Experience body man,
753-5149. Call before 8
p.m.
Lady or man and wife to
stay in home 4 miles from
Murray with
elderly man. Room and
board, ,food and utilities
furnished plus small
salary. A permanent
position for the right
person. Call after 5:00,
442-9908 or 442-0717.
Lady to wash clothes at
my home once a week
for single man. Phone
753-0897.
Part time secretary
needed. Send resume to
Art Travis, Box 95,
Benton, Ky. 42025.

M&G Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table top4--1
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

FOR
SALE
RCA Color TV
4 wailassiii

51910°
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic Plaza
Oiel 9-9 Daily
1-6 Sus.
pin calk
Oast

I CAN SEE
SOMEBODY'S ALREADY
KNOCKED DOWN
ALL YOUR PINS!

01§)
;74
PARTS
r.1=
IIIJ

HELP
WANTED
Mature lady to
work in stereo
store, with
knowledge of
music and free to
work flexible
hours. Send
resume to P.O.

SERVICE

g Nal

Now
Available
At

MCKEEL
EQUIPMENT
503 Walnut
753-3062

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

LANG' ON MY BALL

ACROSS

1 Promise
5 High moontam n
8 Street urchin
12 Athena
13 Rocky hill

10-13

illFOR

IT SAYS,
sSTI:DP SINGING
"

cabins
20 Excusable
22 Note of scale
23 Sweetheart
24 Escape
27 Impart a

39 Stir up
THE WITCH> QUEEN
WAS MUCH
ATTRACTED
TO THE
PKANTOM .

OH,LAPY DIANA „, HE
WAS NOT ATTRACTEP.
5HE WAS EVIL. 5ESIDC-5,
'THERE WA5 HER
GENERAL ULRICH„,

I PO NOT TRUST THIS MASKED /4000LUM.
I DEMAND HE BE RUT IN THE ARENA
AGAINST THE GORILLA5„,OR I WILL
KILL HIM HERE!

tk

3 Peruse
4 Hang loosely
5 The sweetsop
6 Base
7 Forestalls
8 Hard-shelled

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

=MOB ODOM
GCBUOU BCDCLIC
OG UUCUOCU UD
DC CCU= GICIU
MCC UMU MUD
CCOULID OULUCC
UDC
MC
CWOODC COUDUC
COLD MUM CUM
DUC DUG= CM
ED UMEIBUDU OU
UUDEUU DUCODU
2NANU MUDD

fruit
14 Century plant 9 Turkish raw15 Spare
ment
16 Wooly crea- 10 Greek letter
ture
11 Sense
17 Tardy
19 Diphthong
18 Country
21 Every

flavor to
31 Lamprey
32 Time period
33 Bright star
34 A girl's best
friends?
36 Twist
37 Possesses
38 Proceed
I CAN
IMA6INE, I
SEE WHY HE
DIDN'T WANT
TO TELL THE
STORY.

Box 324, Murray,

AfARX
LASKY-

LOOK AT TWAT BIRD

'VE GC1T A SINGING
TELEGRAM
XDU

Receptionist

II Asa
ails Am.

^

01982 United Fealty.Syndicate, Inc

I

cal office,

ONE MOTHER'S VOICE

Twenty-nine of 31 nursing graduates in the May
class at Murray State
University who took the
licensure examination for
registered nurses in Kentucky have passed the
test.
Success by the more
than 93 percent of the nursing graduates who took
the examination ranks
among the greatest since
the B.S. degree program
in nursing was tlegun in
1964. Another lA nursing
graduates from the total
class of 45 are in other
states.
Dr. Martha Erwin,

HALLOWEEN IS COMING...
I HAVE TO SIT HERE 0
AND WAIT FOR THE
"GREAT PUMPKIN"

6.Help Wanted

bright's pow My.
Clildres's tape 7514445

sum am

I've talked with other mothers of adolescent sons who
report similar experiences. The fact is, boys age 11 to '15
are not ready to have a "girlfriend." And regardless of
how "grown up" an ll• or 12-year-old girl may feel, she's
not ready for a "boyfriend," either. The bottom line is:
Mothers should not permit their young daughters to chase
boys.

2. Notice

fires S sehurtest Cd
751-4444 far as ia
*Miami seassage

SALE
lasiegtosi 311.06
lassiarfas 243

University nursing graduates
successful on examinations

PET OF THE WEEK-"Midnight," six-year old
black Labrador dog, is available for adoption at
Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just east of
South Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society
of Calloway County. Hours of the shelter, open to
the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and noon to 4
p.m. Sunday.

IMIME103i

42 Missive
46 Grant use of
47 Simian
49 Rabbit
50 Statue of a
type
51 Vase
52 Goddess of
discord
53 Deposits
54 Drunkard
55 Lease

23 Ties
24 Gave food to
25 Aloha symbol
26 Guido's high

note

35 Ascends
36 Ado
38 Earth god-

27 Autos'
after bodies
28 Employ

dess
39 Priest's vestments
40 Debauches

29 Hurry
30 Goal
32 Cuts
1

4

7

41 Kiln
42 Pre-Easter
time
43 Biblical weed
44 Emerald isle
45 Remainder
48 In favor of
8

15

tot

1 Place for a
mural
2 Bread spread

10 11 1

18

1

1120 21

224"
24 25

33
28 29 30

31
34
37•
4041

-

50

T

53

'

duties, typing. Send
resume to P.O. Box
10400, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Secretary-Receptionist.
Mature lady. typing,
bookkeeping, office
machine. Permanent
position. Send resume
to PO Box 1 0 40 5
Murray, Ky.
"Substitute Grandmother" wanted to
babysit infant. 436-2839.

Receptionist,
clerk-typist. Requires secretarial
skills end the ability to meet *ilk.
Apply in person
only. Credit
Bums, Murray,
304 Maple St.

9. Situation Wanted
Want to care older
people. Single or
couples or day work.
Experience. 415-439.I.
Will babysit in my home
in town. Have references. 753-8474.

10, Business Opportunity
Operating meat
market, includes building and equipment or
will take on partner
arrangement. Call 5278688.

13. For Sale or Trade
19" Color RCA color TV
Call 753-0692.
For sale deep freeze
calves, grain jersery
steers, weigh 600-1000
lbs., cut and wrapped
ready for freezer. $1.30
per pound. 753-8890 or
382-2322 or 382-2890.
For sale girls winter
coat, size 4, like new.

753-7952.

14. Want to Buy
We buy aluminum beverage cans, Birp Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton
Would like to buy Farm
Wagon. 759-4588 or 7537637.

15. Articles for Sale
Ben Franklin. fireplace
A-1, table and chairs
sets, 13 chairs. 1972 Ford
Pic-kup, new tires A-1.
474-8856.
Corner cupboard refinished. Call 753-1811.
For sale Air Compressors. Dill Electric,
753-9104.
Four inch cut-back
English saddle, two
work giths, one white
leather show gith, show
breast strap like new
$225. Thoroughbred,
would make good horse
to run on local tracks.
436-2195 after 6 p.m.
Frigidaire side by side
freezer refrigerator,
harvest gold. Call 7535699.
Like new, 3 room size
circulating heater, $25.
New Riccar Cabinet,
electric, Sewing
Machine, $50. 409 S. 12th
St. Phone 753-8413.
Nearly new white
Maytag washer and
dryer, GE white refrigerator, RCA cherry
25" color TV, two large
mirrors, dinette set and
misc. 489-2880.
Pioneer AMFM cassette with extras. $225.
Sharp cassette tape
deck, $65. 206 Riviera
Courts.
Power post hole digger,
transint and rod, router.
Call 753-7370.
Set of solid maple end
tables and coffee table,

girl scout uniform size
10, rocking chair, exercise bike, two wheel
trailer, call 474-2789.
Three sets, mud and
snow tires. 1966 Buick
400 transmission. 1962
Chevrolet transmission.
1971 Plymouth 360 motor and transmission.
829 S. 4th.
Two twin beds, box
springs and mattresses,
like new. 753-6436
anytime.
Wheelbarrow with
rubber tires, two new
(Jenson) speakers,
colored Motorola TV.,
new saw with miter box,
new large (acrylic) rug
remenant, nice upholstered chair with
pillow, 3 large potted
plants 192-8764

ELECTROLUX
Your home is the best
place to see why we're
better. Free pickup and
delivery. We repair all
makes of vacuum
cleaners. Bill Farris 118
Riviera Ct. 753-3639.

it. Sewing Machines

-

/
9 43 44 as
62

t

Medi-

U.VacuumCleamm

17

ta
'
DOWN

9

14

for

cameral office

For sale. $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZag
with I fashion discs. All
other attachments included. Like new. 75372)7 after 50.m.
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INaiad

Farring crates with King Flute, practically
feeders and waterers brand
5175. 437
aim 24 ft. 3 axle flat bed 431g. AskRaw.
ter Oeremy.
trailer. Call 492-8790
after 6 p.m.
Tobacco Strippers,
Got* Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $75.
Electric model SIM
Call Jerry Atkins, 753'407.

Wheat Straw. Call 753II156or 753-6401.

SportsEm

.

Twenty guage pump
shotgun
$100
206
Riviera Courts

21 Musical
INFLATION
PRICES
On Phone., Soay,
say., Majestic,
ter stereos.
Redd ef Seed
swig,21 Pars Ienetros

753-51165

Piano for Sale
Issosesibie party
is ammo sad mealy
women as seissticeessh
pions. Cm Is sem lac*.
Writs: (ischnis
sewbe41 CrwIlt dwisgsr,
P.O. Sex 521, itschissyer,
It. 62219.
For sale: 2 year old
home stereo system
excellent condition.
Yamaha CR420 receiver, semi-auto turntable, Genesis 1 plus
speakers 1395. 753-7217
after 5p.m.

SPINET CONSOli
PIANO
FOE Sall
Wanted: Respeesible
party te as over pii.e.
Ces he seen locally. Write
Mr. Sewers, Su 327,
Carlyle, lamb 62231.

SALE
PIANOS & ORGANS
•PIANOS•
New Console & bench
by LOWREY
Rag. 81,795(I °MY)

NOW $1,288
New Spinet & bench
walnut finish (only 1)
by KIMBALL

NOW $1,088
BALDWIN The best ottuitey
con buy" (only 1), compors
at $2,250

NOW $1,688
OUR TOTAL INVENTORY
REDUCED. -WE TAKE ALL
REASONABLE OFFERS!

ORGANS.
HAmmOND "used"
3 to choose from

$788 to $2,988

BALDWIN "used"
3 to choose from

$288 to $795
MANY MORE
We service who( we seell

CONRAD'S
Pima
& Organ
pod.c.„,
4-43-6453

WANT
TO WNW
Tin ter nell dem up
slim se peed reed.
7
7

N.Ask.Forest
,

24. MiscellanexN
10 horse power
Ingersoll-Rand air
compressor with new 10
hp single phase motor
140 gallon tank, $1,500
502-891-7601
10in
Rockwell table
saw, 10ft. aluminum
braker, Sears miter
saw, tube fireplace
insert with fan. 436-2002
after 5p.m.
Ambassador Fireplace
insert for sale, 10 gun
gun cabinet, nice. Call
753-9500 before 9:00 AM.
Cut-up slabs $18 a rick
delivered. Call after 5
p.m. 753-8526.
Firewood cut to order.
$30. per rick
Call
436-2292.
Firewood for sale.
Phone 7533134 before
5p.m.
King, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
Six goats for sale. $20
each, 753-3387.
Special for 4 days, one 5
h.p. air compressor,
$900. Dill Electric, 7539104.
Stove boards heavy
lined 12in x 42in $12.99,
36 x 52 117.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris Tenn.
Surplus jeeps, cars and
boats. Many styles for
under $50. For information, call 312-9311961, ext. 1774-A.
Wood for sale. Delivered anytime. 4742274.

21. Mobile Home Sales
10x50 Two bedroom
mobile
onomicat

home. Ec-

gm heat, furnished, good condition,

12950. 759-4552.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
A one or two, newly
decorated, central heat,
gas or electric, $85 to
$ISO per month. Also
Kenmore washer and
dryer for sale. Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct.
Nice big unfurnished
mobile home, central
heat and air, water
furnished, TV tower.
Couples only no pets.
Call 492-8348.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray, no
pets. Call 489-2611.

29. Heating-Cooling

WURLITZER "used"
3 to choose from

688 to $1,188

mum tow

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.
30. Business Rentals
Auto clean-up shop, 5
stalls with air compressor. Contact Howard Brandon. 753-4309.

WALLIS DRUG
•IlltSCRIPT1016 *RIESS FRUIT MIMES
0110SPRAL SUPPLIES FOR IDS AND SALE
*LEADING PIANOS Of COSMETICS
•NOUSTEI OSTROM' PRODVCTS
Free beleery in Proscrionsesi Goy Ulid$11

NOTICE

Meg InE
i
llE

pdtsipon
AKC Registered
Doberman MOW& 71,
AIN or MN".
Bow pups AKC. laws.
black mask, while
markings. 'first enent.
5150.00. Greenville,
Tenn.901 2:35-105.
Enjoy the pleasure of an
obedient trained doe.
Problems solved. Inl•rnational known
trainer, 4362851.
Golden Retriever pupa.
AKC Champion
bloodlines. Cadiz, 522
1163

Efficieficy apartment S.Produce
for I angle only. Call C•ntenI•1 sweet
753-5900.
potatoes for sale. Rt. 4
One and two bedroom Murray, 753-8506.
apartments, available
in November. Embassy
Apartments, 753-3.530.
Spacious two bedroom,
furnished, one block
from campus. Call 7594756 or 753-9208
Three room furnished
upstairs apartment,
water furnished. One
person or couple. 7539925.
Three rooms and bath,
furnished or unfurnished, close to campus. Coleman Real
Estate. 753-9190.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment redecorated.
Also downstairs apartment located within
one block of MSU
campus, 2 bedroom,
living room, dining

room, kitchen and bath.
Adults only. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-9200 after 4 p.m.
Two bedroom, two bath,
central heat and air,
washer and dryer hookup Call 753-3949.

34. Houses for Rent
1500Dudley.436-2582.
Extra nice 3 bedroom
house located in
Murray. $395 per
month, sectrrtfy deposit,
no pets. Call 753-0839 or
/36-2935.
Furnished one bedroom, Pine Bluff, 119:i
month. Watch deer
from large sundeck.
759-9577 or 753-1914.
Suitable for two
families, 2 levels, 2
kitchens, 5 bedrooms, 3
baths, central hut and
air. Also wood Seaters.
14 acres 753-9898.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
brick home, central
heat ad air -sad
fireplace. 24x32
workshop. 20x32 open
shed. Bell City area.
376-2916 between
7-9p.m.
Three bedroom house
for rent $225 per month.
Call 753-6129.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
fireplace. Close to MSU,
1325. 753-3006.
Triplex, 2 bedroom
with washer and dryer,
stove and refrigerator,
lease required. 753-9240.
Two bedroom brick,
stove and refrigerator,
recently insulated. 8
miles southeast of
Murray. Married
couples, references,
deposit. Call 492-8594.
Two bedroom, deck,
garage, $275 per month
plus deposit. 753-1492.

41. Public Sale

tFarwstirSile

It Volt/is

101 Acres. over 10
11116100. tame barn one
crlb. Mardian Callternev
Comfy thee 6166,1181
Gresule Sir% Readers.
1 354-43115fir 1 354491111

hire nice 1096 Penne*
Velar* 6 centime. 4
fleor w•goa. 40.000
mite*, air and pewee.
Isse eases nese. Illek
Coll 40 UPS
For sale 1979 Buick
*meal incoollent came
tiara.
1004
Triumph cenvertibic
sharp,81.985 70 111111

IL Nome*Sate
GREAT GUY! Newly
remodeled home in
Haw. Price has boon
cut bectiuse owner
MUST SELL
This 3

bedroom home has a
new -bathroom, porch.

family /00/n. utility
room, all new wiring

and pluMbing and buitt
in appliances In the
kitchen. Lots of space
with more upstairs for 2
bedrooms, Only 811.500

Call Spann Realty As
soc 753-7724.
If you need a 3 bedroom
house with extra in
come to make part of
your payment. Take a
1002t el this one, extras.
753-3949.
Located just 4 Tan west

of Murray, this remodeled -home allows you the
convenience of being
close to town yet enjoy the
elbow room offered by
country living. Three

YARII
SALE
Thurs., Fri., Set. 9
▪
p.w. 1309
Kirkwood.
Cletbos, toys, furniture, pictures,
books, bedspreed,
trail bike and lots
more.
43. Real Estate
At CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Real
tors. .Rediscover the
teens!... Price range,
that is...This exceptionally neat two bedroom home in town
has just been
redecorated -interior
and economical
aluminum siding exterior - plus low -low
utility costs for your
budget and fenced yard
for your children and
pets. Dial 753-1492 now
to start your
investment.

Perlis. & Themes
lesersece &
Reel Estete
kutliside Caulk.
Murray, Kentucky

bedrooms with one bath.
Situated on approximate
ly 2 acres. Priced in the
low 830's. KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222.
Owner must sell or
trade. New cedar siding, 2 bedroom lake
cabin
All new furniture, completely car-

peted, appliances and

Swilleselwil

VialTricks
1974 Chevy pickup. 6
cyliftftr, straight shot.
long dupe bass, good
condition 7534124
1974 Ford Van WA 6
cylinder. straight ohift.
looks and runs good.
7534134
1175 El Camino. tan
with black vinyl top.
powlif steering. power
brakes Asking $tAil

in-

Hill. 753-5014.
SAVE $US buy direct
from owner
3 or 4
bedroom brick. 1 1,t
bath. 1690 sq. ft. TVA
insulated. 1605 Belmont.
753-4193.
Walk to the University
from this charming 3
bedroom home.
Fireplace, large living
room, range, refrigerator and 2 window unit
air -conditioners included. Assumable loan
at 12.. Priced in Me
830's. KOPPERUD
REALTY.753-1222.
rtiis foiJr bedroom,
three bath home located
3 miles from Moray
has room galore plus an
indoor swimming pool
for year round enjoyment. Central heat and
air, heatalator in
fireplace and includes
all appliances. Good
financing terms
available to qualfied
buyer. KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222.

this week, the Merrily Ledger & Times will
offer a new service to its customers. All yard sale ads
that appear in the Ledger and Times will be run on
Channel 13. Cablevision for a small additional fee.
Your ad will appear on Channel 13 for a full day (24
times) for a additional charge of $2.50 per day. For
the complete charge of ) $7.50 per day your ad will
appear in the classified section of the Ledger & Times
and on Channel 13 on the day or days that you select.
Your ad must appear in the regular edition of the
Ledger & Times to qualify you for this service.
Starting

We are proud to offer this additional service to you our
customers and we sincerely believe that this service will increase the number of potential customers you may contact with
you advertising.
Start now run your Yard Sale ad on Charnel 13 by calling the
classified section of the Norm Ledger & Ts
Phone 753-1916, or 753-1917 during our regular office
hours.
Doodles feral ads is 11:00 AM lie dm Were yet wish veer ad te spew-

1967 Ford Mustang, 289
engine,PS, AM-FM Cassette. Collectors Item.
Best Offer, 753-2862
after 6 PM.
1969 Charger, good
condition, many extras,
$900. 753-3351
1969 Plymouth Sport
Fury Convertible 383
Torquefilte, good run
fling condition. 753-9361
1973 Chevrolet Station
Wagon, good condition,
5700. Call 753-0.534 after

Paw* sabot ad Iowa
new Cad Soars ?SIM

Lo••et or• .oilloo
Nave viol ••tr•r
Goof!' toMallod woo
Melt

dodoes. drive ways. for free eenenaee ter
an yew MOM
callosity% Pre* es ESNIRAL NOME Lesittod oloctrttmo he
MisagellCal210-11474
aa#nte 16 wean es toOoloottel Mid can
Fell Miami's on dr tem* Coesry owwc‘M MOWN* and
airrendItils. oat IS
AN 'winces. POMO concrete. plumbing
reef Ma. Odle, NO 114/104fts - roper
Me, edited. ON Vie
Pump Needs Lkereled JOE TO VAALi. Pree Plow '13 nee
estlieleSes DOTS 174
Can MIMIer 2112,6)2.
7131111. ROMs 47a ono
Mdowornt, aoToot

MhoId
Puce, We

onnounces the
opentng of
his office
proc?IC, of

frosere1
Deatistry
Neon by
A weildile
1633 Garvey Ai..
713.191.

Guttering

P.cars

Trailer Ct.

can remove stumps up
to 21 inches below Me
ground, leaving only

Boats-Molors
Sallrider

AAA Custom
Made Gibbets
bookcases, Notches, Curie
Cabinets etc.
, Reaseauble
436-2566

APPLIANCE
SERVICE- Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and

service. bobby Homier
Bob's Appliance Ser
rice 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3 8
753-11886(home).

r

Noir

7 2 ,

Sarno

Sammy T iessipii Poem
ine Contractor BB
RefienCed

mterlee

1'733047

WELL DRILLING and
repair Campion wen
Protons Mc k wow TN
lrrepalen rellderiliai
and commercial MI
2833671

Residential Interior
E xterior Farm
Buildings
73 years
experience TrItl,10,1

sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates gob Ferris ?Ye 1987
Kemp 435 4343 or
Kemp Jr 4.15 4319

Bob

Lake Refrigeration Air
conditioners. small so
Olafson repaired 474
441.

heft" All Types, 15
years importune, el
we* greremeed. Dee
4114-25116
or 3454642.

ROOF
PROIREMS?
Need a mead spleen) Selldap or
lesideetlel. Land
references. Cd Ilsok
Oillesd, 7594718 or
253-6076.

WET OASIMENT1 We
mate wet basements

dry work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Con
strvc lion Co Rte 2 Bee
409 A. PathICSPI K
411001. or cell 1443 PM

Will do Odd lobs Paint
mg. raking haves, and
cleaning gutters Call
7624102
WIII sharper' hand sirivt.
circular saws, and
chain sews /SS 4656

AUCTION SALE
Saturday October 30, 1102 Rob or Shim. Tbm
fittest properties in three differeot locatioes.
%mac I

Cs.

cesIse Iris work
limas Call Wili El
NMI, MINI

PLUMBING
REPAIRS AND
WELL PIMPS.

H.L. FORD

435-4152

Sole at 1 :00 p.m., Hwy. 6.41 South, 2 miles from Murray
Beautiful
brick home, 1 t,, acres land, living room, 1 I, both,
fireplace, 3
bedrooms, breakfast room, living dining area rometing,
patio, 2 cor garage
Teen No. T.

Sole will be held at 2:00 p.m. Three choice Occupied rental properties, 508R, 510R ond 512 R South 12th Street in Murray These
three nice houses are oil rented to good tenonts. ore never vocont, and have good income. Would be ideal to live in one and
rent the other two and the 190' x 165' lot would hove good cornmerciol possibilities with lot in front Property as situated across
the street from Jerry's Restouront in the rear of McCuaston's Shell
Service with ingress and egress to 12th St Property is Zoned 8-2
(Highway Business). This property as sold subiect to tenants
rights. These houses will be sold separately and then os a whole.
The property wos owned by the late Rex Alexander and ;comes
Majors and i being sold for division with his estate Owners
Doris Alexonder and James Moiors
Tree Re. 3

CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick D ry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
these properties, we 6 p.m.
had contact with quite a 1973 Ford L.T.D., ex 753-5877
few qualified buyers cellent condition, 2
who also expressed an door, automatic. Can be
interest in buying. Do seen at 423 S Inh, 2.30 to
you know of anyone who 5:30 p.m.
W. weighs is
may be thinking of 1971 Grand Prix, good
buying Or selling real machinist condition.
Refer/ Wane
Body in good shot*, for
estate? 753 1492
and Tower Work.
Farm land 100 acres 2 more information call
miles East of Murray.
1/a crop rent. Strout
Realty. 753-0186.

OPPERUD
7534222
Yes! You can still
buy a four
bedroom, two bath
home with central
gas heat and air in
the $40's. There is
also a large fenced
In backyard and is
located on a quiet
street. Cali KOPPERUD REALTY.753-1222.

753-0530.
1975 Chevy

Mania, 4
speed, good
shape, runs well. Call
753-9101 or 759-4405 Ask
for Mark A lberson.
1976 Buick Century
cylinder, 4

Station -Wagon. 81,350

MURRAY
APPUAlla
212 E. Main
753-15S6

753-4445.
1977 Buick Skyhawk, Chimney Sweeps Call
V.6 cylinder. 4 speed, now to secure an am
air, power brakes, Pointment 435-434 or
power steering, real 762 4792
sharp. Call after 5 p.m
753-7317.
1177 Trans•m, good
condition C411437-4776.
1978 Pontiac Grand

Sarfari Station Wagon
Call 753-5699.
19111 Toyota Corolla
Sport Coupe, blue
Weed, AM Stereo, Air,
56,200. Also Stereo
system including
cabinet. 1630 753-11106

NW

ester* earning Prot
estintate Cell 713 aft

sheim sel vioyl sag.

f Strout
Realty

49. Used Cars

Coscrets. Mock. once_
boilomeolt. t•ue

by Sears
Sears continuous pit
Mrs insioned tor your
specifications Call
Sean 753 2310 tor free
1973 Dodge Tioga Motor estimate
Need work on your
140411e, 20 21., sleeps 6.
JC & C Sheeting vinyl. trees' Toppingprim
completely self con aluminum.
vinyl
steel
&
tamed, needs motor coated aluminum siding mtg. $81110019 CortINIKO
removal and more Con
work.$1000. 4.16-5510.
end trim for nooses
B OVER S TREE
1977 20 H. man of War, 14150 fiberglass shake SERVICE to,
travel traitor, excellent siding We also put on or f•ssion•I tree Pro
condition Howard repair galvanized and 7S3$,36 or 7330330 are
Brandon, 753,
4119
aluminum roofs and
SPECIAL
Apache fold-down de siding tor berm 759 PERM
Reclaim Perm $13 Coll
luxe
753 0251 before 1440 office or 7530329
7332366
by Minclintmeni
home.
2:30.
Only H••doiiiiriftre
Mini Motor Home. 1 ton K & K STUMP REMO
Family Hair Care
dodo* classic, perfect VAL
Do you need Canter
condition, loaded with stumps removed from
Painting Paperhanging
all extras, must see to your yard or land
appreciate. Shady Oaks cieared of stumps? We Comm•rcial

Beautiful rural home in
excellent location and
with lots of mOneY
Bob's Home Improveearning potential. This
ment, 17 years building
well built home has 4
experience, remodelbedrooms, P/2 bath, and G.Motorcycles
ing, additions, cilicrete
2 stories. Live in comwork, repairs, general
1978
MX
100
Yamaha,
fort with built-in aphome maintaince. Call
excellent
condition.
753 753-4501
pliances in kitchen,
2941.
utility room, central air
Snark
and heat, wall to wall 1980 Blanc
Aleedmie nod Vinyl
carpeting, patio deck, 2 Moped, like new, only 90
ding sod Meedessa
fireplaces and 2 car miles. Original cost
garage. Make money by $695; will sacrifice for
trie for el heroes. if
renting 2 bedroom log $350. Call 436-5504 after
nee* Peed*.
cottage or renovate 6 p.m.
Jed Gime
older store building. 1982 Honda M135 SOcc,
753-1573
For private showing $100 and take over
31. Pets-Supplies
call Spann Realty As- payments. 206 Riviera
Build and Repair
AKC Alaskian Mal- soc. 753-7724.
Courts.
tobacco barns. Free
amute puppies, nice
74 MX 360 dirt bike, estimate. Call 435-4347
pets or guard dogs,
good shape, $275. 759shots and wormed. Call
)829 after 5:00p.m.
753-9390
Motor trailer. Will
AKC Basset hound
SERVICE ELECcarry three motorpuppies. 8 weeks old.
cycles. 5100. 753-2503,
TRICAL AND
Offia Gait fs Caen
489-2599.

%yen from hiwyelwrii
AKC Cocker breeding
W..Service Sines Idle
stock, some bred $50 or
1912(Mayas.Reed
will trade for AKC
register puppy, any
Kimilinby 42071
bred. Call 901-648-5024
(512)75341116
or 901-648-5225.
Awl=
JOS L. UMW
AKC German Shepherd
puppies, adults.
hob«
AKC
Australian cattle dogs,
Limited& asedsd
puppies from Import
Champion .436-2158.
CENTURY 21 Loretta
AKC German Shepherd Jobs, Realtors says
puppies 60 champions, "Thanks to you for a
also guard dogs and tremendous September
Registered Eskimo in selling Property. Our
Spitz. 582-554-2153.
office closed out 16
properties in September. While processing

Servias011erel

SL Serskes011wel

Call 753-0541

SR 2 wind
$24, surfing board, like new
with two sails, retail for
will take $600 or
Dwner transfering must $1,099,
offer. Call 474 2211
sell. 3 bedroom 11
/
2 bath best
on beautiful wooded lot Ask for Joe
House completed in 53. Services Offered
1982, new appliances,
drapes, blinds and carpets. 543.000, 1611 Oak
air conditioning
cluded. Very nice.
SOO. Call 1-320-8739.

Mr)

Sole will be held at 3:00 p m 10 ocres of choice development property, on North 16th Street Extended, in Murray, within 1 mile of
Murray State University, just off Highways 121 and 611. Property
adjoins the University North Form Complex and hos over 1200
fee of friontaciffond 100 well for any type use It would be hard to
find better investment property thon this Owners Ted Echvords
and Ralph Emirate.
Terms 10% down date of sole balance within 20 days.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE
MAIM
1741Lil
Na min

Mayfield& II few
247-7979-376-2211
James R. Cads. nip deralemeer
34062.344nry &WON
4•4:1 fuN. AFATI_CAI
re.. v.. eons owirwisa

ow

vrameri mmears

roe. Amebae Arms Sue you rope
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Open house slated

Mother of
Murrayan
dies in Toledo
Mrs. Jesse A. Corcoran, 93, 2009 Talbot,
Toledo, Ohio, died Thursday at the Villa North
Nursing Home in Toledo.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Laura
Adams, Murray, one son,
William Birkhead,
Toledo, one sister, Mrs.
Theresa Weekly, four
grandchildren and four
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will
be in the Boyer Van Wormer -Scott
Funeral Home, Toledo.
Burial will be in the
Toledo Memorial Park.

8-

Horoscope

An open house in the the nursing program at
Department of Nursing at Murray State.
Fraaces Drake
Murray State University Janice Russell, asideRev. Louis F. Mauls of- Willis I. Fielder,IC 619 officiate.
tent professor of nursing
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 25,:982
Hurt Dr., died Friday at
Burial will follow in has been scheduled for
ficiating.
and chairwoman of the Whatidled at day will lamer- things get the best of you now.
Saturday,
Oct.
30,
in
an
1:25
p.m.
at
Westview
Hicks
Cemetery.
Burial will be in the
Open House Committee, Sow be? Te flied out whet the Don't rant and rave over what
Friends may call at the effort to make the public
Hematite Cemetery in Nursing Home. He was a
i nbasically
said the occasion has stun s, real/ the forecast are
the
wide
range
aware
of
retired
farmer.
funeral home after 1 p.m.
Trigg County.
givesfor your birth sits.
consequential*.
been
planned
in
response
of
opportunities
in
the
Mr. Fielder was a (today)Saturday.
LIBRA
to a growing shortage of ARIES
nursing profession.
member of Grace Baptist
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Agri
e
rA4
nurses
across
the
nation.
To
run
from
10
a.m.
to
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Church. Born May 27,
soon and from 1 to 3 p.m. -Our nursing faculty A friend's elusiveness could El I s in communication
1894, in Calloway County,
could
In Mason Hall, the open believes that a major irritatb you. It's a quiet day could occur. Someone
he was the son of the late
your
to
the
tone
of
overreact
house will include a slide reason for the shortage is with an accent on discussions
J.D. Fielder and Elisha
voice. Buying and selling are
that
prospective
nursing
presentation
of
nursing
at
regarding
joint
monetary
in- favored.
Wimberly Fielder.
Mrs. JPAIstie C. Carman,
Charles C. Wilson, 38,
SCORPIO
The Murray man was 1605 Hamilton Ave., Clin- Murray State and students do not have terests,
Mayfield, died Friday at preceded in death by a ton, died at the age of 17 videotape of nursing and enough information about TAURUS
((ct. to Nov.21) ini*
management skills, as opportunities in nursing (Apr.30to May 20) t"-S‘ii7 Be careful if shopping, as
12:15 a.m. at Vanderbilt daughter, Buna Field in
at the West View Nursing
well as basic skills and have not been expos- You need to have more facts you could buy something that
Hospital, Nashville, 1937 and a son, Orvis
Home Friday at 7:40 p.m.
demonstrations by nurs- ed to the excitement of a before you back somebody isn't quite right for you. Quiet
Tenn. He was an Field in 1976.
She is preceded in
rewarding profession." with your capital. Close ties pursuits Drove relaxing.
automobile salesman.
Survivors include his death by her husband A. ing students.
help you take care of obliga- SAGITTARIUS
Exhibits will be set up she explained.
Survivors are'llis wife, wife, Mrs. Beulah Steele
Carman who died in
tions.
0
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 344
She
added that anyone
to show the opportunities
Mrs. Annetta Wilson; two Fielder, to whom he was January 1972.
If you made a mistake, adavailable in nursing, and who is interested is GEMINI
daughters, Mrs. Cynthia married on July 14, 1915;
Mrs. Carman is the
mit it. Don't try to get in the
visitors will have an op- welcome to attend the (May21 toJurie 20)
Camp, Murray, and Mrs. one daughter, Mrs.
daughter of the late Will
A cheerful attitude creates last word. Private talks with
portunity to participate in open house to become
Melanie Clark; one son, Mason (Nerene) Thorium,
good will on the job, but there friends are uplifting after
Clark and Emma Mills
William Wilson, Murray; Rt. 3; one son, James A.
health assessment more familiar with the could be a
Clark.
mix-up in comgames. Both faculty and nursing program on the munications with a child or dark.
two stepsons, Joseph Ault Fielder, Rt. 8; one
Survivors
include
one
CA.PRICORN
and Michael Reynolds, brother, Raymond
students will be on hand campus and with the pro- partner.
daughter, Mrs. Oren
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) ida
to answer questions about fession generally.
Mayfield; two grand- Fielder, Murray.
CANCER
(Mary Clark) Hull, Rt. 7,
Beware of con-artists. A
children.
Eleven grandchildren, Murray, one sister, Mrs.
(June 21 to July 22)
deal is not as good as it apare
Also surviving
A co-worker's inconsistent pears to be, although friends
20 great-grandchildren A.B. Wilkerson, Knoxthree sisters, Mrs. Louise and three great-great
performance could upset you, give you useful advice about
ville
Tenn.,
and
two
Rickman, Murray, and grandchildren also surgrandchildren, David FRANKFORT, Ky. range of ambulatory yet happy news comes from a business matters.
Mrs. Ramona Kemp and vive.
loved one. Home life is fulfill- AQUARIUS
Carmen
and Donald Pat- (AP) — Relsco Inc. of surgical procedures.
Miss Julia Wilson, The funeral will be Sunmg.
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
terson Hull.
Louisville has asked that
Relsco currently is LEO
Graves County; seven day at 2 p.m. in the
Minor irritation could occur
,
4-:-C
Certificate
Mrs. Carman was a the Kentucky
designated as an outpa- I July 23 to Aug. 22) tat-Tiro in the friendship department,
brothers, James B. chapel of BlalockLicensure
member
of
the
First
and
Need
of
tient surgical facility for You could misread so- but talks with lawyers,
Wilson, Lonnie Wilson, Coleman Funeral Home.
Christian Church, Mur- Board grant a hearing to gynecological
rgery
elective mcone's signals in romance, publishers
Ned Wilson, Wade Wilson The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
hers and advisers bring
ray, and the Murray Art reconsider its proposal to su
though communications with
and Larry Wilson, all of
Guild.
expand.
relatives are favored. Make pisc-Es
Graves County, Bobby L.
Funeral arrangements Last month the board The board will consider that long-distance call.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Wilson of Houston, Texas,
are incomplete at the disapproved Relsco's re- Relsco's request for a VIRGO
1112t t. Behind-the-scenes career
and Jackie L. Wilson of
J.H. Churchill Funeral quest to expand its ser- rehearing at its Nov.17 Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
could lead to complicaMemphis,Tenn.
You're inclined to let little tons,
Home.
The family re- vices to provide a full meeting.
The funeral will be SunEd Alton, 80, Rt.1, quests that expressions of
day at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Hazel, Friday at the sympathy should take the
Home, Mayfield. The Murray-Calloway County form of donations to the
A. Carman Scholarship
Rev. Carey Puckett will Hospital.
W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
Fund
at Murray State
He
is
survived
by
his
officiate. Burial will
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
follow in Bethel .Church wife, Hazel Heaton Alton, University.
Rt.1,
Hazel,
For
four
And
Cemetery.
Friends may call4a the daughters, Mrs.
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
funeral home after 3 p.m. Katherine Lax, Mrs. Ed FRANKFORT, Ky.
(Shirley) Norton, Mrs. (AP) — Richard D. Cole
Wish Ti' Announce That
today (Saturday).
Independent
George (Carolyn) Max- was named commisNASSIR SAGHAFI, M.D.
District
ATLANTA,Ga.(AP)— elow, all of Murray, and sioner of the Department
Mrs. Hank (Betty Jo) of Local Government FriHas Joined Them For The Practice Of
Board of
How do you know when
Woods,
New
Mexico,
one
day
by
Gov.
John
Y.
Radiation Oncology
it's time to fix the roof on
Education
son, James Clyde Alton, Brown Jr.
your house?
Curled shingles and Hazel, one sister, Sylvia Cole, 37, a Lexington
At
weathered patches, Alton, Pontiac, Mich., 17 native, formerly served
"An independent voice, for an indepengrandchildren
and
18
as
deputy
commissioner
Western Baptist Hospital
where granules have
dent system"
of the department.
worn off, are early signs great-grandchildren.
Paducah, Ky.
Funeral arrangements The department works
VOTE NOV. 2, 1982
of a deteriorating roof.
Where they appear,leaks are incomplete at the with area development
Paid For By Friends of the Candidate
Miller Funeral Home.
districts.
are sure to follow.

Stan W. Henson,21,dies
Stan Wallace Henson,
21, 259's South Monroe,
Apt. 3, Decatur, Ill., died
Friday. He was pronounced dead at 6:48 a.in.
by Chris Valles, coroner
for Macon County, Ill.
Mr. Henson was a student at Junior College at
Decatur. He was a
member of the Catholic
Church at Paris, Ill.
Born Jan. 30, 1961, he
was the son of Richard
Pennington Henson of
Paris, Ill., and of Mrs.
Hughann Wallace Henson
Sharpe who died in
January 1979.
Survivors are his father
and stepmother, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard P. Henson,
Paris, Ill.; grandmother,
Mrs. Carrie Lee Wallace,
Rt. 3, Murray; two aunts,
Mrs. Albert (Betty)
Cassity, Rt. 3, and Miss
Rebecca Wallace, Robinson, Ill.; two uncles,
Calvert C. Wallace,
Houston, Texas, and John
Henson, Danville, Ill.
Friends may call after
6 p.m. Sunday at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Funeral will be 2 p.m.
Monday at St. Leo's
Catholic Church with the

,

Your Individual

Mr. W.I. Fieldet dies Friday

C. Wilson
dies in
Nashville

Mrs. Carnian
dies Friday

00

Hearing is requested

Hazel man,
Ed Alton,
dies Friday

)(

•••=1.1•1111W"
.
^
-

DORIS
CELLA

Cole named

ra
GOODIffEAR

SWEATER
SALE

SPECIAL SHIPMENT

This Fri.-Sat.

Approximately
,000 To Choose From
Several Styles & Colors

We have Lust received a
SpecialShipment ofin-line,
first quality Goodyear
radials. If you can use any
of the 11 sizes shown, you
cannot go wrong on the
savings. Quantities are
limited(no rain checks).
Sale ends at closing time,

P11510113
IIi
Piss 111 FET
h trade Needed
Viva II Radial

SATURDAY—OCT. 23rd
Size

Your Choice

6?acCi'or
2/$1000

Original Average Retail price

$15.00 And Up

?19515114
P21515114
P155110113
Sitwell. Plus
$1.53 FIT, No
trade Nualed
Custom Polystooi Radial

We Traded For Them In A
Truck Deal — Now
You Can Save!

t

P155/10113
Blatlivall. Plus
$1.51 FIT. Ni
trade meet
Tiompo Radial

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
U.S. 641 5.

Sidman

Tin awe

Wailowill

Cesto
Pilysteel

moan

CON

PNT'Istul

SALE
pcI

Desatifts

Steel Wed
Radial
Nei fleltsi
Radial
Steel Bedtai
blial
STilelirs Null

$5800

56600

P21515115

Willman

Cistiml
hlYsINNI

1215751115

Illitswall

Wisps

P2.1575114

Illitiwall

Arrive

All
lalal Tire

P23515115

lialtavalI

11521115

bind
Mite loth

Cot.
PilysINI
Laos
ST

Slief Wad
Radial
Niel Woman
Fiberglass!WWI

%TN
wee* ir
sir
-

57546
I

Pla flit to UN ff1.4sperlitt so sin.
k fritIWO

SALE DEADLINE:5p.m. SAT12DAr, OCT 23n1.

_word .otA

COMPARE THEN SHOP US FOR
•QUALt.rty •,
0 ALIA 'PRICE
711,us
YOUR GOODYEAR DE ALF

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH TIRES & ALIGNMENT
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

753-2617

RUDOLPH TIRES St ALIGNMENT T53-0152:Ps
S°

tv week
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

UNNATURAL SELECTION — When Laths (Andy Kaufman) is unfaithful to his wife,
sainhe (Carol Kane), his native tradition calls for her to pay the price. In the episode of
"Taxi" airing Thursday, the couple await to hear which fellow cabbie will help them atone
for the indiscretion.

Saturday, Oct. 23, 1982

COLORED PJR11

t
PAGE 2

3:30 P.M.

Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1933.

10/25/82
5:00 A.M.
O EL - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell talk with Adrienne Barbeau, women bodyguards
and reporter Betty Rollin.
National Barefoot
Waterskiing Championship

•

TN'
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-

5:30 A.M.
0- Trilogy: Three

Classic
Tales Clay animation is featured in these three stories.

6:30 A.M.
0COD - Inside Business
7:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Islands in the
Stream' An isolated artist is
forced to reveal his hidden
emotions when his three estranged sons visit him.
George C. Scott, Claire
Bloom, David Hemming,
1972

8:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Mister Corey'
Slum boy from Chicago
builds a bankroll and reputation as a gambler. Returns
to home town to run society

gambling casino and tries
to win the hand of a society
girl. Tony Curtis, Martha
Hyer, Charles Bickford,
Kathryn Grant, •• 1957.

9:00 A.M.
-

Phil Donahue DonaEL
hue's guest is Dr. Sherman
J. Silber, author of 'The
Male
MOVIE: 'The Sea
O
Wolves' British soldiers attack German ships hiding in
supposedly neutral waters.
Gregory
Peck,
Roger
Moore, David Niven.
- Phil Donahue Donahue examines the pervasive problem of domestic
violence in America.
-

10:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The Gene
Krupa Story' A dramatic
biography of the famous
drummer's rise in the jazz
music world, his battle with
drugs, and his comeback.
Sal Mineo, Susan Kohner,
James Darren, 1960

a) -

11:00 A.M.
-

Yesteryear... 1933

o
jor,

12:00 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Drango' Maassigned to a small
Georgia town he had ravaged during the Civil War,
tries to govern without the
use of a gun. Jeff Chandler,
Joanne Dru, Julie London,
Ronald Howard. 1957
0- MOVIE:'Bear Island' A
weather-research team on a
desolate Arctic island has
more in mind than world climate. Donald Sutherland,
Vanessa Fledgrave, Richard
Widmark. Rated PG.
-

1:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Lady from
Shanghai' An Irish sailor acbeautiful
companies
a
woman and her lawyer husband on a cruise and becomes a pawn in a murder.
Orson
Hayworth,
Rita
Welles. 1948.

a) _

200 P.M.
- MOVIE:'House Calls'
A recently widowed surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee. Walter Mathau,Glenda
Jackson, Art Carney. 1978.
Rated PG.

- All About Dogs

4:00 P.M.
Cip - Lobo
O - Trilogy: Three Classic
Tales Clay animation is featured in these three stories.

5:00 P.M.

- Carol Burnett

O
0

- 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.
O - Bob Newhart Show
0- Cop and The Anthem
A bum tries to get arrested
to spend a warm night in
jail.
Learning
Disabilities

_

O

6:00 P.M.
- Newswatch

_

Eyewitness News
O
CI)- Barney Miller
O - Sara Dane-Part 2 Second of 4 parts. Sara's first
love whose family had her
convicted as a thief moves
to Australia and wreaks
havoc on her new social status. (2 hrs.)
(4)- Scene at 6
Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Cavett hosts this look

o

-

TOM JOHN'S®

SAVE $3.00

at the events of 1933

o CL0- News
0EL - Business Report
o - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
0CZ - CBS News

6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine
CL Family Feud
(i)- Tic Tac Dough
- Jeffersons
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
People's Business
Composite
-

0
CID
0

o
o

CIE

-

-

_
-

with an outspoken divorcee. Walter Mathau,Glenda
Jackson, Art Carney 1978.
Rated PG.
0X- All Creatures Great
and Small
Great Performances 'The Charterhouse of
Parma.' Fabrice leaves his
father's castle to join the
Emperor at Waterloo. (60
min.)
0- NFL's Best Ever
O - NFL Monday Night
Match-ups Tonight's program previews tonight's
NFL contest,(60 min.)

-

o

7:30 P.M.

7:00 P.M.
EL

Here
a _ That's OmanComes Garfield When Odie
Incredible'
is taken to the pound, GarO (3) ao u- Charlie
field realizes life is no fun
'It's the
130

CE

Brown Special
Great Pumpkin, Charlie
Brown.' The magical spirit
of Halloween affects each
Peanut in a different way.
(R)
gp0CAD - Little House: A
New Beginning A former
circus dwarf tries to make a
normal life for himself in
Walnut Grove.(60 min.)
0- MOVIE:'House Calls'
A recently widowed surgeon becomes entangled

without him.

8:00 P.M.
CE 0 -

NFL
Football: New York Giants
at Philadelphia /or Alternate Programming If the
NFL players' strike continues, alternate programming
will be shown.
OCEADC12- MASH
Premiere.
The
Season
4077th celebrates the return of the nurses.
- Ten Who Dared
(1)03D- MOVIE: 'Little
Gloria...Happy at Last' Part
2
Great Performances 'The Charterhouse of
Parma.' Fabrice leaves his
father's castle to join the
Emperor at Waterloo. (60
min.)
Magic of Dance
'The Scene Changes.' Dame
Margot Fonteyn explores
her own world of dance
showing the rise of the male
dancer.(60 min.)
•- MOVIE:'Love Among
the Ruins' An aging actress
being sued by a young gigolo is defended by her
long-ago lover. Katharine
Hepburn, Sir Laurence Olivier, Colin Blakely. 1974.
O - NCAA Football:
Georgia at Kentucky

_

o

_

O CID

MC
0EL - Business R
-

Victory Gar

_ Benny Hill Shol

10:30 P.M.

o CZ - News
o EL - Sanford an
MOVIE: '(
o
Tragedy - The Story
-

Jones Part 1 This
tells of Jim Jones' lif
his childhood in
through his early m
marked by controvel
cause of his strong
for social justice at
tragic effects of his
Powers
Boothe,
Beatty, Rosalind
1980.
Three's Comps
0(1)- Tonight Sh4
EL - PBS Late
This live talk show ft
newsworthy guests f
ound the worlds of p
bi
entertainment,
and sports with telt
calls from viewers ;
the country.
Et) - Captiono
News
0- Starsky and Ht
09(ED - Trapper Joh
Gonzo refuses to n
fake injury report for
Vietnam war buddy.
min.)

-

o

11:00 P.M.
O CE)- Tonight Sh

aau-Trapper Jot'

EL - Eyewitness N.
- Barney Miller

O - MOVIE:'Hallow

A demented killer ret
terrorize his hometcv
mie Lee Curtis,
Pleasance. 1981. Re

8:30 P.M.
- Newhart

(PREMIERE) It's a complete
change in lifestyle for the
Loudons when they take
over an old inn in the New
England area.

9:00 P.M.
0CU
(12)- CelineY &
Lacey Season Premiere.
Cagney and Lacey can't
agree on the circumstances
surrounding a policeman's
shooting of a civilian. (60
min.)
O TI3S Evening News
O - MOVIE: 'Body Heat'
The love affair of a lawyer
and a married woman unfolds into a crime of passion. William Hurt, KathRichard
Turner,
leen
Crenna. 1981. Rated R.
Magic of Dance
O
'The Scene Changes.' Dame
Margot Fonteyn explores
her own world of dance
showing the rise of the male
dancer.(60 min.)
Six Great Ideas
'Truth.' Host Bill Moyers introduces Dr. Mortimer J.
Adler who argues that 'philosophy is everybody's business.'(60 min.)

Toe
yea
he.
see
WE SI

-

CIE1

-

-

OPEN
10 A.M.-11 P.M. SUN.-THUR.
10 A.M.-1 P.M. FRI. & SAT.

10:00 P.M.
II Cl)- Eyewitness News
cl
0- Woman Watch
- Ninvir
CID
CC

Maio aisle,
Pommel L.
Itiommimeiv

9

KIN'

"Personal
front—comp

THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER

al

MONDR(con
10:30 P.M.
ap CID - Sanford and Son

MOVIE: 'Guyana
o
Tragedy - The Story of Jim
-

Jones' Part 1 This drama
tells of Jim Jones life from
his childhood in Indiana
through his early ministry,
marked by controversy because of his strong stand
for social justice and the
tragic effects of his power.
Powers
Boothe,
Ned
Cash.
Beatty, Rosalind
1980.
- Throe's Company
Tonight Show
- PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
business
entertainment,
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.
a
_ Captioned ABC
News
a - Star-sky and Hutch
a _ Trapper John M.D.
Gonzo refuses to make a
fake injury report for an old
Vietnam war buddy. 4F14480
min.)
-

11:00 P.M.
- Tonight Show
O
aCr -Trapper John, M.D.
lap - Eyewitness News
C4D - Barney Miller
O - MOVIE:'Halloween II'
A demented killer returns to
terrorize his hometown. Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
Pleasance. 1981. Rated R.

- Late Night with
ITO
David Letterman
_ MOVIE: 'Road to
Singapore' Two lovers of
the sea and haters of matrimony turn up in Saigon
where they meet a girl with
marriage on her mind. Bob
Hope, Bing Crosby, Dorothy
Lamour. 1940
ert - MOVIE:'Columbo:
Bye-Bye Blue Sky-High ICI
Murder Case'

12:00 A.M.
- Nightline
0- MASH
NCAA Football:
Oregon State at Southern
,
California
(I)

WNGE
WTVF
INTBS
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Chumeis
WNGE Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
WSM
WTVF Nashville, TN
WPSD Paducah, KY
WDCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girard•au, MO
WKMU Murray, KY
Viewers wise moire
their television sip& via
Mum Amid refer to
the white screen cissonsi
neushers.

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

-

12:15 A.M.
0(4)- MOVIE:'Columba:
How to Dial a Murder' Columbo engages in psychological warfare to expose a
suave psychologist suspected of slaying his best
friend. Peter Falk, Nicol Williamson, Joel Fabiani. 1978

12:30 A.M.
C2D - Entertainment
Tonight
LI - MOVIE:'Master of the
World' A man in a strange
flying vessel seeks to destroy the armaments of all
nations. Vincent Price,
Henry Hull, Charles Bronson. 1961
CC 0
- NBC News
Overnight
0- MOVIE:'La Cage Aux
Folios' A young man brings
his fiancee's parents home
to meet his gay father. Mi-

OUT BY
IN BY 5.
Tow coo hove s chock coo:ring
year property Airs year
hoods by 5:00 p.m. of the
sum day.
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

Mary HAW
Perusal ties
Itoreseetettis

900111100110110

11:30 P.M.
CU0- Nightline

O(2)- News

Male Cawley
Perseeel Wes
Itiwiewomer•

Cable
Clesemels

- News
•

01)- Business Report
(E)- Victory Garden
- Benny Hill Show

TIMES,Saturday. October 23, Ile
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Ss. Maw
tecwartiewlel
Beekeeper

753-8355
901 Sycamore St,

KING-LANDOLTset

"Personal Service pets es
frost...competitive Rates keep es Mere

Viewers wile receive
telsvisioe signals vie
/Away Cahievisien sheeW
refer te the Mack screen
chum! mien in the eccempomying listing.

chael Serrault, Ugo Tognezzi,
Michel
Galabru.
1979. Rated R.
0- bil*A*S*H

1:00 A.M.
0(2) - MOVIE: 'In

the
Steps of a Deed Man' A deserter from the British Army
fabricates a complex deception for the family of a
soldier killed in action.
Skye Aubrey, Denise Buckley, Faith Brook. 1974
0- News/Sign Off

Listings are provided by

the TV stations, who
sometimes mice program

- Jim Bakker

- cas

News

Nightwatch

1:30 A.M.
CU - CBS

News
Nightwatch JIP
C4D - Romance Theater

200&M.
- CNN Headline News
2:15 A.M.

0- MOVIE:'Blue Lagoon'
A shipwrecked boy and girl
come of age on a tropical

*ages
after
the
schedeles hero been son
to the newspaper.

island. Brooke Shields,
Christopher Atkins. 1980.
Rated R.

2:30 A.M.
0(2)- News
a _ MOVIE: 'Panic in

the
The National Bureau
of Investigation agent discovers a conspiracy to start
World War 111. Howard
Duff, Linda Cristal, Anne
Jeffries. 1988
- NCAA Football:
Georgia at Kentucky

ant

•

3:00 A.M.

C2D - MOVIE:'Crime and
•
Passion' When a ruthless
Mexican land baron falls in
love with another man'
woman, he has the man
jailed on trumped up
Shard,
Omar
charges
Karen Black

4:00 A.M.

•-

Yesteryear... 1933

4:30 A.M.
- Rat Patrol

Get ready for a Halloween evening of
chills. thrills and excitement with a
spine-tingling "trick or treat- you'll never
forget! On Cablevision and HBO.
. .. Start it off in the cold, sinister Arctic
with Donald Sutherland in the suspenseful,
chilling "Bear[Wand." Next, the madman
is still alive and terrorizing Jamie Lee Curtis
in -Hanoween tr so check your windows!
Then get ready to boo the infamous
Damien, back as as major political force
intent on remaking the world in his evil image
in "The Final Conflict." Late in the night
"Ghost Story." with its tale of spirits returning
from the grave, will send chills up and down
your spine. .
So turn on all the lights, lock your door tight and
gather your family and friends together for an
unforgettable -trick or treat- — on Cablevision
and HBO!
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DAYTIME
5:00 A.M.

o ao - ABC News/Morn
O CID - Hour Magazine
O - TBS Morning News
- Early Today
- CBS Early Morning
03
News

5:30 A.M.
CD - Ralph Emery Show
- Country Day

5:45 A.M.
CL - Morning Stretch
COD - Weather

o
a

6:00 A.M.
CID - CBS Morning

News
SuperStation Funtime
- Early Today
0
- Jim Bakker
- Breakfast Show
OD

o

6:15 A.M.
- News

6:30 A.M.
CL - ABC News/Morn
O - I Dream of Jeannie
- News
0CID - Business Report
- Jimmy Swaggart
6:45 A.M.
0Cr - Newswatch

A.O.Smith
CONSERVATIONIST'
water heaters
offer a greatreturn
on investment
for your residential
customers.
•

7:00 A.M.
FS GU CID
- Good

- Tennessee Tuxedo

Morning America
- My Three Sons
Today
CAID
- Guteri Tag
(21) - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Great Space Coaster
- CBS Morning
(E)
News

o

o

Programs

a cc -

8:00 A.M.
€11 cu- Cartoon Store

o

- Abbott and Costello

8:30 A.M.

a CE)- Child's Play
9- Andy Griffith
9:00 A.M.
O C2D - Richard Simmons

- That Girl
- Instructional
0

0 CIE (t)
- $25,000
Pyramid
CL - 700 Club

Programs
Weather
o

TELE-PUZZLE
1

2

• ISIMI4
17

1
24

ill

ill

irdkil
r AilMI
dm
ri
. Nil ,r, 1MIMI

753-3361

*Conservationist is the registered trademark
of A.0 Smith Corporation

Family Feud

ORichard
Simmons
News
I
a)
Young and the
Restless

49

It
I
:
L
a
ii

ACROSS
1,6 Shown, plays
36 Starred in Family
Herb on WKRP
39 — Ellen of Dallas
12 Charley on House Calls 40 Fill 'er up
14 Star in Masada
43 Quiz host James
15 Prefix with noxious
45 Mork — Mindy
16 Big wheel
46 Cassie on Harper
17 Mr. Caesar
Valley
18 Miss Ekberg's sign-off 48 1 or 66
19 Studio unit
49 Neighbor of Mass.
21 Goes it alone
50 Inlet
23 Miss Ullmann
51 Tic — Dough
24 — Borough Bridge
53 Plays Barney Miller
25 Plays Magnum
init.
26 — Life to Live
54 Thespians
27 Danza's show
56 Scott on Trapper John.
30 — Grit
MD
32 — re
58 SI* 2 Down
33 Ending with Arab
59 Bit player
34 Director Kazan
DOWN
41 MASH star Init
1 Producer David —
42 Bilko and York, e.g.
2, 58 Across Played
Epstein
44 Isabelle on Bosom
Buddies
3 Silver: Symb.
46 Discharge
4 Neighbor of Ida.
47 — Gordon
5 An Angel
6 — Buddies
50 Rogers or Clark
7 Cornelia — Skinner
52 Played Mr. Peepers
55 Miss Grimes' handbag
8 Get drowsy
ID
9 Negative
10 Miss Stritch
57 Miss Tyson's sign-off
11 Played Superman
13 Make out
SOLUTION
20 — Juana
GOOME
NEMELM
22 Behold
DWENWO WONPIND
23 Role for Asner
WM @PAW! auo [so
28 Clock numerals
gimp ;?1011:1g NZU
29 Miss Balin
BOO
MP1
30 "— of thee
mmk,atswo
31 TV pioneer co
wI1 &MO
34 Role for Carol Burnett
own
umaq
35 I — Three Lives
gWX
37 Patriotic org. Abbr
OBE PJNWM !AWN
38 Played Maude
MUM NN
39 Purcell on Real People
OWNNBE 0Mk]PJNE1
40 Harris on Barney Miller DEMZNO
QMOOM
o 1112 Untied Feature Syndicate. Inc

1 1:30 A.M.
CZ) CE)
- Ryan's
Hope

a CEP - Young

and the
Restless
(A)- Noon Show
row - Search For
TomoCrip
0

12:00 P.M.
0 C2D
- All My

dui

2:30 P.M.

o - Flintstones

0CC - Fantasy
- Varied Programs
0

3:00 P.M.

a _ Rhoda
a CL _ Waltons

CE0- Edge of Night
0- Munsters
CL - Days of Our Lives
- Sesame Street
0
- Little Rascals
(ft - Tattletales

CL - Romance Theater
- Leave It to Beaver

a (ft _

27

C4D - Texas'

3:30 P.M.

Now

rill

O - SuperStation Funtime

a CL _ Beverly Hillbillies

i,
cocc 01D
...- FantasyTexa
News
_
s

e
M
l

13

208 E. Mein

Right

CL - Love Boat

0- Mike Douglas People

58

Murray Supply
Co.

10:00 A.M.
C2D0- Love Boat
0 CID 0 C2 - Price Is
151

1 1:00 A.M.
0CL - Soap World

MI

CALL TODAY FOR
COMPLETE INFORMATION.

0(it - Child's Play

Instructional

ill

ill

More plumbing contractors than ever before
have begun recommending and installing
residential Conservationist water leaters.
Why?
The reasons are simple. First, consumers are truly
interested in purchasing energy-saving products
if the pay-back period is fast enough.
Second, more contractors are beginning to stress
the return on investment concept in selling
Conservationist water heaters. They point out
that the average extra cost of $100 for a gas
Conservationist water heater will ordinarily save
the customer about $33 a year or more. And
that's a 33% annual return on the extra $100
investment. Better than money in the bank.

- Lavern* and

eShirleapy
o CED - Electric Company

Programs
algp
aa- Movie

AIM
il

CL - Phil Donahue
0
- Donahue
O - Hour Magazine
oaD - Instructional
Programs
- Jim Bakker

9:30 A.M.
0Cr - You Asked For It

- Movie

o(1)- Sesame Street

7:15 A.M.
- Weather
7:30 A.M.

0

7:45 A.M.
- Instructional

Children
- Movie
- Nowa
0(I)0
- Independent Network
News

12:30 P.M.
- As tho
0 C5D
World Turns
- Search For Tomorrow
0CL - Days of Our Lives
- Carl Tipton Show
1:00 P.M.
One Life to
eaM
live
GU
(I)- Another World
- Afternoon Movie

1:30 P.M.
0CID0Cf2 - Capitol
- Another World

2:00 P.M.
- Gerwal
0 Gip CY
Hospital
0 CID 0(1t) - Guiding
Light

0
- Here's Lucy
- Andy Griffith
gr)- Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]
- Flintstones
(121 - Happy Days Again

o

4:00 P.M.

a CL _ Family Feud
0
- Varied Programs
CL - Beverly Hillbillies
O - Brady Bunch
CL - People's Court
- ~tons
0
(12)- Little House on
the Prairie
0CI)0(21)- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
as- Scooby Doc

aa

a

4:30 P.M.

_ IYI*A*S•H

cu- Hogan's Heroes
- Beverly Hillbillies
- So You Got Troubles
D(I)
ad) Electric
Company
Muppet Show

5:00 P.M.
- Live on 2
€1
9(5)- Good Times
- Eyewitness News

a- Carol Burnett
_ Tic Tec Dough
(t)- News
•- Sanford and Son

- Sesame Street
0(21 - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]
- Jefferson*
GEO
- Varied Programs

5:30 P.M.
(2)CE go_ ABC News
0(1)- CBS News
is_ Bob Newhart Show
4)0 - NBC News
0(21)- Varied Programs

9- Alice
0(121- News

Finicky feline
Garfield and canine side k ick, Odie. share a meal on
"Here Comes Garfield," an
animated special to be
broadcast Monday. Oct. 25
on CBS.
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TUESDAY
10/26/82
5:00 A.M.
CED - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell talk with Dr. Joyce
Brothers, hairstylist Jose
Eber and Marty Leshner,
who gives tips on traveling.
O MOVIE: Who Has
Seen the Wind?' A young
boy growing up in a prairie
town during the Depression
searches for an understanding of life. Brian Painchaud,
Pinsent, Helen
Gordon
Shaver. 1977.
7:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'Legend of the
Wile A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live in
the wilderness among wild
animals. Dan Haggerty,
Denver Pyle. Rated PG.
-

8:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'A Lovely Way
To Die' / bodyguard falls is
love with the woman he is
protecting and sets out to
find the villains who are
trying to kill her. Kirk Douglas, Sylva Koscina, Eli Wallach. 1968

GID

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue

Donahue's guest is columnist Mike Royko.
O - SRO: Crystal Gal* In
Concert Crystal sings all of
her greatest hits.
0T - Phil Donahue Donahue presents new diet and
exercise routines for shaping up your buns and thinning your thighs. 10:00 A.M.
A- MOVIE:'Silence of the
North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness and hardship of a Canadian wilderness. Ellen
Burstyn, Tom Skerrilt, Gordon Pinsent. 1981. Rated
PG
0 - MOVIE: 'A Prize of
Gold' Three men steal a
cache of gold bullion during the Berlin airlift. RiMai
Widmark,
chard
Zetterling, Nigel Patrick.

11:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Spirit 'of the

Wind' A young boy overcomes his handicap to become the world champion
dog sledder.

12:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M.
ID - MOVIE:'I Confess' An
innocent priest stands trial
for murder. Montgomery
Clift, Anne Baxter, Karl Malden. 1953.

1:30 P.M.
MOVIE:'Jazz Singer' A
New York cantor sings his
way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family
relations along the way.
Neil Diamond, Laurence
Olivier, Lucie Arnaz. Rated
PG.
GO -

3:30 P.M.
11. - Wild Babies Twin
fawns, acrobatic flying
squirrels and wide-eyed
wolf pups learn to survive
and take their first steps toward independence.

4:00 P.M.

O(10 _ BJ and the Bear
4:30 P.M.

O

- MOVIE: 'Who Has
Seen the Wind?' A young
boy growing up in a prairie
town during the Depression
searches for an understanding of life. Brian Painchaud,
Pinsent, Helen
Gordon
Shaver. 1977.

5:00 P.M.

O - Carol Burnett
- 3-2-1, Contact
(Closed Captioned)

5:30 P.M.

O

o

-

I

0- MOVIE: The Spirit Is
Willing' A couple and their
teenage son take a seaside
house where a woman once
axed her bridegroom and
his sweetheart. Sid Caesar,
Vera Miles, Barry Gordon.
1967.

Bob Newhart Show
121 - G. E. D.

-

2j)

-

6:00 P.M.
- Newswetch
- Eyewitness News
- Barney Miller
0 - Sara Dane-Part 3
Third of 4 parts. When
Sara's husband is mur-

aigaDocip_

o

-

7:00 P.M.
OCIDCEO- HIIPPY Days
Fonzie uses the circus to
woo Heather while the Cunninghams are visited by Honiece. [Closed
ward's
Captioned]
0(E)0(fa - Bring 'Em
Back Alive Buck finds his
group's lives are in danger
when a Samurai warlord
terrorizes some jungle villages.(60 min.)
AD0c-go - Father Murphy
Young Samuel Clemens arrives in Jackson to start a
newspaper.(60 min.)
0- MOVIE:V*0th Valley'
A • psychopathic killer in
Death Valley turns a vacation into horror for a divorced woman, her son and
her boyfriend. Paul LeMat
Catherine Hicks, Stephen
McHattie. 1982.
- Political Spectrum
▪
0(211 - Nova 'Mind Machines.' Tonight's program
looks at the question. Can
computers replace the human mind? (R) (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
Secret War
NHL Hockey: Buffalo
at Montreal
-

7:30 P.M.
ej(2)(I)1119 - Laverne &
Shirley Laverne starts her
new job off by floating around in an anti-gravity suit.
(Closed Captioned]

753-1314

11 a... to 3 p.m.

4 MEATS 6 VEG.
SALAD BAR, BEVERAGE, & TAX

$499
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE CONE TO EAT
We Deliver
Sun
Fri

Phil Donahue will be featured in phone-in segments
of the new hour-long ABC
late-night news program to
begin airplay following 'ABC
News Nightltne" on TuesClay.
Oct 26
(Swoons nerve me rig"
10 Make iass-rn4nu5 changes i

P.M. Magazine
Family Feud
CID - Tic Tow Dough
Money Matters This
program shows how money
can be saved and spent
wisely.
0- Jefferson*
cr - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(21) - Kentucky Journal
0c:121 - MASH
-

etT•:b r
eneUrItI'8ch.s
STEAK and PIZZA
HOUSE
Sunday Buffett

Toll-fr*e
Phil

6:30 P.M.

O 112J

(19 -

0

n,1982

dared in the Irish Rebellion,
she shuns the love of an exconvict for that of a French
aristocrat. (2 hrs.)
- Scene at
0(1 S- News
Business Report
O
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0- Chartie's Angels
0(121 - CBS News

Thurs 10 30 A M to 12 Noon and 5 P M toll PM
Sat 10 30 A M to 12 Noon and 5 P M to 12 P 141
Catering and Private Dining For Parties

0 (1) - Pursuit of the
Marvelous Tonight's program looks at the intellectual, historical and creative
factors which resulted in
the surrealist movement.
(90 min.)

8:00 P.M.

chard Crenna,
Ashley. 1976

Elizabeth

8:30 P.M.
OCECIDip-9 to 5 Doralee and Violet help Judy
stand up to her ex-husband
- All Night Radio An allnight radio station is humorously profiled.

•

- MOVIE '$ilence of the
North' A young woman
grapples with the loneli
nese and hardship of a Can
Ellen
adian wilderness
Burstyn, Tom Skerrilt. Got
don Pinsent 1981 Rated
PG
0- Benny Hill Show

•

CE (I)0 - Throe's
Company Jack gloats when
10:30 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
a newspaper column talks
- Tank"
0
O
Hart
Hart
to
0
c3D
0
of his living arrangement
Show
Jenreunion,
her
At
college
with two girls.[Closed Cap(1)- Sanford and Son
nifer meets a classmate •
tioned]
- Nightfine
who plans on killing Jona0
MOVIE:
CI)
cgt
•
MOVIE: 'Guyana
Capmin
(60
)(Closed
than.
'Not In Front of the
Tragedy • The Story of Jim
boned)
Children' A divorced mother
Jones' Part 2
- TBS Evening News
tries to fight for the custody
- Three's Company
(E)- St. Elsewhere
of her children after she de
GID
and
personal
Morrison's
Dr.
younger
a
with
live
to
cides
•EL- Business Report
professional feelings conman. Linda Gray,John Getz.
flict when he has to treat a
John Lithgow. 1982.
- Captioned ABC
O
terrorist patient. (60 min )
News
- Ten Who Dered
- SRO: Crystal Gale In
- Starsky and Hutch
AD0 -Govilon Gavilen •
Concert Crystal sings all of
is marked for death by a
O (12 - Quincy Quincy
her greatest hits
MOS to prove a pornogra
vengeance-seeking
(21) - 1982 U.N.
phi, is behind the death of
pan's* clan.(60 min.)
0
Day Concert
a smut-fighting priest (R)
Mysteryl 'Dying
(60 min )
Day.' Skipling presents ev10:00 P.M.
idence of the plot to murder
11:00 P.M.
•(2)- Nowswetch
him to the police.(60 min.)
- Quincy
•
CID
Eyewitness
- MOVIE The War
Late Night News
ARC
(I
News
Between the Tates' A colBerney Miller
All In the Family
lege professor finds his life
- Pill*A*S*14
in turmoil after his wife , GID
GE) 41. GO Cl2 - PBS Late Night
•
News
learns of his infidelity. Ri-

au

•

•

•

ira

•

-

up
ag-

_

GID -

•

_
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WEDNESDAY
o

10/27/82

(1)- Phil Donahue Donahue's guest is Ed Garvey,
president of the National
Football League Players Association.

_

O

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell talk Ovith 'E. T.' star Robert McNaughton, Or, Mary
Thomas and Dr. Isadore Rosenfeld.
Trilogy: Three Classic
Tales Clay animation is featured in these three stories.

10:00 A.M.
(13 - MOVIE:'That Kind

of
Woman' Two paratroopers
meet girls with 'pasts'. One
falls for a soldier and tries
to break it off, but ends up
going home to meet his family. Tab Hunter, Sophia
Loren, Keenan Wynn. 1959

69 -

6:30 A.M.

O

Cop and The Anthem
A bum tries to get arrested
to spend a warm night in
jail.
-

MOVIE: 'Portrait of a
Rebel: Margaret Sanger'
Sanger estaMargaret
blished the nation's first
birth control clinic and was
subsequently brought to
trial under New York's obscenity laws. Bonnie Franklin, David Dukes, Richard
Johnson, 1980.

7:00 A.M.

One' A
o_ MOVIE:'One onclashes

basketball star
head on with love while battling the college athletic establishment. Robby Benson, Annette O'Toole, Gail
Strickland, 1977.

8:00 A.M.

o

11:30 A.M.

o

- MOVIE: 'The Jazz
Singer' A young man
chooses a career in show
business rather than following in his father's footsteps
as a cantor. Danny Thomas,
Peggy Lee, Mildred Dunnock. 1953.

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Guests

-

O

HBO
Magazine
Starring Dick Cayett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.
-

MOVIE:'Intermezzo' A
married concert violinist
and his daughter's music
teacher seek to escape responsibilities and find a life
for their lover together. Ingrid Bergman, Leslie Howard, Edna Best. 1939
-

AEI

-

Bow tied

2:30 P.M.

O

- MOVIE: 'Summer
Solstice' Against a Cape
Cod background, this moving story spans a fifty year
marriage. Henry Fonda,
Myrna Loy. 1981.

ABC
Afterschoof Special 'Between Two Loves. A music
competition pits two violin
students who have fallen in
love.(60 min.)[Closed Captioned]
- Video Jukebox

11:30 P.M.

cap a - Nightline

a)

Late Night with
David Letterman
0-MOVIE:'Jar: Singer' A
New York cantor sings his
way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family
relations along the way.
Neil Diamond, Laurence
Olivier, Lucie Arnaz, Rated
PG.
0-MOVIE:'Diamond Jim'
Nana York in the days of Diamond Jim Brady and Lillian
Russell is portrayed Edward Arnold, Jean Arthur,
Binnie Barnes. 1935
- NHL Hockey: Buffalo
at Montreal
- MOVIE:'McMillan
0
& Wife: Freefall to Terror'
The Commissioner investi-

gates a- presumed suicide
where the body is nowhere
to be found. Rock Hudson,
Susan Saint James, Dick
Haymes. 1974

ea

12:00 A.M.

-

Entertainment

Tonight
CF - Eyewitness News
0- ABC Late Night News

12:15 A.M.

-

-

MOVIE:'McMillan
& Wife: The Game of
Survivor A jet set slaying
leaves the McMillans puzzled. Rock Hudson, Susan
Saint James, George Maharis. 1974.

12:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Melody of
Hate'
0- MOVIE:'Bikini Beech'
A group of young surfers
meet a British recording
star who is attracted to one
of the girls. Frankie Avalon,
Annette Funicello, Martha
Hyer 1964
- NBC News
a)0
Overnight

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
Comm WOODWORKING

S
taP

753-5940

(Stations reserve the right
to make lasf-mincite changes

o

4:00 P.M.
- Lobo
0
O - Cop and The Anthem
A bum tries to get arrested
to spend a warm night in
jail.

4:30 P.M.

O - Trilogy: Three Classic
Tales Clay animation is featured in these three stories.

5:00 P.M.
.- Carol Burnett
3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

-

5:30 P.M.

O - Bob

Newhart Show
- Another Page

6:00 P.M.

a CF _ Newswatch
a - Eyewitness News
CI)- Barney Miller

TUESDAY CONT.
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.

Lance Guest stars as a
teen-age participant in a
music contest whose primary
opponent is a girl he wishes
to impress on "Between Two
Loves," an ABC Afterschool
Special to air Wednesday,
Oct. 27

3:30 P.M.
C) 0 -

O

12:00 P.M.

O

1:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Those
Fantastic Flying Fools' This
movie spoofs man's attempts to reach the moon
during the Victorian era.
Burl Ives, Troy Donahue,
Hermione Gingold. 1967.

TBA.
0 - HBO Theatre: The
Rainmaker A handsome
stranger fulfills a lonely
woman's yearning for love.
Tuesday Weld, Tommy Lee
Jones, William Katt.

1:30 P.M.

o - Woman Watch

clusion, After Sera is
dowed for the second time,
she returns to England
where she must choose between her love for Richard
and Australia.(2 hrs.)
C4D - Scene at 6
Magazine
0 - HBO
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.
News
Business Report
0 (21 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
ED - Charlie's Angels
02 Cit) - CBS News

o(E) a _

6:30 P.M.
0(2)- P.M. Magazine

1:00 A.M.

0(5)0(I)_ Family Feud

- News/Sign Off

ED - Jim Bakker
ED (12) - CBS

o- Sara Dane-Part 4 Conwi-

(3)- Tic Tac Dough
O Jeffersons
0
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Opportunity Line
ED (112)_ MASH
-

News

Nightwatch

1:30 A.M.
- CBS News
0
Nightwatch JIP
a)- Romance Theater
O - MOVIE:'Death Valley'
A psychopathic killer in
Death Valley turns a vacation into horror for a divorced woman, her son and
her boyfriend. Paul LeMat,
Catherine Hicks,

a

-

(3)a(1)-

0-MOVIE:

DROP BY

- COMPETITIVE PRICES 1212 Moin
AND SEE OUR DISPLAY
Murray Ky.

o

-

0_

-

8:30 P.M.

0(1)an_ Filthy Rich
- Family Ties
(4)0
Alex has his first intimate
relationship.
Men of LSU
0
Tonight's program gives a
lighthearted look at some
colorful fans of Louisiana
State University's Tiger
football team.
CC 0121)-

9:00 P.M.

7:00 P.M.

(y)0_

Tel*. of the
ea)
Gold Monkey Jake and
Corey try to free a father's
son from a French island
penal colony.(60 min.)
0 CID 0 (12) - sev•n
Brides for Seven Brothers
Real People To2:00 A.M.
night's program features a
0(2)- News
look at a jail where the sher- CNN Headline Mews
iff lives, a cardboard box
2:30 A.M.
race and a man who has
0(2) _ Ann Holt at kargra
had mental rapport with
beings on 32 planets. (60
- PBA Bowling
min.)
2:45 A.M. •
'One on One' A
- MOVIE: 'The Violent
basketball star clashes
Ones' A New Mexico tovin
heed on with love while batis roused when an 18-yeartling
the college athletic esold girl is raped and beaten.
tablishment. Robby BenBefore dying she says her
son, Annette O'Toole, Gail
attacker was a gringo. The
Strickland. 1977.
sheriff picks up three men,
- To Hoar
(I)0
all claiming their innoc- •
Host Joel Grey informs
ence, but he knows one is
viewers of the wonders of
guilty. Fernando Lamas,
sound and hearing. (60
Aldo Ray, David Carradine.
min.)[Closed Captioned)
3:00 A.M.
Starsky and Hutch
0(:2) - MOVIE: 'First 36 • - NCAA Football: UCLA
Hours of Dr. Durant' Scott
at California
Hylands, Katherine Helmond. 1976.
800P.M.
MOVIE: 'Spirit of the
Fall Guy
boy
overWind' A young
Colt tries to bring back a
comes his handicap t6 beman who has embezzled
come the world champion
millions from an American
dog sledder.
company (60 min.)
4:45 A.M.
1:12) - Alice Al0 CU
ice's new stage show seems
- World/Large
•

Solid Wood Cob nets & Raised Panel Doors
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Guncoses • Mciitles • •Bookcoses •Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture& Furniture Refinishing

destined to be a total disaster.
Ten Who Dared
- Facts of Ufe
()
0
Tootie experiences a loss of
hearing.
Mark
O(S)0
Russell Special America's
clown of political satire
gives the headlines a hilarious twist.
ED - MOVIE:'The Winning
Team' This is the story of
pitcher Grover Cleveland
Alexander, one of the
greats of baseball. Doris
Day, Ronald Reagan, Frank
Lovejoy. 1952.

0_

•CE)CID

- Dynan,
/

Tucker's
tia apacmAmanda asks Rick to

Witch
help an Indian whose tribal
death mask has been stolen.(80 min.)
- TBS Evening AIMS
(4)0(I)- Quincy Quincy
investigates the slaying of a
small-town bully. (60 min.)
- HBO Theatre: The
Rainmaker A handsome
stranger fulfills a lonely
woman's yearning for love.
Tuesday Weld, Tommy Lee
Jones, William Katt,
- Paterson
0ID0
Project The impact of the
Administration's
Reagan
economic policies are examined.(60 min.)
10:00P.M.
0CU JD0CC00
- News
- Eyewitness
C51)
News
- All In the Family
Business ReportAustin City Limits
()
'Songwriter's Special.' Tonight's /pests are Willie
Nelson, Floyd Tillman and
Red Lane.(60 min )
- Benny Hill Show
-

n-

•

10:30

as (2) cuP.M.
-

Tonight

Show

0 _ Sanford and Son
CF - Nightline
_ MOVIE: 'Tall Man
Riding' An adventurous
Montanan returns to Little
River where he learns that
the town gambler is planning a double-cross when a
great land grant begins.
Randolph Scott, Dorothy
Malone, Reggie Castle.
1955
133 - Three's Company
0- MASH
PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
business
entertainment,
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.
O (2) - Captioned ABC
News
ED - Stalky and Hutch
- Archie's Place Ar0
r..hie goes toe loan shark so
he can complete the addition to his restaurant. (R)
11:00 P.M.
- Archie's Place
c3D - ABC Leto Night News
G1D - Barney Miller
M*A*S*14
OBA Bowling
MOVIE: 'Doctor's
Private Lives' Two famed
heart surgeons find their
lives in turmoil when personal passions clash with
medical ethics. John Gavin,
Donna Mills, Ed Nelson,
Barbara Anderson. 1978
-

-

-

•

O

-

11:15 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'First Monday
In October' The first female
U.S Supreme Court Justice
engages in a battle-of-thesexes with another member
of the court. Jill Clayburgh,
Walter Matthau, Bernard
Hughes. 1981. Rated R.
11:30 P.M.
0 0- Nightline
c5D - MOVIE: 'More
Than Friends' A young couple can't decide whether to
be friends or lovers. Rob Reiner, Penny Marshall 1978
Late
an Night with
151)
Davila
id (I)
Lette
-rrn
ED - MOVIE: 'Maid of
Salem' A young girl is
caught up in a witch hunt
colonial
Massachusetts.
Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Gale Sondergaard 1937.
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THURSDAY
10/28/82

9:00 A.M.
a)_ Phil Donahu• Dona hue

5:00 A.M.

0 E5J -

Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell talk with psychiatrist Dr
William Rader and discuss
sexually transmitted disease.
0 - Wild Babies Twin
fawns, acrobatic flying
squirrels and wide-eyed
wolf pups learn to survive
and take their first steps toward independence.

6:00 A.M.

o - MOVIE:'House Calls'
A recently widowed surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee. Walter Mathau, Glenda
Jackson, Art Carney. 1978.
Rated PG

presents a look at the world
of modern inventors.
O- MOVIE:'Boar Island' A
weather-research team on a
desolate Arctic island has
more in mind than world climate. Donald Sutherland,
Vanessa Redgrave, Richard
Widmark. Rated PG.
Phil Donahue
Three Catholic women affirm their beliefs that abortion is immoral.
CD

CC

-

10:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'This Woman
Is Dangerous' A woman
finds true love after an operation to save her eyesight.
Crawford, Dennis
Joan
Morgan, David Brian 1952

11:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Mississippi
Gambler' A riverboat gambler decides to build an
honest
Tyrone
casino
Power, Julie Adams, Ron
Randell. 1953.
O - Commodores In
Concert The Commodores
perform their biggest hits

O -

MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire falls in
love with a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza Minelli,
Sir John Gielgud. 1981
Rated PG.

12:00 P.M.

O_

MOVIE: 'Dust Be My

WEDNESDAYCONT.
12:00 A.M.

0

-

Entertainment

Tonight
ar)- Eyewitness News
O ABC Late Night News
-

12:15 A.M.

O -

MOVIE: The Lost
World of Sinbacr A shipwrecked pirate leads island
people against a tyrant. Roshiro
Mifune,
Makogo
Satch. 1985.

12:30 A.M.

- MOVIE:'The Next
Victim' A woman confined
to a wheelchair becomes
the target of a psychopathic
killer. Carroll Baker. 1975.
G()0
- NBC News
Overnight

0

12:45 A.M.

- HBO Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appeanng on HBO.

•

100 A.M..

- News/Sign Off
- Jim Bakker
- CBS

•

•

News

Nig• htwatch

1:30 A.M.
• 0 CE) -

Ne•vs
Nightwatch JIP
(I)- Romance Theater
- MOVIE: 'Private
Lessons' A young man is introduced to passion by his
housekeeper. Eric Brown,
Sylvia
Howard
Kristel,
Hesseman. 1981. Rated R.
- NCAA Football:
Tennessee at Georgia Tech

•

2:00 A.M.
(2)- News
•

basketball star clashes
head on with love while battling the college athletic establishment. Robby Benson, Annette O'Toole, Gail
Strickland. 1977.

3:45 A.M.

O

-

Mission Impossible

3:00 P.M.
Kamikaze:Mission/
Death Personal testimony
and interviews are used to
explore this World War II
tactic.
0 - Sesame Street

111, -

Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live in
the wilderness among wild
animals. Dan Haggerty,
Denver Pyle. Rated PG

4:00 P.M.

ao - Barney Miller
0- Gorr*, Pyle

- Scene at 6
0

- BJ and the Boar
o (21) - Mr. Rogers
4:30 P.M.
- Electric Company

5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burnett
_ 3-2-1, Contact
o
[Closed Captioned]

5:30 P.M.

- Bob Newhart Show
- Wad Babies Twin
fawns, acrobatic flying
squirrels and wide-eyed
wolf pups learn to survive
and take their first steps toward independence.
_ G. E. D.

- Eyewitness News

- Business Report
(271) - MacNeil-Lehrer

Report

0- Charlie's Angels

0

- CBS News
6:30 P.M.

C2D - P.M. Magazine
0(L)0(5)- Family Feud
(4)- Tic Tee Dough

0- Andy Griffith
0 - Inside the NFL

Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games
- Jefferson*
CL) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0 1230 - Kentucky
Considered
0 - MASH

MOVIE:'Fanfare for a
Death Scene' When a physicist disappears, a U.S. government agent searches for
him. Richard Egan, Viveca
Undfors, Al Hirt. 1963
-

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE Valechi
.4- q.t..

o

CID

-

happ.n.ng at the
movies
- Stersky and Hutch

•

0- PBA Pro Bowler* Tour
Coverage of th• Kessler
Classic is presented from
Indianapolis. IN (2 hrs )

7:30 P.M.
- Star of the
(2)C3)
•
•
Family

ar: MOVIE: 'Arthur'

A
young millionaire falls in
love with a girl from the
wrong side of the tracks
Dudley Moore Liza Minipill
Sir John Gielgud 1981
Rated PG
Tennessee
I) Outdoors/min
•1211 - Hitch Hikers

o

7:00 P.M.
- Joanie
co X CU

Announcing....
Paducah

Ieyatu
;;;•X

ig

4
For Wedding
4.
Invitations To Fit
Your Personality
Look To Stylart.
A
Come In And See
This Unique Album.r,
Photo Invitations
•••••

2:15 A.M.

Loves Chachi Chachi winds
up as
nude model for
Joanie's art class.
CE)
1:2; - Magnum.
P.I.
O - NCAA Football:
Murray St. at Eastern
Kentucky
CC 0 CID - Fame Bruno
fights for his independence
and Lydia and Coco do battle with an exercise expert
(80 min.)
Wild America
Watcbing Wildlife Questions are answered as to
how Americans can see am mats in the wild
ID (21) - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at

a

o CE0- News

0

0

World/Large

lo make lata-mmuto chanows

3:30 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Legend of the

6:00 P.M.
0(L)_ Newswatch

4:45 A.M.

Charles Held plays Officer
Ronk°, the usually tonguetied cop who finds the words
of comfort needed to calm a
woman who has lust been
mugged on "Hill Street
Blues." the NBC series to air
Thursday. Oct 28
(stations ...env me rykr

_

3:00 A.M.

0- MOVIE: One on One' A

Talking
Haid

A recently widowed surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee. Walter Mathau, Glenda
Jackson, Art Carney. 1978.
Rated PG.
0- MOVIE: 'Big Trees' A
land baron seeks possession of the timberlands belonging to peaceful homesteaders. Kirk Douglas, Eve
Miller, Patrice Wymore.
1952

........................................

(1)- CNN Headline News

•

1:00 P.M.

0- MOVIE:'House Calls'

Neighborhood

Papers' A mobster tells
names and relates the history of organized crime in
America. Charles Bronson,
Gerald S. O'Loughlin. 1972.

n.

Destiny' After starting a
new life with his bride, a bitter ex-con is arrested for
murder. John Garfield, Priscilla Lane. 1939.

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

•2
:

Underwriters of
Paducah Symphony
Orchestra Broadcasts.
Tonight's PSO
concert at Jetton
Auditorium in Paducah
will be broadcast
Tuesday, November 2
at8p.m., during
endship Festival.

LLS STU I

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON • -••••••
-:.
iiimeassia
saistisimmuffissaw
,
0
_
.
..4,. ,-f
••.•; •
rledrpoRWIFIgiV's
•

S
"
9L3

23,1%2
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FUN IN

eurtown

COMMERCE CENTRE

ROY STEWART STADIUM

10

NNW

UNIVERSITY CENTEN

UPSTAIRS
DOWNTOWN
GALLERY

1

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

13
ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVITT AUDITORIUM

Fine & Decorative Art

Monthly Exhibits

BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE

Owners: Bill 8. Mickey Phillips
Men.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

753-8900
WEST MT

401.. Maple St.

Steaks• Seafood
Quiche • Crepes

2

Unique dining
Atmosphere
Sunday Buffet
Friday Seafood Men.
Opts 11 AU Daly
Cbestvet et 1 Otis 8. Five Points

Pixie • Salads

Sandwiches
Spothetti
Lasagna

3

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
Feet Net Delivery
Om 11 AM Doily
4 PM Seedily

4

6
We're More
than Ice Cream

YOU'RE PROBABLY TOO LATE.
Sorry but season tickets to THE RATHOUSE IN THE PARK are
not avoilable after October 9 If you don't hove yours. you've
already missed the excitement of THE ROBBER BRIDEGROOM
But don't disport- you're onfy a few weeks away from enroying
the spine-tingling

HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE
And yea won't rent to he We ter this one.

Call 759-1752
for information &
reservations.

THE
BIG
DIPPER
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

*Nachos
*Deli Sandwiches
*Hot Dogs
•Chili
*Custom Made
Ice Cream Cake
Your One Stop Meal

11

THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,Saturday,Oetabern,ISO
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TN MURRAY
7

12

F• MERS GALLERY

eurtown
13

MURRAY STAVE
UNIVERSIllY THEATRE

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PM

"Caterpillars"
November 11-13, 11 p.m.
For reservations, cell 762-6797

FRAMERS GALLERY

12

*Specializing in originals in all media
*Custom and Design framing of prints and originals
*Interior Design Consultants
*Ready Made Frames
*Pre-cut mats
*Art Supplies and custom ordering
*Shrink Wrap(for showing or preserving)
*Art Classes
ME VILIAGE 641 N.

11

10 o.m.-4 p.m.

753-0077

TACO
JOHNS.
EVERY TUESDAY IS
Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99C

for only
Gebel Shoppiog Cooler
Across from Ow Steam

et)
-e onth
LUNCHEON MENU

10

Top Striorn - so:
oar •••••

Crunch
11.•••1••••••• • ••••••• WIMP .0Ir 11.1141110

Ham and Cheese
.
SA3221•.......-....-----..............—.- air -..ow
Tomato Wedge
S2A021_
f
.......------....... gm.,••••••• eml mow
The Best Hamburger in Town
1ff
•

7

*wen
*rag

3111

les

140sorp.ig,

. Iwago•I .40•••• be

II.•••••
•Sn

For Th.Finest

Restaurant

753-4141
Highway 641 N.
Opts 4 PM

••••Yr- Om.

S°.°k
cnbd'S.°°°e
Y

I.77

Foot*,Stook Hoes*

Lunches Served
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dinner Nigidiy-Sun.-Thurs.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. mod Sat. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

21ST CENTURY
ENTERTAINMENT
At 124 & Mein
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THURSDAYcow.
movies.

Guide/Galaxy

021)- Nova 'Mind

Machines.' Tonight's program
looks at the question: Can
computers replace the human mind? (R) (60 mm
[Closed Captioned]
MOVIE: 'Getting
Married' This romantic comedy is about a persistent
suitor and the object of his
love-crazed attentions. Richard Thomas, Bess Armstrong, Fabian. 1978

8:00 P.M.
El X CU0- Too Close
For Comfort Henry has to
move in with his mother-inlaw when the baby is exposed to chicken pox.
O 33 (13) - Simon &
Simon
(AD 0 EL - Cheers The
coach tells his daughter
that he doesn't approve of
her boyfriend.
0 EL - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the

a) -

8:30 P.M.

cu ix

- It Takes
Two A capital punishment

Wood Burning
Stoves
ow On Display

case delivers a blow to MoFIy's values.
CD0COD - Taxi Latka and
Simka determine whom
Simka can have an affair
with.
Portfolio

Day.' Skipling presents evidence of the plot to murder
him to the police.(60 min.)
CD (21 - KET Schol.
Challenge

9:15 P.M.

o

(I)-

O - MOVIE:'Death

Valley'
A psychopathic killer in
Death Valley turns a vacation into horror for a divorced woman, her son and
her boyfriend. Paul LeMat,
Catherine Hicks, Stephen
McHat-tie. 1982.

9:00 P.M.
0CIO CI)0- 20/20
ED up 0
- Knots
Landing Karen tries to lure
her husband's killers into a
trap and Gary tries to patch
things up with Valene. (60
min.)
CD 0(Ei - Hill Street
Blues Lt. Calletano sounds
off on the department's indifference to Latino officers
and Capt. Furillo's son disappears. (60 min.)
- Mysteryl 'Dying

9:30 P.M.

o

_ World of Books

10:00 P.M.
0 00CU009
- News
GE - Eyewitness
News

cu

o - TBS Evening News
- Business Report
00:1 - Karate
Benny Hill Show

a)_

10:30 P.M.

X 0 CE) - Tonight
o
Show
CI)- Sanford and Son
- Nightline
EL - Three's Company
O M'AS'H
- PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.
- Captioned ABC
News
(13 - Starsky and Hutch
0CD-Quincy Quincy suspects a mercy killer is responsible for the deaths of
two terminally ill patients.
(R)(60 min.)
O

-

10:45 P.M.
O

Time Machine

MOVIE: 'La Cage Aux
Folles' A young man brings
his fiancee's parents home
to meet his gay father. Michael Serrault, Ugo Tognazzi,
Michel
Galatxru.
1979. Rated R.
-

1 1:00 P.M.
Quincy
- ABC Late Night News
MOVIE: 'King of the
Mongols' A powerful Northern lord rebels against the
Emperor. Hashizo Okawa,
Yoshio Yoshida. 1964
EL - Barney Miller
0- M'A'S"H
• PBA Pro Bowlers Tour
Coverage of the Kessler
Classic is presented from
Indianapolis, IN. (2 hrs.)
la

CID

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE

1 1:30P.M.

_

ABC Late Night

News
GU0CU- Late Night with
David Letterman
Nightline
MOVIE: 'Ma and Pa
Kettle At Home' The Kettle's try to make the old
homestead into model farm.
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride, Alice Kelley. 1954
(12)- MOVIE:'McCloud:
London Bridges'

es _
•_
By Teresa Byrne-Dodge

6240-

299

Walter Brennan made a reputation for himself playing
gravelly voiced old codgers. One of the best-loved was
Grandpa McCoy on "The Real McCoys."
1) Who played Amos' grandson, Lake McCoy?
2) The McCoys were supposed to be from West Virginia
orginally. Where did they live in the series?
3) Brennan also starred in a western series in which he
played a former cavalry scoot who travels with his grandson
looking for the boy's father, What was the series?

12:00 A.M.
Entertainment
Tonight
- ABC Late Night News

O

-

•

12:15 A.M.
ilauuos Him Jo sunD atu„,(z
estuojimp uJatsvotil (z
suuaiD pietpi)1 (1

12:30 A.M.
0 X - MOVIE: 'Spell of
Evil' When a man marries a
woman with evil powers,
only his secretary's loyalty
and love .can combat the
terror unleashed by his
wife. Diane Client°, Jennifer Daniel, Edward de
Souza. 1973.
NBC News
Overnight

(3-)go

O

MOVIE:'McCloud:
Top of the World' A football
(I)
-

_

1:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Hasty Heart'
Five wounded soldiers in a
hospital offer friendship to
a Scottish corporal. Ronald
Reagan, Patricia Neal, Richard Todd. 1950.
- News/Sign Off
Bakker
American Royal Rodeo
09 C2) - CBS News
Nightwatch

_ 4im
as_

-

El _

El

player arrives in New York
looking for a syndicate man
who owes him 810,000.
Dennis Weaver, Bo Svenson, Stephanie Powers.
1971.
- MOVIE:'Bear Island' A
weather-research team on a
desolate Arctic island has
more in mind than world climate. Donald Sutherland,
Vanessa Redgrave, Richard
Widmark. Rated PG.

1:30 A.M.
jipCBS News
O
Nightw
3D
atch- Romance Theater

2:00&M.
- News
(3)- CNN Headline News
O - Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.

2:30 A.M.
(22)- MOVIE:'Mysteries
from Beyond the Triangle'

0-

3:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Arthur A
young millionaire falls in
love with a girl from 'the
wrong side of the tracks.'
Dudley Moore, Liza Minelli,
Sir John Gielgud. 1981.
Rated PG.

El _

3:15 A.M.

MOVIE: Woman on
Pier 13' A Communist, engaged in party activities in
the U.S., sees his error and
tries to change. Loraine
Day, John Agar, Robert
Ryan. 1949

4:45 A.M.
0- World/Large

siamsay

Bookmobile schedule
• Lai.* N4•444 11.14-L,
: I CAM *am Rue 0114r
2 Cast twit rualarot liners and ~Pin
J
• 3 Pitirprouf rib,. to-' µADAM-101mi t...( 'run Am dove
▪
wr,11 Amu
•
Nain-out ash flq It
▪
9 Automat* dft
ra damper
Matt
ruebe% *Rh aiummIt

BOB DUNN R

PHONE 753-1462

1c19 S(411Thi 4th ST

I

CONVENIENCE

PERSONAL ATTENTION

SPEED

DELIVERY SEFIV10E al MAIL OUT
FREE PARKING
E ME RGENCY PHONE

753- t805
.•Ing

-

•

-

MURRAY, KY 4207'

Shoeldn't You Be Receiving These Essential Pharmacy Services...
Moth Customers Del
Fres Medical Statements For All
Tier Tex A Isserence Reath
ACCURACY
PROFILE SYSTEM

CENTER

`Are

HEWLETT, RIM.

Moliculd 0.xisito

t ,ha.eniuitel

RENTAL SALES

BILL

•

NUMBERS

753-8616

Our business putt keeps growIng We attrtbute It to the ann.,. VI• are r,k1
foshoorsed but use the latest computer tectmology

•

n • I

The schedule for the
Calloway County Public
Library Bookmobile has
been announced by
Bookmobile Librarian
Carolyn Adams,
Oct. 25 — Bonner'sConcord, 9:30 a.m.-10;
Hamlin, 10: 30-12 ;
Kingins, 12:30-1; Valentine, 2:30-3; and Beatty,
3-3:30;
Oct. 26 — Dexter, 10:30
a.m.-11:30; Robert Ross,
12-12:30; V. Futrell, 1:302; Vereycken, 2-2:30; and
Bonner's Grocery,3-3:30;
Oct. 27 — Grogan-

Hazel, 10-10:30; TaylorCrossland, 10:30-11:30;
Crossland Store, 11:30-12;
Wilma Dowdy, 12-12:30;
and Fern Terrace,2-2:30;
Oct. 28 — Caro Stubblefield, 10-11:30; and
Mohundros, 12-12:30,

INN TROUBLE — Bob
Newhart finds that running an coed hotel in Vermont is more troubie
than he bergained for in
"Newhart," the CBS
comedy which airs
Monday. Oct. 23.
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(1) 0 21 -

FRIDAY
10/29/82
5:00 A.M.
0 X - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell talk with actress Marion
Ross and discuss dealing
with landlord/tenant problems.
- Video Jukebox

o

5:30 A.M.
O -

HBO
Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.

6:30 A.M.
O

Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.
-

7:30 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: The Private
Eyes Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers.
Tim Conway, Don Knotts,
Trisha Noble. Rated PG.

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

IED

2:30 P.M.

o
(2=) - New
Education
o
the

Shapes in

3:00 P.M.

Spider-Man: 'Night of
Clones' & 'Escort to
Danger' Spider-Man
is
cloned by Dr. Moon when
the TOVAL Committee refuses to acknowledge his
achievements and a foreign
president's daughter is kidnapped. Starring Nicholas
Hammond.(2 hrs.)
O - HBO Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.
O (21) - Sesame Street

4:00 P.M.

- Lobo
O

- MOVIE: 'Who Has
Seen the Wind?' A young
boy growing up in a prairie
town during the Depression
searches for an understanding of life. Brian Painchaud,
Gordon
Pinsent, Helen
Shaver. 1977.
(21) - Mr. ROWS'
Neighborhood

o

o(21 - Electric Company

9:00 A.M.
(AD - Phil Donahue Donahue

(21) - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned)

-

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'A Man Could

•

Get Killed' An American
banker, on a confidential
mission, is suspected by everyone of being a secret
U.S. or British agent James
Garner, Melina Mercouri,
Tony Franciosa. 1966

O_

11:00 A.M.
Video Jukebox

11:30 A.M.
6111- MOVIE:'Silence of the
North' A young woman
grapples with the loneliness and hardship of a Canadian wilderness. Ellen
Burstyn, Tom Skerrilt Gordon Pinsent. 1981. Rated
PG.

4:30 P.M.

5:00 P.M.
O - Carol Burnett

o

5:30 P.M.
O - Bob Newhart Show

o
(2)
Discipline

O

MOVIE: The Golden
Mask' Three people seek
the fabulous golden mask
of Moloch. Van Heflin, Eric
Portman. 1954

-

Dealing

In

CE)-

(1)- Barney Miller
O Winners
Scums at 8
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.
G. - Business Report
MacNeil-Lehrer
211
Report
Charlie's Angels
• - CBS News

_
_

•

_

o
es-

6:30 P.M.
P.M. Magazine
O
0(l)0(I)- Family Feud
(2)
-

1:11 - Tic Tao Dough
- Andy Griffith
- Jefferson&
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report

o

•

(I)

-

1211- Comment on
Kentucky

eft M*A'S'H
7:00 P.M.

12:00 P.M.
$16

cz)

_

&boson
Benson is captured by a
bond of guerrillas. [Closed
Captioned] •
cu
cit - Dukes of
•
Hazzard
1:00 P.M.
NBA Basketbell:
MOVIE:'Islands in the
Atlanta vs. Detroit
Stream' An isolated artist is
GUI - America at Play
forced to reveal his hidden
emotions when his three esMOVIE 'Silence of the
tranged sons visit him.
North' A young woman
George C. Scott, Claire
grapples with the loneliBloom, David Hemming
ness and hardship of a Can1972.
adian wilderness. Ellen
Burstyn, Tom Skerritt GorMOVIE:'High Flight' A
don Pinsent 1981, Rated
World War II veteran,
PG
teaching cadets to fly supersonic jets, meets the son
- Powers of
0
of a man whose death he
Matthew Star Matthew and
caused many years before.
Walt are lured to Italy to reRay Millend, Anthony Newcover a top-secret item (80
ley, Kenneth Haigh. 1958
min )
-

O_

•i _
5-

al_

7:30 P.M.
4.) - New

Espionage
Italian style

Odd

Couple
113 CE)
(21 - Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters.

O CE

Michael Constantine stars
as a former soldier who is
anxious to participate in
undercover work when the
NBC series "The Powers of
Matthew Star" travels to Italy
for the episode to air Friday.
Oct 29

8:00 P.M.
CL)0- Greatest

American Hero Season Premiere. Ralph is critically
wounded when he rescues
agent Maxwell from a band
of neo-Nazis. (60 min.)
Dallas The
Ewing clan gathers at
Southfork to hear Jock's
will. (60 min.)
- Knight Rider
AD 0
Micheal Knight and the
Knight 2000 are used to
protect a lady senator. (60
min.)
Nova 'Mind Machines.' Tonight's program
looks at the question: Can
computers replace the human mind? (R) (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
(21) - MasterPi•c•
Theatre 'To Serve Them All
My Days.' David and Beth
are married. (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow' Ichabod
Crane, a teacher in Sleepy
Hollow, woos the daughter
of a rich farmer and learns
the truth behind the legend
of her suitor, the 'headless
horseman.' Jeff Goldblum,
Dick Butkus, Meg Foster,
1980
S - Friday Night Boxing
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
Olympic Auditorium, Los
Angeles, CA.(2 hrs.)

(stations reserve Ms ngtAt
to make last-mmut• caaaptia

Omuta_

CO

-

o

0-MOVIE:

6:00 P.M.
04:10 1
1 00- News
Eyewitness News
O

a

S-

-

'Lost
Weekend' The brutal life of
an alcoholic is depicted.
Ray Milland, Jane Wyman,
Phil Terry. 1945.

examines the emotional
trauma of losing a parent.
MOVIE: 'The Sea
O
Wolves' British soldiers attack German ships hiding in
supposedly neutral waters.
Pega.,Jloger
Gregory
Moore, David Niven. Rated
PG.
- Phil Donahue Donahue is joined by several
female members of the Ku
Klux Klan.

Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
Washington journalists analyzing the week's news.
Starsky and Hutch
- One on One Waterski
Jumping Championship

8:30 P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'The Sea
Waives' British soldiers attack German ships hiding in
supposedly neutral waters.
Roger
Gregory
Peck,
Moore, David Niven, Rated
PG.

/a.

o CE)- Business Report

- Black Stream

- Benny Hill Show

night radio station is humorously profiled

- Solid Gold
- yes Late Night
O
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.
- Captioned ABC
News

•

10:15 P.M.
O - All In the Family
10:30 P.M.

amaao- Tonight
Show
0()_ Rockford Files
CD - Nightline
Git - Thmrs Company
- All Night Radio An

•

all-

9:00 P.M.
- Quint
_
•CE)

Knots
Landing Gary is enraged
over Jock's will while Abby
shows up in Dallas to surprise Gary.(60 min.)
GE) - America's Children:
Free To Pray?
_ Remington Steele
Remington and Laura help
a man who says he has
been targeted for death on
his wedding day.(60 min.)
Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy
-Odyssey 'Lucy and
the First Family.' Lucy, the
oldest and most complete
skeleton of any human, plus
13 of her contemporaries
ate examined.(R)(60 min.)

_

•
(1)

Monda)d

49
Sm°11$1

Pagluus Chef Salad

10:45 P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Young man
With a Horn' The story of a
tau trumpeter's rise to the
top, and the girl he married
who almost proves to be his

•

$219

Tuesdayi
Pagliai's Hot Ham and Cheese Sandwich
with chips and a dill spear

sm°11$

ednesdayl
Pagliafs Spaghetti Special

1trge999
Regular Serving

will start at 1 I :00 a.m serving to 10:00 p.m.

thuds Portion
dinner salads 59'

IThursdayl

09 Taco $11 99
Pagliai's Homemade Chili I
Salad J.
1Frida4
_ Pagliai's Homemade Beef
•7
And Vegetable Soup dr Sandwich$179
API
"iq

Sandwiches Include Pimento Cheese,
Ham,Tuna,or Chicken Saki&

d,

lit

PAGIrv-AArS
'

't

1111111

miri11/0
1111111

1111111

. is 440 vat.
beside dukes °sty
511 Main
Just Off The Square
Specials Geed II 40•.

•

2,41

original Broadway cast
stars in this comedy about•
gay bathhouse that's more
like a madhouse Rita Moreno, Jack Weston. 1976

Lunch Is
Special At
Pagliai's

9:15P.M.
- TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.
0 - Inside Business
10:00 P.M.
0
CE CI)
- Kowa

Hutch

•
- MOVIE: The Rite
The

ii

•

•(2)

- Starsky and

•

11111111,111111111111111 1 ,1 11111111,1111 1111111

albs
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-

FRIDAYCONT.
undoing. Kirk
Douglas,
Lauren Bacall, Doris Day,
Hoagy Carmichael. 1950
1 1:00 P.M.
4)- ABC Late Night News
- Barney Miller
MOVIE:'Islands in the
Stream' An isolated artist is
forced to reveal his hidden
emotions when his three estranged sons visit him.
George C. Scott, Claire
Bloom, David Hemming.

_

1972.

1:00 A.M.

12:30 A.M.

1 1:30 P.M.
C2)- Nightlin•
o CE)_ MOVIE: To

- At The Movies

Be
Announced
CC0 - Late Night with
David Letterman
O - MASH
Midnight Special

a)O

Tim Conway, Don Knotts,
Trisha Noble. Rated PG

Don Kirschner's Rock
Concert
0- Nightline

12:00 A.M.
- Entertainment

Tonight

O

ABC Late Night News
- Magical, Musical
Halloween Special
(15) al)- News/Sign Off
-

1 2:45 A.M.

- Madame's Place
ej
:1)
1 0 a21 - NBC News

Overnight

MOVIE: 'I Was a
Teenage Werewolf A psychiatrist uses a temperamental teenager for his
experiments in regression.
Michael Landon, Yvonne
Lime, Whit Bissell. 1957

0-

MOVIE: 'The Private
Eyes' Two Scotland Yard
sleuths stumble through secret passageways and trap
doors looking for killers.

2:15 A.M.

O

MOVIE: 'The Sea
Wolves' British soldiers attack German ships hiding in
supposedly neutral waters.
Gregory
Roger
Peck,
Moore, David Niven. Rated
PG.
-

When
D agwood's boss
sends him chasing after an
important contract. Blondie
suspects he's chasing another woman.Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Gene
Lockhart. 1939

3:30 A.M.
C2D - News
4:00 A.M.

claD _

MOVIE:'The Man
in the Iron Mask' Richard
Chamberlian plays a dual
role in this drama based on
Alexandre Dumas's swashbuckling tale of a man who
is forced to wear a terrible
iron mask because he so
closely resembles his twin
brother - King Louis XIV of
France. Co-starring Patrick
McGoohan, Louis Jourdan,
Jenny Agutter, Ian Holm,
Sir Ralph Richardson, Vivien Merchant. 1976
Rat Patrol
0 - HBO
Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.

4:45 A.M.

- World/Large

SOAP
SCOOP

1. Dress-up for special parties 4
4. Ugly, mean old lady
7. Color of pumpkins
8. When witches come out
9. Shape of pumpkins
11. Special fun-time
4-

4,.

‘‘‘‘
‘‘‘ lisitiZZ"‘%117'
‘Niolovvo4
t‘‘‘‘‘‘V
NN\N\\\•

41or,4 II •punoli
I .4'um
'Apur7)

It

9 P.Itinv14c iNio

Murrayr

-

MOVIE: 'Terror
From Within'
CAID - Romance Theater

-

DOWN:

iVJIjII..i

2:00 A.M.

2:i0 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
2:45 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'BIondle'

4:15 A.M.

2. Ghostly and eerie
3. Big bird with large eyes
5. Place frequented by ghosts
6. Trick or Treat day
10. Jack-O'-Lantern
12. Big, white spirit
13. Sweet treat
14. Special goody

..f.

0- News/Sign Off

1:15A.M.
0-

ACROSS:

AMP

1:30 A.M.
0CU - Eyewitness News

i°M!

•Amonric;

p aumlso3 I
• usigduind

MOO

01

SSOM3V SR 1.11SINIV

Ledger 81 Times

1001 Whitnell Drive, Murray,Kentucky 42071

302453-1916

The stork recently visited
Melody Thomas (Nikki Bancroft on "The Young and the
Restless") who delivered a
baby girl, Alexandra, in early
September. Although Melody
isn't married to Alexandra's
father, he was on hand with
Melody during her natural
childbirth.
Folks around "The Young
and the Restless" studio are
thrilled that Patty Weaver
(ex-Trish Banning on "Days of
Our Lives") has joined their
cast in the role of Gina Roma.
Since Gina is the sister of
"Y&R's" rock singer, Danny
Romalotti (Michael Damian).
you can bet that future scenes
will incorporate Patty's own
vocal talents. Other additions
to the cast include Deanna
Robbins as Cindy Blake, Lynn
Wood as Allison Bancroft, Jay
Kerr as Brian, Meg Bennett
who has returned as Julia
Newman, and Margaret
Mason who has returned to
her former role of Eve
Howard
Ernie Townsend and Mariann Aalda (Cliff Nelson and
Didi Bannister on "Edge of
Night") will round out a
month of soap celebrity
appearances at Caroline's, a
popular Manhattan night spot
Other soap stars that
appeared recently were Mindy Hamilton (Rikki Dekker on
"Texas"), Lisa Wilkinson
(Nancy Grant on "All My
Children"), and John Wesley
Shipp (Kelly Nelson on "Guiding Light").
Two "Ryan's Hope" stars
recently stepped into the
prime-time spot light. Job.
Gabriel (Seneca Beanlac) was
in a "Hart to Hart" episode
and Peter Haskell (Hollis
Kirkland III) appeared on an
episode of "Father Murphy"
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SATURDAY
10/30/82
5:00 A.M.
(I)- Movie Cont'd
O - TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
Sign On
0- MOVIE:'Legend of the
Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live in
the wilderness among wild
animals. Dan Haggerty,
Denver Pyle. Rated PG.

cap-

5:45 A.M.
(A)- Agriculture U.S.A.
600 A.M.
(I)- Health Field
- Mornings on 5
CL) Ag USA
O - Between the Lines
- Perspective

6:15 A.M.
- Farm Digest

6:30 A.M.

iraD - Children's Gospel
•
How
- New Zoo Revue
O - Vegetable Soup
- To Be Announced
(12)- U.S. Farm Report

6:45 A.M.
Gs

- Weather
- News

7:00 A.M.

O au cu 0 _

Super
Friends
C59 0 12) - Speed
Buggy
0- Romper Room
0
_ Flintstone
Funnies
0- Super Heroes

o

7:30 A.M.
O(2)CU0- Pac

Man/
Little Rescals/Richie Rich

Show
GCS(11)- Incredible Hulk
and the Amazing SpiderMan
Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buoniconti analyze this week's
NFL action and look ahead
to next week's games.
O CU - Personal Finance
Wild, Wild West

op _

op_

10:30 A.M.

amen

Meatballs &

Spaghetti

1100 A.M.
CU at) 0 -

o
Weekend Special

ABC

a Cr a (12 -

NCAA
Today
C49OCF)-Jetsons
O- MOVIE:'One on One' A
basketball star clashes
head on with love while battling the college athletic establishment. Robby Benson, Annette O'Toole, Gail
Strickland. 1977.
CD (I) - Everybody's
Business
- Wrestling

11:30 A.M.
0(I)(I) - American
Bandstand
NCAA
CE)
Football: Teams to be
Announced
O - MOVIE: 'The Old
Testament' The priest Matatie and his five sons
known as the Maccabees
drove the pagons from the
Temple and re-established
the unity of the Hebrew
People, Susan Paget, John
Heston, Brad Harris. 1983
CAD0(I)- Flash Gordon

op

-

12:00 P.M.
(F - Big

Pandemonium
That Girl
(1)0(1)- Shirt Tales
- MOVIE:'Jazz Singer' A
New York cantor sings his
way from synagogue to
stardom, straining family
relations along the way.
Neil Diamond, Laurence
Olivier, Lucie Arnaz. Rated
PG.
- Spidermen
•

o

-

•

800 A.M.
cy0
- Gilligan's
Planet
- Civilisation
•
cc0cG)- Smurts
_ Understanding
Human Behav.
- Wild Kingdom

Blue Marble
- Atop
the
Fencepost
CL)- OED Course
CO (21) - Writing for a
Reason
Twilight Zone

op_

12:30 P.M.
es(If)- To Be Announced
- MOVIE 'China Seas'
Piracy and romance take
place on a ship carrying
gold. Clark Gable,Jean Harlow, Wallace Berry. 1935
CAD - Courtship/Eddy's
Father
Gs
- Here's Richard
Gunemoke
O (1) - Writing for a
Reason

a)

Chicago cub
Joan Cusak plays one of
the Chicago high school students whose Hie is upset by a
group of toughs in "My
Bodyguard,- the feature film
to be shown on CBS, Saturday, Oct. 30.
amnions reserve rive rept
to rosary lascitenuert crumples

o

2:00 P.M.
- Money Matters This
program shows how money
can be saved and spent
wisely.
Public Affairs
112
- American Story
0
- Making It Count

0-

2:30 P.M.

O(I)CID - NCAA Football:
Teams to be Announced

O- MOVIE:'Legend of the
Wild' A man flees civilization in the 1830's to live in
the wilderness among wild
animals. Dan Haggerty.
Denver Pyle. Rated PG.
O - MOVIE: To Be
Announced
(21) - Making It Count

a- Mission Impossible
eb CU - Woodwright's
Shop
•(2
-1)- G. E. D.
4:00 P.M.
Gs
_
Battlestar
Galactica
- Wide Work! of Sports
0(3) - This Oki House
[Closed Captioned]
- Firing Line
0

3:00 P.M.

O CU - John Merritt Show
3D 0
- SportsWorld
Today's program features
the British Grand Prix Motorcycle race, the Prescott
Frontier Days Rodeo and
the World Pro Wrist Wrescompetition
tling
for
women.(90 min.)
•CIU - Everyday Cooking

•

4:30 P.M.
- fitiotorwook Illustrated
- Grizzly Adams
Gs - HBO Theatre: The
Rainmaker A handsome
stranger fulfills a lonely
woman's yearning for love
Tuesday Weld, Tommy Leo
Jones, William (alt.
- Nashville on the
Gs
Road
- Mimic of Oil
O
Painting

•

op_ MOVIE: ?arum Goes
To India' Tartan attempts to
lead a herd of elephants
from a large valley about to
be flooded when a dam is
completed. Jock Mahoney.
Mar Dana, Leon Gordon.
1982
O 1121 - CBS Sports
Saturday
3:30 P.M.

(I) _ Munster*

Show
- MOVIE: 'Summer
Soistici Against a Cap*
Cod background. this mov9:00 A.M.
ing story spans a fifty year
cu
as
Mork
a
(F
marriage. Henry Fonda,
Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley!
Myrna by. 1981
Fora Hour
0 - MOVIE 'Sea Hawk' 0 - Kentucky Afield
Pirate adventure story. Errol •CID - Art of Being
Human
Flynn, Brenda Marshall,
(21)- Focus on Society
•
Claude Rains 1940
O - MOVIE: They Saved
0El)- Focus on Society
Hitler's Brain' Having given
• - Daniel Boone
eternal life to the brain of
9:30 A.M.
their leader, two survivors
(1)0 - Gory Coleman
of the Nazi holocaust kidShow
nap an American scientist
- Mortirg Matters This
as part of their design to
program shows how money
conquer the world. Wetter
can be saved and spent
Stocker, Audrey
Cairo
wisely
1984.

INALLY THERE'S A BETIER WAY
TO WAKE UP ON SUNDAY MORNING.

•

o

•

10:00 A.M.
- scooby,
eireppy. Yebbe-Doo/Puppy

I', called "arvidiDaisia Peed & Grain A
irsederild cervidartiva di
We breads. sad as ear* hock
hodiai"-cdiv
ea tab who
lihe Ihiser like het. an* bear
road orillias oda real beitier
awl he bisceib wilt we roe prey mud wales mid
poseares and Mad was
awl imelets awl vireei
ads aad orib and
heribrowva awl lhe heir

•

6:00 P.M.
- Now*

Memories With
Lawrence WeNt
- Scene it 6
0
- Hee Haw
Bobby Jones'
World
- Dance Fever

•

5:30 P.M.
Gs go - Hoe Haw
(3)
(1)- NBC News
Gs •(1) - Tony Brown's
Journal 'NAACP What Direction?' Tony Brown looks
at the NAACP's thrust at the
private sector by returning
to economic boycotts
- CBS News

a

CZJ
-

(I)

-

•

8:30 P.M.

op (7) _

Teddy Bart's
Nashville
CID - Eyewitness News
- Point to Point
- Aoosint
411.
O
_
Tennessee

5:00 P.M.

100 P.M.
- Bobby Jones Gospel

8:30 A.M.

Gs(G)- Portfolio
0
- Matinee at the
Bliou
- Kung Fu
012- News

- Olen Campbell
O
Show
O - World Championship
Wrestling
Oa)- Montage

a-

•

0 - Bugs Bunny
0CI)
Road Runner Show
- Lone Ranger

Crane, a teacher in Sleepy
Hollow, woos the daughter
of a rich farmer and learns
the truth behind the legend
of her suitor, the 'headless
horseman: Jeff Goldblum,
Dick Butkus, Meg Foster.
1980
Gs
- Time Capsuie:
Los
Angeles
Olympic
Games of 1932 Today's
program looks at one of the
most dramatic sports events of this century (90
min.)
O - News
(21) - Focus on Society

Mots right we're wiskiag d OMR
ma pray el The Dada awl
Milts ea a weed every Sestet_ _
maim Ile yes* ewer -is
helms The nomuSdraw
every km*far variety
1.Ihisk Awl led pie er
awry ficais,seraimi fro
ayes-cap-ad boo&
hos$ All solli 2 PM
sal $3.115 at Ile Meta
Aided 'am emir
wit"

Great looking hair takes
expert core. If your hair
isn't 'shaping up,' let us
help! We'll start with o
styling that's right for
you.. then show you how
to keep it 'in top condition'! And during the
month of October we're
giving $500 off hair coloring and hi-lighting
Autumn is rich in colors.
And you can be too.

Br

MAW PLAZA,
111121111, 7S34542

ma
"— .2611 LC.gams eam,
PASIKM,44243$ö

1:30 P.M.

op_ MOVIE:The Upend of
Sleepy

Hollow' Ichebod

Fine Ibuts ahurvay

our

73.9-4456

The edipini away

IIII
J
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SATURDAYcon
Outdoorsmen

o

- KET Schol.
Challenge
a)- Nashville on the Road
7:00 P.M.
O CE)CE - T.J. Hooker
IX
c2) - wait
Disney 'Disney's Halloween
Treat. Tonight's special
features excerpts from Disney classics. (80 min.)
1.33 0 COD - Diffirent
Strokes Willis joins the
Guardian Angels and finds
himself in the middle of a
street gang fight.
O - MOVIE: 'House Calls'
A recently widowed surgeon becomes entangled
with an outspoken divorcee. Walter Mathau, Glenda
Jackson, Art Carney. 1978.
Rated PG.

o

of
the Condor.' The South
American wilderness is examined through the relationship among landscape,
climate and creatures. (60

0

dal

6

Firing Line
- Nature 'Flight

-

min.)
(6- Pop! Goes the Country

o

4) CI)

-

nessed a murder has a plan
to hide out and a would-be
entertainer gets to overcome her stage fright in
Judge Roy Bean's bar. (60
min.)
CC 0 Cta - Devlin
Connection Nick convinces
Brian to commit him to a
mental hospital to find out
how a murderer escaped.
(60 min.)
O - World Championship
Boxing: Marvin Hagler vs.
Fulgencio Obelmejias
- MOVIE:'Orchestra
Wives' A small town girl
meets and marries singer of
a big band and the rough
life on the road unfolds.
George Montgomery, Glenn
Miller, Lynn Bari, Carole
Landis, Cesar Romero, Ann
Rutherford. 1942
(271) - Mystery! 'Dying

o
Day.'

Skipling presents evidence of the plot to murder
him to the police.(60 min.)

7:30 P.M.

- Calypso Countdown
00CI)- Silver Spoons

10:00P.M.

'

0ID CiD 0CU
12
News
CE)- Eyewitness News
CI)0- ABC News
- Sneak Previews

Ricky must decide between
staying with his dad or mov-

ing away with his mother.
- Backstage/Grand Old
Opry

Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at

8:00 P.M.
O c2D gu0 Love Boat
O CU(6(12)- MOVIE:'My
Bodyguard' The new boy at
school enlists the aid of one
of the most feared students
to act as his bodyguard
against a class bully. Chris
Makepeace, Matt Dillon,
Adam Baldwin. 1980.
_ NCAA Football: Utah
-

what's happening at the
movies.
- MOVIE: 'Is Paris
Burning?'
A
German

general is ordered by Hitler
to burn Paris if it is in danger of being recaptured by
the Allies, but he is convinced Hitler is deranged
and stalls on carrying out
the order. Leslie Caron, Orson Welles, Kirk Douglas,
Glenn Ford, 1966

o
at San Diego State

C4D0CID - Gimcne a

8:30 P.M.
'C_4)0CE)- Love, Sidney
9:00 P.M.
Fantasy
O
Island A rock star who wit-

Break

o CE)- Six-Gun Heroes

- Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
- MOVIE: 'Big Bob
Johnson and His Fantastic
Speed Circus' A stunt car

0

10:15 P.M.
CF - Eyewitness News

O Wrestling
-

racing team gets involved in
a madcap cross-country
race in order to determine
the disposition of a family
fortune. Charles Napier,
Maud Adams, Connie Forslund. 1978

10:30 P.M.
- Entertainment This
Week
a m - Gunsmoke
CF - Here Come the Brides
CF - Saturday Night Live

O

-

come of age on a tropical
island, Brooke Shields,
Christopher Atkins. 1980.
Rated R.
O CC - That Nashville
Music

_
CL) 0
o
Hikers Guide/Galaxy

- Dance Fever
11:00 P.M.
TBS Evening News
0 COD - Pool Goes the

o

-

Country

cit - Best of

Midnight

Specials

11:15 P.M.

O

MOVIE: 'House of
Strangers' A banker sets his

four sons against each
other and lets his youngest
go to jail for him. Edward G.
Robinson, Richard Conte,
Susan Hayward, 1949
11:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'File It

11)

-

under Fear' A reign of terror
begins in a small town
when a girl is found strangled. Maureen
Lipman,
John LeMesurier, Richard
Pendrey. 1973
- Solid Gold
- Wrestling
- Saturday Night
O
Live

12:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'The Night
That Panicked America'
This film recreates Orson
Welles famous radio broadcast which convinced millions of listeners that
America was being invaded
by Martians. Vic Morrow,
Michael Constantine, Meredith Baxter. 1975.
cAD - MOVIE: 'The Ghost
And Mrs. Muir' A lonely widow finds peace, and material for a best-selling book
when she falls in love with
the ghost of an old sea captain. Rex Harrison, Gene
Tierney, George Sanders.
1947
- Saturday Night
ID
Live

12:30 A.M.
a - America's Top Ten
0- On Location: Catch a
Rising Star's 10th Anniversary This celebration features the stars who began
their careers at this famous
New York club

1:00 A.M.

MOVIE:'Blue Lagoon'

A shipwrecked boy and girl

Hitch

Singer' A New York cantor
sings his way from synagogue to stardom, straining family relations along
the way. Neil Diamond,
Laurance Olivier, Lucie Arnaz. (Due to Daylight Savings Time change this
movie will be shown at
2:00am EST; 1:00am CST;
and 1:00am MST.)
- NCAA Football: Notre
Dame at Navy

Eyewitness News
- Movie: The Jazz
-

O

1:15 A.M.

MOVIE: The Pit and
o
the Pendulum' A man's wife
-

and his best friend contrive
the death of the wife to
drive the husband mad:Vincent Price, John Kerr, Barbara Steele. 1961

1:30 A.M.
0(2)-News

(6(12) - News/Sign Off

2:00 A.M.

O C2D - ABC News
2:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
3:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'An Evening of
Edgar Allen Poe' Four classics, 'The Telltale Heart,'
'The Sphinx,' The Cast of
Amontillado' and 'The Pit
and the Pendulum,' are dramatized. Vincent Price.
1971.

O

- HBO
Theatre: The
Rainmaker A handsome

cantor fulfills a lonely woman's yearning for love. Tuesday Weld, Tommy Lee
Jones, William Katt.(Due to
Daylight Savings Time
change this movie will be
shown at 4:00am EST;
3.00am CST, and 2:00am
MST)

3:30 A.M.

O (23 - MOVIE: To Be
Announced
4:00 A.M.
- Rat Patrol
4:30 A.M.
- Agriculture U.S.A.

o

GOING HONDO — "The
Chaparrel Prince," starring John Shea as Hondo
Bill, is one of the three
short stories dramatized
on "Robbers, Rooftops
and Witches," an episode
of "The CBS Library"
series to be rebroadcast
Tuesday, Oct. 24

•

Italian Spaghetti
Special

"State Farm
Is the place
people come to
for a good price
on Homeowners
Insurance."

And our
great service
makes it an
even better
buy

411

inside Dining Only

Free Ref tIls On Drink'

5:00 A.M.

o - TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
It's Your Business
O
O MOVIE: 'Portrait of a
-

-

Rebel: Margaret Sanger'
Margaret Sanger established the nation's first
birth control clinic and was
subsequently brought to
trial under New York's obscenity laws. Bonnie Franklin, David Dukes,- Richard
Johnson. 1980.

6:00 A.M.
Today's Black
Woman
- Mornings on 5
O
- Eyewitness Magazine
James Robison
5 A.
thv.
M.
.6W
:lea
0(L)
6:30 A.M.
- Face to Face
O
C2D -

o

Wopat and Kool and the
Gang.(R)(60 min.)
- It Is Written
0(1)- Accent
(6(12)- Perspective

6:45 A.M.
(A)- Farm Digest
7:00 A.M.
0 - World Tomorrow
a
_ Jerry Falwell
a - Cartoon Carnival
:1 31) - Community Worship
- Montage
O - Spiritual Uplift
- Sezame
0 ID 0
Street
(F) - America's Black

Forum

- Robert Schuller
7:30 A.M.
0 ID 0 CL) - Amazing
Grace
(1)- Day of Discovery
- Nashville Gospel
Show_
()
Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1933.
O - James Robison

- Old Time Religion
8:00 A.M.
- Jimmy
O C2D CB
Swaggart
0
- It Is Written
- James Robison
- Lost In Space
CF - At Home With the
Bible
0
- Young at Heart

_ Trinity Tabernacle

Ctl- Undersea World of
o
Jacques
Cousteau

0

8:30 A.M.
_ James Robison

CF - Reborn
Day of Discovery
- Cop and The Anthem
A bum tries to get arrested
to spend a warm night in
Jail.
- Paducah Devotion
(6- Garner Ted Armstrong

_

900 A.M.
- _ Kenneth Copeland
O cz)

STOKE FANO
An ma Cmagally CA•080.1
11.61 Memo
1118666060 MOW

753-9627

- Sesame Street

- Show My People

O

Jane Rogers
1.10111:Ince
201 South 6th

tOI1USAN(11
.

-

- Best of Kids Are
People Too Today's guests
are Ted Kennedy, Jr., Tom

Go

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM lOPM

10/31/82

Call me

1 49
With Garlic Brea,'
Soled 59' Extra

SUNDAY

USW•good MOOletilier

*aft F4,16 a Men

0(I)- Ora( Roberts
c3D - Gerald Derstine
O _ Lighter Side
(i)- Silhouettes of The City
O - HBO Magazine

Starring -Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.

O _ Miracle Revival Hour

CE) - Mystery! 'Dying
o
Day.' Skipling

presents evidence of the plot to murder
him to the police.(60 min.)
O (1) - Mr. Rogers'

Neighborhood
- Ernest Angley
(6(12)- Jerry Falwell

9:15 A.M.

0 _ Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
O CF _ Two Rivers Hour
giD - World Tomorrow
0- MOVIE:'Spartacus' A

gladiator rebel escapes
from slavery with an army
of slaves and challenges
Imperial Rome. Kirk Douglas, Jean Simmons, Tony
Curtis. 1960.
(4)0CC - Herald of Truth
O - Oral Roberts and You

_ Electric Company

10:00 A.M.
- Rex Humbard
- PTL Club
CC 0 0 02 - Jim
Whittington Religion
O- MOVIE:'Bear Island' A
weather-research team on a
desolate Arctic island has
more in mind than world climate. Donald Sutherland,
Vanessa Redgrave, Richard
Widmark, Rated PG.
a m - Changed Lives
(i) - Matinee at the
Bijou 'Wagon Wheels.' A
wagon train finds its journey beset with danger. (R)
(90 min.)
(21 - Sesame Street
- Lone Ranger

o
o

10:30 A.M.
0(E(4)- Baptist Church
_ Face the Nation
CID - This Week with David
Brinkley
First Baptist
Church

O _ Way of Life
- MOVIE:'Charlie Chan
In Panama' International
spies meet their match in
Charlie Chan. Sidney Toler,
Jean Rogers, Jack LaRue
1940
in - Rex Humbard

11:00 A.M.
_ Newsmakers
CF - Meet the Press

O - First Baptist Church
0(21- Talking Heads Talk
Sense
(1- 2) - Oral Roberts

11:30 A.M.
O c211) _ This Week

with

David Brinkley

O CS)(6 - NFL Today
(1)- Jerry Falwell
Cip0 - NFL '82
CO CL) - Sneak Previews
12:00 P.M.

cE - NFL
o
Teams to be

Football:
Announced/or
Alternate Programming If

the NFL players' strike continues, alternate programming will be shown.
MOVIE:'Green Ice' An
electronics wizard becomes
involved in an emerald
heist. Ryan O'Neal, Omar
Sherif, Anne Archer. Rated
PG.
GO -

O

(IL) NFL Football:
Teams to be Announced/or
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SUNDAYcomr.
Alternate Programming In
the event of a players'
strike, alternate programming will be shown.
- Andy Griffith
0
- Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
journalists analyzing the
week's news.
- MOVIE: 'Mamie' A
woman's complex life leads
her into becoming a compulsive thief. Sean Connery,
Diane Baker, Martin Gabel.
1964.
0:2) - NFL Football:
Philadelphia at St Louis/or
Alternate Programming If
the NFL players' strike continues, alternate programming will be shown.

12:30 P.M.
o C3D - Ann Holt at Large
(I)- Computer World
(4) - CFL Football/or
Alternate Programming If
the NFL players' strike continues, CFL Football or alternate programming will
be shown.
O - Search the Scriptures
- Wall Street Week
Louis Rukeyser analyzes
the '80s with a weekly review of economic and investment matters.

O

100P.M.
- To Be Announced
_

MOVIE: 'Too Hot To
Handle' A newsreel correspondent rigs his own big
news stories to beat the rival companies, and falls in
love with a rival's girl and
wins her. Clark Gable,
Myrna Loy, Walter Pidgeon
1938.
_ Gunsmoke
CI CL) - Everybody's
Business
- Writing for a
Reason

1:30 P.M.
(11 - MOVIE: The

Missiles
of October' The Cuban missile crisis during 1962 is
presented. William Devane,
Martin Sheen, Howard Da
Silva. 1974.
(3D - Everybody's
Business
0 (21) - Writing for a
Reason

2:00 P.M.
To Be Announced
Yesteryear... 1933
Dick Cavett hosts this look
at the events of 1933.
- This Week with David
Brinkley
0CID 4111 4ED - Focus on
Society
-

O -

2:30 P.M.
_ At The Movies
0(23) - Focus on Society

2:45 P.M.
_ MOVIE:'Sabrina' Two
wealthy brothers vie for the
hand of their family chauffeur's daughter Humphery
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn,
William Holden 1954
3:00 P.M.
(2) - MOVIE: To So
Announced

•(1) -

NFL Football:
Teems to be Announced/or
Alternate Programming If
the NFL players' strike continues, alternate programming will be shown.
- Leave it to Bower
e - MOVIE: 'Portrait of a

Rebel: Margaret Sanger'
Margaret
Sanger established the nation's first
birth control clinic and was
subsequently brought to
trial under New York's obscenity laws. Bonnie Franklin, David Dukes, Richard
Johnson, 1980.
121 CC - Fitness Motivation
- Understanding
Human Behav.
0(21) - Making It Count
(5 (112) - NFL Football:
Dallas at New York Giants/
or Alternate Programming
If the NFL players' strike
continues, alternate programming will be shown.

3:30 P.M.
(1)- Wild Kingdom
- Please Don't Eat
Daisies
Greatest Sports
Legends
_ Making It Count

-

4:00 P.M.
(I) -

Western Outdoors

man
11)- Happy Days Again
- All Thy Creatures
Host Frank Field profiles IS
rael's wildlife restoration
program of putting animals
back to their habitat in the
Holy Land.(60 min.)
CL)- American Story
o(1 - This Old House
[Closed Captioned]

o

4:30 P.M.
O - Jacques Cousteau
_ Witch's Night Out

O

_ Bridge

NCAA Football: Florida
State at Miami (Fla.)

5:00 P.M.
0a)0 _ News
(3)0'ABC News
- Sunday Scone
O - HBO Magazine
Starring Dick Cavett This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on HBO.
0
_ Art of Being
Human
CEO - Everyday Cooking
- Wonder Woman

o
€11

5:30 P.M.
- AOC Nava

- Jeat Anderson
Confidential
0- Nice Pooch)
CAD0(ID - NBC News
_ M•AIPS•H
0
- Wild America
'Wild Dogs.' Tonight's program shows that all dogs,
wild and domestic, share
similar traits.

6:00 P.M.
_ Ripley's
Believe It Or Nod
0Men-60 Minutes
0 - Best of Work!
Championship Wrestling
(I)0(1)- Voyagers! Phi(2)

neas and Jeffrey try to save
a Salem woman who is accused of being a witch.(80
min )
- MOVIE:'Beer Island' A
weather-research team on a
desolate Arctic island has
more in mind than world climate. Donald Sutherland,
Vanessa Redgrave, Richard
Widmart, Rated PG
•- Solid Gold

•

0(J)- Personal Finance
_ Nature 'Flight of
the Condor.' The South
American wilderness is ex-

amined through the relationship among landscape,
climate and creatures. (80
min.)
- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew

v.

7:00 P.M.
DEEMS- Mid
Houston Matt Houston investigates the murder of a
well-known food critic. (80
min.)
MO (112) - Archie's
Place Billie fills in as Rabinowitz's temporary secretary.
0- Nashville Alive
CilD0 - CHiPs Ponch
and Bobby help a satanic
rock singer.(60 min.)
CE)- Nature'Am ate: The
Great Fig Tree.' The majestic fig trees from the rain forests
of
Belize
are
examined.(60 min.)
CD(ED_ All Creatures Great
and Small
ap - Ernest Angley
410 - Washington International Horse Show

Labor of lova
Joan Collins (r ) stars as a
madam who uses her profits
to put her niece (Priscilla
Barnes) through medical
school in "The Wild Women
of Chastity Gulch," and ABC
movie to air Sunday, Oct 1
(Station rimers5 ma new

o

7:30 P.M.
0(L)0(12)- Gloria
8:00 P.M.
C2D (2)0 - MOVIE:
'Wild Women of Chastity
Gulch' The women of a Missouri mining town are victimized by a band of
renegade soldiers. Priscilla
Barnes, Joan Collins, Lee
Horsley. 1982.
0(112) - Jefferson*
01)
George's old friend Johnny
Misinterprets Louise's sarcasm as an invitttion to
'move in.'
0- Week In Review

- MOVIE:
a) 0
'Halloween' A maniacal
kilter escapesfrom a mental
hospital and returns to the
scene of his slaughter 15
years before. Jamie Lee
Curtis, Donald Pleasence.
1978.
MOVIE:'Halioween
A demented killer returns to
terrorize his hometown. Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald
Pleasance. 1981. Rated R.
0 Cn 0 (21) Masterpiece Theatre 'To
Serve Them All My Days.'
The first woman joins the
teaching staff at Bamfylde
and befriends one of the
older boys. (80 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
- Black Pulse

_

•

to maks tibel-nWfvues changes

over Alex to Francine
- Bryant Productions

9:00 P.M.
CE 415) (12) - Trapper
John, M.D. Gonzo, Gloria
and Jackpot discover that
one of the nurses has posed
nude for a girlie magazine
(80 min.)
0- IBS Weekend News
0 - Writers' Workshop
- Crisis to Crisis
CD
- Jerry Falwell

9:30 P.M.
_ MOVIE:'Final Conflict
A priest sets out to destroy
the satanic mission of Damien, the antichrist. Sam
Neill, Rossano Brazze, Lisa
Harrow. 1981. Rated R.
- Washington
Report

10:00 P.M.
O CID CAD
ClE) OD COD
News
(r.)- Eyewitness News
(1)0- ABC News
- Jerry Faiwell
OP (:1)- Matters of Life &
Death

•

- Wrap Around

•

10:15 P.M.

C3D - Eyewitness News
- Jim Bakker
10:30 P.M.
•GD - Saturday Night
Live
▪
- Rockford Files
8:30 P.M.
- Rey Dempsey
10 OP crt _ One Day at
GD - Miller and Co.
a Time Ann, needing to be
- Frank Boomer
alone,does not want to turn
Show
•

CHECKING ACCOUNTS...SAvINS ACCOUNTS...CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
...iRA ACCOUNTS...24-NOUR TELLER...MONEY MAAKET CERTIFICATES..
CANOS...COMMUNITY ROOM..
T.V. DRIVE-IN...NOW ACC
ACCOuNTS....111ANSAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES.
legs ACCOUNTS...
CLUO....IRA ACC
DRIVE-IN...NOW
CERTIFICATES
OFIC
S...OANCLUO
ACCOUNTS....
ITT ROOM...
...TRAVELERS
CLUB...
NOV ACCOUNT
DEPOSIT
CHECKING
BOXES...
L..LOAMS
LOANS...
—MONEY
ORIV
ITV
mARKET C
S.. IRA
VELERS
ACCOUNTS.
.111ANCLLO
CHECKS...
SAFETY DE
CHRISTMAS
TELLER...T.
.TRAVELERS
CLUO...SAVI
CHECKS...INA
41ENILLIJILL
.IRA ACCOUUTS
NOV ACCOUNT
MONEY ONOERs
KOMI FDIC...T.
ACCOUNTS....AA
—SAFETY DEPOSIT
X. —CREDIT CAfts
ACCOUNTS...CMECAING
T...24-001LO YELLEN...10MS
MEANER FDIC...CERTIFICATES OF
...COMMUNITY
WIVE-10...TONNELERS
MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES...NOW ACCOUNTS...CNECKING ACCOUNTS..
SAVINGS ACCOURTS...INA ACCOUKTS...CERTIFICATES CF DEPOSIT— IAA
ACCOUNTS...CHECKING ACCOUNTS...SAFETy DEPOSIT BOXIS..COMMUNITY

emin...t.v.

cuicas...eamcike

GI

- B.J. Gospel

- Jack Van Imp*

•

12:30 A.M.
0 CI) - Jack Anderson

- CBS News
Confidential
°
cy)- ErwrititiNiFINSon
10:45 P.M.
•
002)- Face the Nation
- Directions
- News/Sign Off
11:00 P.M.
12:45 A.M.
CID0- 700 Club
- Sports Sunday
- Open Up
- Quincy
1:00 A.M.
(1) - MOVIE: 'Blowing •
•
a)(112)-CU News
•

•

Wild' A wildcatter pins his
desperate hopes on a
gusher in the wild oil fields
Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwyck, Ruth Roman, Anthony Quinn. 1953

11:15P.M.
- MOVIE:'Ghost Story'
An unforgiving ghost returns 50 years after her

•

death to punish those responsible. Fred Astaire, Melvyn Douglas, John Houseman.

- Andy Griffith
•p - Ws Your Business
11:30 P.M.
a au _ Kofsk
_ Washington Internetional Horse Show
11:45 P.M.
- Andy Griffith
•art _ Mizzou Football
12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'A Town

•

•

•

•

Called Heft Greed and violence explode as a dual manhunt reaches its terrorizing
climax. Robert Shaw, Stella
Stevens, Martin Landau.
1972.

Nightwatch
(1)- CNN Headline News

1:15 A.M.

gp - MOVIE:tieeth Valley'

A psychopathic killer in
Death Valley turns a vacs
tion Into horror for a di
vorced woman, her son and
her boyfriend Paul LeMat.
Catherine Hicks, Stephen
McHattre 1982

1:30 A.M.

▪

-

Naves

200 A.M.
- MOVIE: The
Aseaseinetion of TrotakV
2:30 A.M.

-

NC.AA Football: Florida
State at Miami (Fla.)

•

2:45 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Halloween ir
4:15 A.M.
- World/Large
- HINO Maeozonto

•

•

•

*tarring Dick Cavan This
show presents an inside
look at the shows and stars
appearing on l4110

4:30 A.M.
- It's Your Business

•

We're Open
[
4.1 H
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DLIC
AA
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Nothing special has happened during new TV season

B.

By FRANK BLODGETT
Well, we're into the
fourth week of the new
fall prime time television
season and so far nothing
special has happened,
either in the way of programming or schedule
changes, series being put
on the shelf or outright
cancellations. Since none
of the new series are burning up the ratings — and
those very imprecice
statistics are the primary
decision making factor —
we can look for some of
the new shows to drop by
the wayside soon.
After the first two
weeks of ratings after
many of the new shows
have begun we can see
that the established
shows are beating the
new ones — no unexpected phenomenon. The
week of September 27
ratings (made only in a
few major markets)
showed two new shows in
the top 20: "Matt
Houston," a private eye
show, ranked 18th out of
the 63 programs rated,
and "Square Pegs," a
high school comedy, was
20th. A couple of highly
promoted shows,
"Cheers" and "The
Devlin Connection," both
on NBC, did not do very
well, finishing with 15
shares. (Theoretically
that means that 15% of
the people watching
television at that time
watched the shows. It
generally takes a share of

audience in the upper 20s
to stay around long.)
The second prime time
rating week saw the ',two
high rated new shows
drop into the pack with
"Family Ties," a generation gap comedy that I
like fairly well, pulling
ahead of the others in
22nd place. "Cheers" did
better, with a 22 share.
"Tucker's Witch," a
"Bewitched" and "Hart
to Hart" conglomoration,
beat "Quincy" with a 27
share and little "Gloria"
outdid her dad with a 26
(Archie had a 25). Tht Uig
surprise in rating week
two was the strong performance of "Knight
Rider," a show about a
talking, thinking car,
against perennial top dog
"Dallas." "Knight
Rider" had a very
respectable 30 share to
"Dallas" 40. I guess that
means the 9-10 p.m. slot
on Fridays belongs to the
cars and the cads.
The major non-surprise
of the second ratings
week was the poor showing of NBC's "The
Voyagers" which has
been put in the
kamakazie slot opposite
"60 Minutes." It finished
60th out of 63.
The big weeding out of
the new programs will
take place during the national ratings sweeps in
November when the two
major TV rating services
survey all of the markets
in the country. ("Sweep"

is an appropriate name,
don't you think?) Meanwhile, here is a sampling
of early reaction to the
new season by some of
the major television
critics around the country. (You'll get my opi-

nion soon enough.)
Mike Duffy of the
Detroit Free Press
(wasn't that Lou Grant's
old paper?) gives the
season so far "a slight
edge in quality over the
last several seasons," if

The special of the week,
Wednesday at 6, is "Tarnished Silver," a look at
the career and films of
Charlie Chaplin featuring
Helen Roulston of
English and Michael
Johnson of Art plus clips
from a number of Chaplin
films.
On Thursday's "Here
and Now," at 6 p.m.,
Chris May will return and
Dr. Roger Haney of the
Department of Journalism and RadioTelevision will discuss
subliminal advertising.
He will show several socalled subliminal ads.
"News 11" presents a
live report of the latest
news,sports and weather
for the Murray area Monday through Thursday at
6:30 p.m. "Friday
Magazine" wraps up the
week and presents
special features Friday
at 6.

Philadelphia Enquirer
says the season is
"lightweight, consisting
almost entirely of sitcoms and escapist
shows." He concludes,
"They're not going to
make anybody's head
hurt this year."

GENERAL ELECTRIC VIDEO

"ADVANCED CONCEPTS"
IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
GE Color Monitor
Color TV
Automatic Color Signal Control
• Seeks The Signal
• Fine Tunes Each Channel And Holds It
• Keeps Color Levels Consistent
• Refines Detail
• You Set Brightness, Contrast, Color And
Tint.

538

25"diagonal COLOR TV
25PC31102K

GE
VIVI-Color' TV
=Niro Cionned
n
At=
u
rind 'home Oen Cluinnei And Nded•
Gen*
vowIOddddAdridds. Canna,Una And Tint

MSU-TV to focus on Halloween
Halloween is the focus
this week on MSU-TV 11's
"Spotlight on Murray,"
seen Tuesday evening at
6 and again Friday at 6:30
p.m. Co Host Patrick Vincent will take viewers on
a tour of the Old Salem
grave yard and Ginny
Hutson will talk to the
director and members of
the cast of the Community Theatre's Halloween
presentation,"The Haunting of Hill House." The
program will also feature
a preview look at some of
the costumes you'll be
seeing on Halloween
night.
Versatile Patrick Vincent also shows up this
week on Monday night at
6:00 as a singer on the
student-produced variety
show "Here and Now."
He will be accompanied
by Phyllis Love, who
joins him in a duet. Composer, pianist, singer
Chris May will also perform some of his compositions.

for no other reason than
"the bad shows aren't as
horrible as some of the
really rotten shows we've
seen in the past." My,
that's a ringing endorsement.
Bill Collins of the

25" Diagonal Electronic
Tuning Control
• Color Morino.
• Keyboard! Onaild Electronic TurnA9
• Idieldidnd Cnannel ClIb, Os, Unurdmi
OHO. Compatible Cable TV Ceeeneis
• Energy Conecieue Spite Mee Germ.
• WI,.Pack Mido. Plictur• Tut»
DIBIid c151
ConfiOl

87w

568

19"liwd
doe
.
z
.

13"

COOS ird

Color Television
VI-Color '• System tdr Locked in C.harrnel Tented
MO% Solid Stele Duette
In Line Stack Maine Pkclurre Tube
VHF Pre-Set fine 'Neel
70 POsItiOdi 'CnCid to UHF Tuning
AutOndediC C040, Contdda

GE Black & White TV
• 100.e Sold Stade Chanel
• VHF Pre-Set Ftne Teeing
• Set A0.0-0009W VOliAlip
Cdnir01
• 70 POIdnOn Click In OdifF
Tuning

• Outell-Oe Ny401
eright Ptclure Tvbe
• Up-Front Controke
• DC Fletteretion
• awn 9, UroVerliel
Antenna

*Appliances are our
only business.
*In store financing
*Up to 24 mo. to pay
*Think Service before
you buy

288
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 1 2 E MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS. OWNERS 753-1536
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